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ABSTRACT 
Among the few Pakistani writers who have won considerable critical acclaim in the 
English-speaking world, Kamila Shamsie holds a respectable position. Shamsie wrote 
her first novel, In the City by the Sea (1998) while still at University of Massachusetts 
where she was studying. It was shortlisted for the John Llewellyn Rhys Prize in the 
UK. She received the Prime Minister's Award for Literature in Pakistan in 19^ )9 for 
this novel as also for two other novels. Her second novel. Salt and Saffron, followed 
in 2000, after which she was- selecfed as one of Orange's 21 Writers of the 21st 
century in 2001. Her third nbueiKartography, published in 2002 received widespread 
critical acclaim and was shortlisted again for the John Llewellyn Rhys award m the 
UK. Both Kartography--.lglm'^£.roken Verses (ib&S^ have won the Patras Bokhari 
Award from the Academy*^«|jJ||^^s ^yi^^kil^an. Her fifth novel Burnt Shadows 
published in 2009 was shortlisted forTEeOrange Prize for Fiction. Her books have 
been translated in a number of languages. She is also a reviewer and a colunmist, 
primarily for Guardian and has written for Prospect, New Statesman, Index on 
Censorship and in Karachi for Newsline and Dawn. She has been a judge for several 
literary awards, including the Orange Award for New Writers and the Guardian First 
Book Award. Kamila Shamsie in 2013 has been named in Granta's List of the Best 
Young British novelists. 
Belonging to the club of diaspora writers, she presently teaches creative 
writing in Hamilton College, New York. The body of work produced by Shamsie is 
handsome enough to merit a considerable critical study. Her evolution as a writer is 
explicit, from a couple of closed thematic strands involving the struggle for 
democracy under dictatorial regime which she has portrayed in her first novel In the 
City by the Sea, she has taken to experimenting with new vistas of thoughts, 
exhibiting maturity and exploring multiple themes in her novels, also in the process, 
making them increasingly complex. This is especially true of her last two thematically 
dense novels. Broken Verses and Burnt Shadows. In the latter novel, she has skilllblly 
handled vast canvas spanning sixty years and a plot set in five countries with the first 
section in Nagasaki, dealing with a radically opposite setting as compared to the 
familiar Karachi in which her previous four novels are located. 
She has explored numerous themes in her narratives - dictatorial regimes 
especially of Zia ul Haq, violence, social stratification, issue of Muhajir identity, rich-
poor divide, women laws - Hudood and Zina and their fight for women rights, 
rebelliousness of the poets, 1971 Bangladesh war to global issues of War on Terror, 
the nexus of CIA and ISI, homosexuality, languages as a reconciler in a fractured 
world, Islamophobia, cricket, identity-complexes, arms proliferation and nuclear-
wrought world. 
Shamsie is a front-line contemporary Pakistani English fiction writer who has 
truthfully captured the essence of a nation in turmoil in all her five novels. Politico-
historical novels are an important aspect of her creative identity and her novels can 
rightly be called as socio-cultural document of an era of hope and despair in her 
country. She maps a trajectory of human emotions and conflicts propelled mostly by 
politics. 
Kamila Shamsie's debut novel In the City by the Sea set in the turbulent times 
of General Zia, is a story of the heavy price that dissenting voices have to pay in a 
country where military rule is the norm and democracy only an aberration. And while 
the writer has voiced her country's disturbances in all her other four novels, what sets 
this novel apart is that she has, as her first protagonist, eleven-year old Hasan, tlirough 
whose eyes she sensitively portrays the times of dictatorship in her beloved country 
where house arrests, the tradition of silencing the dissenting voices, street protests, 
strikes, rallying, riots, curfew, mindless killings, loss and fear are the normal oider of 
the day. And it is ruled by a sunken-eyed General who takes pleasure in house-
arresting and killing his critics. Hasan's uncle, Salman Haq is a political dissenter 
who heads a party which stands against corruption prevalent in the country. Hasan's 
idyllic, sheltered family life is shattered when Salman is arrested and charged with 
treason. As the troubles in Pakistan worsen, Hasan sees the atmosphere of the family 
turning gloomy in the anticipation of Salman's trial. Uncle Salman is Hasan's 
favourite and in his childhood attempt to save him from being executed by the 
dictator, he frequently slips into a world of imagmation. In several fantasy quests to 
save Salman he carries on an imaginative journey as Sir Huss in a land of castles and 
dragons, knights and armours. Struggle for democracy under military rule, rampant 
violence, political life under dictatorial regime- house arrests, protests, role of 
intelligence agencies etc, are the main thematic concerns in the novel. 
Salt and Saffron, second in the chronology of Kamila Shamsie's novels which 
won her a place in Orange's list of 21 Writers for 2f Century deals with the 
prejudices and objects of baseless terror that run in families and are possessed and 
nurtured by it through generations, the prejudices that are handed down from one 
generation to the next in legacy and become a vital part of the existence of the 
members of the family whose beings are sometimes shaped and other times 
victimized by it, bringing upon an effect which defines their mental space. Often such 
prejudices have to be accepted without questioning, and non-conformity to them calls 
for banishment from the family. The prejudices have a root in the sub continent's 
irrational beliefs and superstitions in things and notions that are difficult to understand 
and which are thus, easy to be linked to a farfetched source rather than to something 
closer. Spanning the subcontinent from Muslim invasion to Partition, this is a novel 
about the shapes stories can take - turning into myths, appearing in history books and 
entering into our lives. 
It is with the parallel shown between the not-quite twins and the creation of 
two countries on the cusp of the midnight of 14/15 August 1947 that the curse 
assumes a new significance. On the journey of the historical family to the past and its 
implications on the present generation, there are a number of thematic concerns - the 
rich-poor divide, the pain of partition, the family systems in the subcontinent, the 
feudal system in Pakistan, the culture associated with marriages, social mannerisms of 
the elite and most importantly the whole structural aspect of sub-continental cuisine 
which has been very elaborately and tastefully presented in the book. Also some of 
the most insightfiil passages in the novel are dedicated to meditations on the tradition 
of storytelling. 
Set in violence ridden Karachi, Kartography (2002) is a story of how wars and 
political turbulences, far from just affecting the countries' borders, carry wilh them 
the oblivious germs of changing the intricacies of relationships and thus, have a far 
reaching, extremely complex and percolating effect on human aspects. It is a story of 
personal-political entanglement, narrating how a nation's history has im])act on 
personal equations, the way it alters life and creates permanent fissures. It is also a 
story about Karachi - Karachi with all its open manholes, Karachi with its broken 
roads, polluted air, overly decorated buses, beggars, crazy traffic, Karachi with its 
night life, parties, social class stratification, Karachi with its breathtaking but dirty 
beach, with its ethnic differences, political unrest, Karachi the city of load shedding, 
the site of mushaira sessions, the home to country's rich globetrotting businessmen 
and glamorous socialites and ultimately 'home' to the characters. 
The story develops as Raheen and Karim, thirteen year old when the story 
opens begin to explore the reasons their parents had swapped partners before the 
wedding. The story behind the exchange of fiancees, revealed as an intimate personal 
story, has wider implications, since it is tied, to the ethnic unrest of 1971, when civil 
war broke out between East and West Pakistan, and Bangladesh came into being. The 
novel also opens up a much repressed and silenced chapter in Pakistan's history 
which had great repercussions on the country's relationship with Bangladesh and 
hidia and put questions on the viability of religion as a binding force which was the 
raison d'etre of Bangladesh being a part of Pakistan. The intricacies of relationships, 
the volatile graph of the friendship of Karim and Raheen in the background of the 
turbulent Karachi of 1980s, the ties to one's home city, the idiosyncrasies of the rich, 
the state of Muhajirs, the dire implications of the wrong policies of the government 
like quota system are some of the divergent themes dealt with in the novel. 
The fourth and intriguingly multilayered novel of Kamila Shamsie, Broken 
Verses, largely the mental mappings of the 31 -year-one year old protagonist named 
Aasmani Inqalab is her search for elusive answers about her life as she is haunted by 
the unresolved tragedies of her childhood, especially regarding the disappearance of 
her mother without as much as a farewell note. Her absolutely fearless activist mother 
Samina and her mother's lover known throughout the country as 'The Poet' were the 
breath and soul of their generation's resistance to military dictatorship and the 
excesses of the government. The Poet's outspoken opposition to the government in a 
regime of unacceptance of any critique led to his numerous spells in prison and in 
exile before his brutal murder and complete disfiguration of his face through the 
hands of unknown assailants. The unwavering Samina finds herself completely 
broken down after his mysterious death and starts questioning the beliefs that she had 
so fiercely fought for all her life. Struggling for two years in a state of acute 
depression to find a meaning in her life after the poet, she is finally unable to bear her 
grief anymore and goes to the sea side never to return back, following the trail of The 
Poet in making hers a mysterious death as well. Whether she committed suicide or got 
accidently drowned in the sea remains an unsolved mystery till the end. 
Fourteen long years later Aasmaani, frequently abandoned by her mother 
while carrying on her political activities or accompanying The Poet in exile, is still 
tormented by her refusal to believe her mother and The Poet whom she lovingly calls 
Omi dead. Desperately holding on to every little bit of hope, she talks about her dead 
mother in present tense, enlivening her in her utterings and desperately waits for her 
mother's return. The novel can be read as a study in a daughter's deep longing for her 
mother and the difficulty of letting go of the people who make up our lives. Then 
most unexpectedly, Samina's best friend Shehnaz, a legendary actress about to make 
her comeback in television, presents Aasmaani with a puzzling note, written m the 
secret code that Samina and The Poet shared. Shehnaz's son, Ed recently returned 
from New York post-9/11, plays the enigmatic messenger. Against all logic, 
Aasmaani begins to believe that The Poet might be alive, perhaps even her mother as 
well, leading to the unrelenting quest - the reading and re-readings of the arrived 
letters, treading of newspaper archives, meetings with The Poet's friends - the 
resultant anguish, disappointment, contestations with all others and then finally, her 
acceptance of her mother's death. Moving through its course, the novel gives an 
insight into the political and social life in Pakistan especially during General Zia's 
regime and portrays the plight of women under the Hudood ordinance. It addresses a 
number of themes - homosexuality, complexities in the behavior of celebrity kids, the 
therapeutic property of doing loved-ones' last rites, the consequences faced by the 
political dissenters woven seamlessly into the novel. The novel also is an insightftil 
meditation on the fibres that characters are made of 
Burnt Shadows, last in the oeuvre of Shamsie's novels is an attempt to portray 
the fragmented turbulent world of today - the way historical events, more than 
disrupting political ease in the atmosphere create permanent fissures in the lives of the 
people, displacing them and marking them with the catastrophe forever. Moving from 
one historical disaster to another it links the catastrophes that the last century 
witnessed and shows how the present fissured world of today owe to the global 
events, at how hatred borne out of world politics, callous insensitive selfish decisions 
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of the great powers have bred violence and given birth to further hatred and 
fragmented the world dangerously. 
Burnt Shadows distils much of the past 65 years' history into its pages. It is a 
multi-generational, multi-cultural story about the turbulence of a century where large 
groups of people had to leave their homes and where events from the distant past cast 
a very long shadow over the present. Tracing the shared history of two culturally 
different families with members from varying nationalities - a German, a British, a 
Japanese and an hidian. Konrad-Weiss and Tanaka-Ashraf from the bombing of 
Nagasaki, India on the brink of Partition, Pakistan in the early 1980s, New York post 
9/11, Afghanistan in the wake of US 'War on Terror' campaign and the horrifying 
images of Guantanamo Bay is a disturbing reflection on the conflict of attitudes and 
cultural divides that span everything from the loyalty of taste buds to the perceptive 
image of marriages even to the dangerous level where it breeds fear and scepticism so 
deep in the mind of young American Kim that she hands over an Afghani to the FBI 
just because of an unfounded fear against all 'with beards', poignantly hinting at 
Islamophobia, another tributary of perilous disintegration of the world. 
Running beneath the main narrative of this novel is the parable about the 
Prophet Muhammad being protected by a spider that weaves a web across the mouth 
of the cave he is hiding in, leading his pursuers to believe that no one could be inside 
the cave. This 'spider symbol', friends and families helping each other find meaning 
in lives is what connects the characters across generations. 
Shamsie shows how cataclysmic historical events - the atom bomb, the 
Partition of India, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan send fault lines snaking down 
through the years, shattering the very social structures on which human beings 
depend. The novel unravels the tangled mess of events which led Raza Ashraf, a 
gifted linguist and son of two widely different people who suffered at the hands of 
history to Guantanamo Bay. The novel is also an attempt at showcasing how 
appreciation for cultures especially in terms of languages can be used as strong 
bedrock for creating a truly global world sans destruction and conflict. It is through 
Hiroko that the novel moves to India, just before Partition, to Pakistan during the 
times of heavy Soviet influx in the region, to Afghanistan in all its ftindamentalist 
fury and finally 9/11 New York. It deals with a number of issues in the journey hat 
ensues - the huge transforming effect of historical events on personal li\es, 
insensitivity of the super powers, multiculturalism and racism. It analyses the reasons 
behind the emergence of Islamic fundamentalism, arguing the case for its attempt to 
critically analyze the status of Pakistanis and Muslims in a post "9/11" world order. 
particularly within the contemporary discourses on terrorism and capitalism, locating 
it as a direct repercussion of the west's obsession with power, nuclear warfare and its 
fatal race for armaments. The pain of displacement, the way some relations are built 
despite and amidst the destruction of war and the need for a peaceftil world are the 
other divergent themes that recur throughout the story. 
It is Shamsie's employment of language in utterly novel ways that make her 
novels such deftly provocative pieces of literature. She has played with language in a 
number of ways in her novels, sometimes delving into the origins of the words as in 
In the City by the Sea where Hasan's father Shehryar takes much interest in 
Etymology. Shehryar, in his moments of worry is shown to be translating lines of 
poetry into their root words which amply suggests writer's fascination for words, their 
origin, their history and their effects. Karim and Raheen in Kartography speak in 
anagrams which is an important aspect of their friendship as this is something that 
they share just with each other. It almost assumes the status of a secret code, a s>'mbol 
of their complete understanding of each other. She peppers her dialogues with very 
localized conversational words in an effort to authenticate place and characters. These 
words strongly point out her geographical and linguistic affiliations and are gentle 
reminders of the culture that the story has been set in besides providing a distinct 
regional flavour to the text. She creates a rich and utterly enchanting world through 
her linguistic acrobatics. 
In Broken Verses, the character of Nazim, the revolutionary poet gives the 
writer ample means to delve into the beauty of language. His feelings and sensuous 
emotional outpourings have been presented through poetic metaphors. The Poet 
delves into the English-Urdu overlapping and contrasts which seems to be the writer's 
own engagement given that she was brought up in an environment of rich Urdu-
English traditions and thus, besides standing on a very rich cultural ground has an 
insight which makes her appreciate both in equal measure. 
Besides mentioning Urdu poetic ghazals, mushairas in her novel she also has 
extensively interspersed her writings with western literature - Leda and the Swan, 
Prufrock, Hamlet, Prospero etc. Her language has the breezy insouciance of a writer's 
inheritance, well versed with Urdu traditions and brought up on Western literature, 
Shamsie's novels shine luminously with meditations on various aspects of living. 
These are beautiful pieces of insights into deep recesses of human mind and convey a 
stark understanding of the writer regarding human behaviour: 
The writer grew up in Karachi, a city that is such an overwhelming presence in 
the first four of her novels that it almost emerges as a character, and a particularly 
round one. Though she has spent a major portion of her life in the US and the UK, she 
has never severed herself from her roots. Karachi seems to be her muse and a huge 
presence in her first four novels. She has portrayed the city lyrically without being 
unaware of its pitfalls. She has portrayed the violent aspect of Karachi delving to 
great lengths about all that is wrong in the city while also delving into its history and 
other pleasant aspects of the city. 
The plot of all her novels are compact and fast-paced. In fact, they are so 
dense with the musings, mental upheavals, thoughts and conversations of the 
characters, especially the protagonists that nowhere does the narrative slackens or 
slows down. Though In the City by the Sea talks about dictatorship and large political 
problems, the narrative never moves beyond the family and neighbourhood of Hasan. 
The plot, thus, develops on the lines of the limited child's world. In Salt and Sajfron, 
the stories of Aliya's lineage from the glorious and the bleak past of Dard-e-Dil 
family from as far off as Mughals and the revolt of 1857 form the bulk of the prose, 
still it appears to be out and out Aliya's story. Kartography has the story of the 1971 
Bangladesh War and the consequent formation of a new nation running strongly in the 
story, the historical past assume importance only when Raheen begins to question it. 
In Broken Verses Aasmani's streams of consciousness run throughout, making it \'ery 
dense in style. Though there are other thematic strands like Shehnaz Saeed's 
homosexual bent, Ed's troubled childhood and Beema's last days with her mother, 
they all uhimately fall into the narrative of Aasmani and make it a heavy story. The 
plot of Broken Verses is simple but the writer has made it interesting and intriguing by 
filling it with wonderful complexities and intricacies. What gives it a dense form are 
Aasmani's thoughts which the writer has unfolded in all its intensity. 
They are all largely family narratives set in turbulent times where personal 
becomes political. They record the deeply-troubled history of Pakistan in elaborate 
terms where politics had such a large sway that even when the other motifs amve in 
multitude they uhimately merge with political tropes. Shamsie has followed first 
person linear narrative of time in her first novel In the City by the Sea which 
complements the simplistic narrative given that the story is told through the eyes of 
11-year old Hasan. Aliya in Salt and Saffron follows first person non-linear narrative 
and often takes break fi-om the narrative to explain at length about mystical members 
of her family from far distance in time, of that during British rule in India. She has 
employed first person non-linearity to an advantage in Kartography where the whole 
mystery of why Karim and Raheen's parents swapped partners assume E new 
significance because of the flash backs set in 1970s, hi narrating those flashbacks 
from the past when Raheen was not bom, third person narrative with an omniscient 
eye has been used while the rest of the story shows a first person narrative of Raheen. 
Broken Verses where the whole essence of the story lies in the mental anguish of 
Aasmaani hiqalab, first person non-linear narrative allows the writer to reach deep 
recesses of her mind. 
While in Burnt Shadows where the canvas widens with the story taking place 
in five countries and spanning sixty years she has chosen third person linear narrative 
which enables her to showcase the working of the minds of not just the protagonist 
Hiroko but in equal measure of that of Sajjad, Raza, Henry and Kim even in places 
when Hiroko is absent firom the narrative. In the first section of the novel, she has 
employed present tense to bring in a sense of immediacy to the narrative set in 
Nagasaki on the day nuclear bomb was dropped. 
Kamila Shamsie has also employed non-narrative unconventional ways in 
which the novels comes to us in pages and ink. In Salt and Saffron the Dard-e-Dil 
family with its relatives as the readers come across them is saved from being a 
confusing and exhausting experience by the map of an elaborate family tree provided 
by Shamsie at the beginning of the novel. That hand-made map of Karachi also fonns 
part of the text and has been presented in that very form in the novel. There is alsc a 
pastiche 'Envisionable Cities' of Italo Calvino's Invisible Cities that Raheen writes 
for her Comparative Letter as a part of her course. The pastiche fits into the 
framework of the theme about cities and blends the differing points of views of Karim 
and Raheen regarding places in a lyrical way. 
The present work has focused on themes and techniques in the novels of 
Kamila Shamsie where she has displayed remarkable substantiality. The political 
content of her novels, keen eye for details, ability to handle vast stretches of time, 
place and emotions, the issues dealt therein, her dense characters and lyrical 
expressions invite critical perspective from a variety of angles. It is hoped that this 
work shall contribute to the study of the canon of Pakistani literature. With every 
novel, Shamsie gives her stories a larger range - from family saga in In the City by the 
Sea and Salt and Saffron to ethnic violence and the silenced history of 1971 war in 
Kartography, women's rights movement in Broken Verses and finally to the nuclear 
war threat hanging over the contemporary world in Burnt Shadows. Pakistan plays a 
much smaller role in Burnt Shadows. Still, place is very much an important concept, 
and the descriptions of Japan, India, and Afghanistan add new characters to the novel. 
Burnt Shadows deals with challenging issues, and once again Shamsie confronts the 
reader with political debates and moral uncertainties, reflecting a great sensibility to 
the linguistic, cultural, religious and social diversity. She is an artist who, through an 
assortment of political and ideological perspectives can charmel the anxieties oi" her 
time into powerfiil narratives. It is hoped that the present work shall contribute 
significantly to the ongoing discussion on the canon of Pakistani literature. 
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CHAPTER-l 
INTRODUCTION 
The shared history of British presence in colonial countries which later came to be 
known as Commonwealth Literature has produced a substantial body of writing in 
many languages. The writings from Commonwealth countries have injected a mv. life 
and a new perspective to English literature and have enriched it with thei;' own 
cultures, languages, symbols, folk tales, forms of literature, turbulences, aspirations, 
achievements and all forms of social, political and cultural experiences The 
economic, social and cultural subjugation of colonies by the imperialist powers acted 
as a catalyst for the educated and the intellectuals to voice their experience of 
exploitation and take a subtle initial step towards making the natives educated about 
their exploitative condition. This provided a begiiming to the modem fiction in these 
Commonwealth countries. 
The process did not come to an end with the achievement of liberation by 
these countries. On the other hand the task of nation building and modernization of 
these societies provided a new edge to it. Writings in these countries reflected the 
thoughts, feelings and aspirations of human beings which differed to the extt-nt to 
which experiences behind them differed. Literature became a means of gi\ing 
utterance to the despairs and hopes, apathy and aspirations of a nation's histor) as it 
moved from freedom to slavery, from slavery to revolution, from revolution to 
Independence and again from Independence to the tasks of reconstruction \v'hich 
involved further experience of growth and failure. 
Commonwealth Literature, as Muneeza Shamsie, a literary critic of repute of 
Pakistan observes: 
really acquired widespread international acceptance in the 1980s with 
the development of increasingly assertive migrant communities in the 
west and a new discourse in western academia. There had beer this 
post-war debate on the English novel writing which was perceived to 
be on the decline - and possibly dead. Then they found that it was very 
much alive and well in Britain's erstwhile colonies and there wa^  this 
wonderful surge of new writing coming from there. (Naqvi) 
Thus the likes of Chinua Achebe's Things Fall Apart (1958) picturing the 
coming of the westerners to the Ibo heartland of Nigeria and how under the western 
impact the tribal life falls apart, and Raja Rao's Kanthapura (1938) depicting the 
villager's reaction to the nationalist movement illustrate the colonial phase of this 
literature. Within the gamut of Commonwealth Literature, the genre of South Asian 
Writing has achieved respectability and steady maturity in the past few decades. The 
publication of Salman Rushdie's seminal novel. Midnight's Children in 1981 as well 
as the popularity of his subsequent works, Michael Ondaatje's Booker Prize for The 
English Patient in 1992, Arundhati Roy's Booker Prize for The God of Small Things 
in 1997, Jhumpa Lahiri's Pulitzer Prize for Interpreter of Maladies in 2000, V. S. 
Naipaul's Nobel Prize for Literature in 2003 and Arvinda Adiga's Booker Prize in 
2008 for The White Tiger are just a few of the notable highlights that have anchored a 
place for South Asian Writing in English on the International Literary scene. 
In a country like India, which had a very rich and long line of literary 
tradition of its own, contact with English language provided a new field with a 
completely different set of writing traditions and cultural aspects which enriched the 
writings of these educated native authors and in tum, added a new vitality to English 
Literature as a whole. And it was this common and shared, Urdu and English literary 
tradition that Pakistan inherited from the Indian subcontinent on the eve of its 
Independence in 1947. However, later the more pressing issues for Pakistani writers 
became religious ftindamentalism, repetitive military rule, suspension of Democracy, 
arms infiltration, US war on terror, violence on streets - all of which is very different 
from what India has experienced. So, increasingly their histories and literature have 
become quite distinct. 
In the Pakistan of 1947, with the anti-colonial and pro-nationalist feelings 
running high, there was no profound desire among the natives to give expression to 
their voice in 'foreign' English amidst the multi-linguistic literary traditions. The 
nation which had everything around seeped in religion gave its patronization to Urdu. 
Pakistani Literature for the first few decades was essentially Urdu with other regional 
language literatures making a steady mark. English, especially fiction, was a writing 
which appeared only sparsely, "Parallel to the aspirations for a new state, literature 
was expected to have a new direction and grow to its full, though it was rather early to 
relate literature to any fore-defined path. But all the creative energy that could well 
have gone into the making of a progressively growing literature was consumed tiy the 
act of Partition" (Gilani). India and Pakistan witnessed unprecedented violence and 
bloodshed in the wake of Partition in 1947. This ominous situation of mass massacres, 
communal tensions, large scale migration of people, refugee camps provided a highly 
distressing state of affairs and gave birth to what is generally known as 'tales of riots" 
and describe the holocaust of Partition. This unfortunate event of recent h slory 
shocked the heart, stupefied the mind and baffled the imagination of people. It 
specially had an all encompassing effect on writers on both sides of the border who 
were deeply touched by this senseless violence. Parallel to Khushwant Singh's rrain 
to Pakistan, B. Rajan's The Dark Dancer, Attia Hosain's Sunlight on a Broken 
Column, Manohar Malgaonkar's A Bend in the Ganges, Raj Gill's The Rapt and 
Chaman Nahal's Azadi, Pakistani writers gave vent to their emotions in Mumtaz 
Shahnawaz's The Heart Divided and later Bapsi Sidhwa's Ice Candy Man, apart from 
numerous renderings in other languages. 
Once the dust of Partition settled down, ideas of nationalism, hindrances in the 
way to ideal nationhood - caste system, rampant communalism, growing sensitivity to 
the rights of and equal status for women and minorities, the political upheaval arising 
out of a nation in its infancy, disruptive social order are some of the issues that liave 
found profound expression in the early years in the literature of both the countries in 
various languages. While Indian English literature had a very luxuriant growth ir the 
1980s with exceptionally talented writers encountering, exploring and presenting 
everyday reality in their country, throwing open their unfamiliar world for the 
fascinated world readers - Amitav Ghosh, Anita Desai, Vikram Seth, Upmanvu 
Chatterjee, Kamala Markandaya, Mulk Raj Anand, (i)n that era, creative writing, by 
Pakistani writers was disparaged as pointless, and elitist, a colonial hangover" (M. 
Shamsie, And the World xi). This really changed in 1980s when English came tc be 
regarded as the global language of electronic revolution. Pakistani literature vas 
expected to take a new direction along with the new state of Pakistan at this point but 
did not meet this expectation. Muneeza Shamsie who, while, looking for familiar 
textures in literature, turned to writers from countries other than her own, especially 
from India talks about the rich growth of Indian English Literature in the period, tier 
words are also reflective of the lacuna in Pakistani English: 
As I grew older I developed a great longing to find out more about my 
part of the world, my own people. And what was there for me to read 
in English. There was Kipling, and Foster's portrayal of British India 
which had nothing to do with the world I knew, hi the 1960s 1 started 
to hone into South Asian literature, which was largely Indian at the 
time but it started me off (Naqvi) 
Since 1947 there has been a sporadic growth of Pakistani English literature but 
as a body of work, Pakistani English fiction, poetry and drama has started to come 
into its own only recently. There has been a vital growth in Pakistani English poetry 
during 1960s and 1970s with names like Adrian Hussain, Maki Kureishi, Taufiq 
Rafat, Kaleem Omar and Salman Kureishi but fiction was still to get its momentum. 
There was some spurt of writing in English coming from the country but it was so far 
in between that even to give them the term Pakistani writing in English seemed to be 
an exaggeration. 
As with any nation, particularly a new one, Pakistani literature's story carmot 
be told without the backdrop of history. In 1947 the English language itself was a 
vexed and contradictory space as it was the 'language of exploitative colonialism'. In 
the newly created state of Pakistan it was also the official language, while Urdu was 
the national language. But around the globe, English was fast assuming the status of 
what has now become a global language. Despite imperialist rule waning in position 
and power all over the world, English still retained the position of pride, status and 
privilege. Thus a division built up between English language writers and those who 
worked in Pakistan's other languages. While Urdu novelists such as Ashfaq Ahmed, 
Tariq Mahmud, Intezar Husain, Bano Qudsia, Jameela Hashmi and Abdullah Hussain 
were producing dynamic, challenging work, the English-language novel in the 1950s 
was close to non-existent. 
The advent of English fiction writing into the Pakistani scene was in 1967 
when the expatriate Zulfikar Ghose published The Murder of Aziz Khan. This was the 
first cohesive modem English novel by a writer of Pakistani origin. Muneeza Shamsie 
writes, "The plot about a poor Punjab farmer destroyed by a group of industrialists, 
though fiction, was so close to the bone, that the chattering classes were abuzz with 
speculating 'who-was-who' " (M. Shamsie "Pakistani Writers"). Zulfiqar published 
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several books of poetry including The Violent West, A Memory of Asia and Selected 
Poems and over ten novels. In the 1970s, Ghose gained international repute with his 
trilogy The Incredible Brazilian, (1972/ 75/ 79). Prior to this, Ahmed Ali a nov^elist, 
poet, critic, translator, diplomat and scholar had achieved international fame with his 
novel Twilight in Delhi published in 1940 and set in 1911, in a Muslim 
neighbourhood in Delhi, where despair over the downfall of the Mughals and the rise 
of the British is strong. Ali was bilingual but chose to write the novel which he had 
published before Partition, in English to provide both the Anglicized Indians and the 
English themselves with an alternative to the 'official narrative' of the Raj. 
In the 70s, 80s and 90s there were small waves of Pakistani English v riters 
pioneered by Bapsi Sidhwa, who bore the flag of Pakistani English fiction writiag on 
international scene almost single-handedly. Sidhwa is an enormously popular Parsi 
author and a recipient of Germany's 1991 Literature Prize, Readers Digest Lilla 
Wallace Award along with many Pakistani Literary Awards. Bapsi Sidhwa's ground-
breaking novel remains Ice-Candy-Man (1988), later titled Cracking India which 
highlights the terrible cataclysmic events of Partition as seen through the eyes of a 
young observer. Her other novels The Crow-Eaters (1978) and The American Brat 
(1993) describe the Ufe of Parsi families in Pakistan in a trans-cultural setting while 
The Bride (1983) dealt with subjugation of women in a patriarchal set up, "the 
publication of Sidhwa's novels also coincided with a strong politicised women's 
movement in Pakistan" (M. Shamsie, And the World xii-xiii) 
Adam Zameenzad portrayed the lives of social outcasts, loners, losers, the 
deprived and the dispossessed in his work. His novel, The Thirteenth House, 
published in 1987, gives a cross-section of Pakistani consciousness, which connects 
the past with the present, and also opens inroads into astrology and mysticism. It 
mixes desire with horror and attempts to regain the imaginative grasp of a cliild's 
perception through the unfolding of its story. The novel won the David Higham 
Award in 1987. 
Another name which gained much reputation in the international scent- is 
Pakistan-bom English playwright, screenwriter, film maker, novelist and short story 
writer Hanif Kureishi who is known especially for an Oscar nomination for his 
screenplay of The Beautiful Launderette. His novel The Buddha of Suburbia (1990) 
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won the Whitbread Award. The themes of his six novels so far have touched on the 
topics of race, nationaUsm, immigration and sexuality. 
The '90s heralded a new dimension for Pakistani English prose with Sara 
Suleri publishing her poetic and creative memoir Meatless Days (1989), an 
exploration of the complex interweaving of national history and personal biography 
which was widely and respectfully reviewed. She followed this with a non-fictional 
work, The Rhetoric of English India (1992) and a final farewell to her father, Boys 
Will Be Boys: A Daughter's Elegy (2003). This Pakistani writer is also the founding 
Editor of the Yale Journal of Criticism, and serves on the Editorial boards of The Yale 
Review, and Transition. 
Novel writers in Pakistan thus stole some moment of glory but the literature 
churning out in these years can be considered more as individual masterpieces and it 
was only very recently with the advent of a train of critically acclaimed writers that 
they can be seen as establishing a tradition and a body of work deserving a 
nomenclature of Pakistani Anglophone novels. 
In the early years of the 21st century, a number of Pakistani novelists writing 
in English won or were shortlisted for international awards. Mohsin Hamid published 
his first novel Moth Smoke (2000), a tale of a Lahore banker Darashikoh Shezad, who 
loses his job and takes to a life of crime and drugs. The novel had an innovative 
structure, using multiple voices, second person trial scenes, and essays on such topics 
as the role of air-conditioning in the lives of its main characters. Pioneering a hip, 
contemporary approach to South Asian fiction, it was considered by some critics to be 
"the most interesting novel that came out of [its] generation of subcontinent writing" 
(Basu). It won the Betty Trask Award and was a finalist for the PEN/Hemingway 
Award. His second novel. The Reluctant Fundamentalist (2007) tells the story of a 
Pakistani man who decides to leave his high-flying life in America after a failed love 
affair and the terrorist attacks of 9/11. The novel uses the unusual device of a dramatic 
monologue in which the Pakistani protagonist continually addresses an American 
listener who is never heard from directly. It was shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize, 
won several awards including the Anisfield-Wolf Book Award and the Asian 
American Literary Award, and translated into over 25 languages. The Guardian 
selected it as one of the books that defined the decade. His recent How to Get Filthy 
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Rich in Rising Asia (2013) reaffirms Hamid's place as "one of his generation's most 
inventive and gifted writers" (Kakutani). 
Uzma Aslam Khan was shortlisted for the Commonwealth Writers Prize 
(Eurasia region) for her second novel, Trespassing (2003). It has been translated mto 
fourteen languages. Her Geometry of God set in 70s and 80s Pakistan is about a 
paleontologist Zahoor carrying on his research while General Zia is launch ng a 
campaign to Islamize knowledge. Science is being rewritten and called Is amic 
Science, The teaching of evolution is banned. Nothing is natural or accidental, 
everything is 'revealed' and 'ordained.' On a fossil dig in the Sah Range of the 
Punjab, an area that once lay beneath the Tethys Sea, Zahoor's granddaughter, Anial. 
finds proof of the 'dog-whale' or Pakicetus, the oldest known primitive whale The 
novel takes on the culture war between the Islamists and the secularists. It won 
Bronze in the Independent Publishers Book Awards 2010. 
British-Pakistani writer Nadeem Aslam won the Kiriyama Prize for his 
Second book. Maps for Lost Lovers (2004). Ostensibly about the murder of a pair of 
lovers, the book is in fact, a minute dissection of working-class Pakistani immigrant 
communities that have settled in the north of England over the last 40 years The 
novel received widespread acclaim on publication, with critics repeatedly referring to 
the quality of its prose, its remarkable characters, and its expose of the tortured 
immigrant experience. He explores the complexities of war and its aftershocks i n his 
novel The Wasted Vigil (2008). His latest The Blind Man's Garden published in 2013 
set in Pakistan and Afghanistan in the months following 9/11 is a story of Wa • and 
explores the consequences of September 11 through the eyes of two young Pakistanis. 
The first novel of Mohammed Hanif, a former Pakistan Air Force officer, 
probes the mystery surrounding the death of former Pakistan's President Zia-ul Haq in 
his dark political satire A Case of the Exploding Mangoes (2008) which was 
shortlisted for the 2008 Guardian First Book Award. His second novel, Our Lady of 
Alice Bhatti, (2011) was shortlisted for the Wellcome Trust Book Prize (2012) and 
the DSC Prize for South Asian Literature (2013). 
H.M. Naqvi's Home Boy was awarded the inaugural DSC South /vsian 
Literature Prize in 2011. Naqvi attempts to blend high-brow intellectual elements w ith 
narrative devices from popular culture to consider the impacts of the ill-conceived war 
on terror through an exploration of bewildering dualities that mark American society 
in context of an immigrant's experience. 
The lesser known writers have also published their books in recent years, 
adding a little momentum to the upsurge of writing. Ali Sethi's The Wish Maker was 
published by Penguin Books-India as part of its prestigious Hamish Hamilton launch 
titles in the sub-continent, representing the coming of age of English writing from the 
Islamic-trio of Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan. Bina Shah is the author of six 
books whose yi Season for Martyrs (2010) was awarded the Premio Intemazionale in 
the Un Mondi di Bambini category of the Almalfi Coast Literary Festival in July 2010 
for translated fiction. Her other novels are Where They Dream in Blue (2001), The 
786 Cybercafe (2004) and Slum Child (2010). Moni Mohsin published The End of 
Innocence in 2006 and Tender Hooks in 2001. Qaisra Shahraz who specifically takes 
up women issues published her The Holy Woman in 2001 and Typhoon in 2007. Shah 
Bano Bilgrami's Without Dreams (2007) was placed on the Longlist for the Man Asia 
Literary Prize in 2007. 
A very marked feature of Pakistani English Literature has been the diasporic 
nature of its existence. Almost all the major Pakistani English novelists live a 
hyphenated existence. It may account for the fact that there was an almost complete 
void of English novel literary tradition. Though Sidhwa was writing but she seemed to 
be an exception rather than the norm. Also, the writers did not have a conducive 
environment to breathe free, to give a vent to their expressions under military 
regimes; they did not really have a voice and no previous legacy of literature to draw 
inspiration from. Thus the earlier writing-inclined people found themselves hanging 
uncertainly in this set-up. Also, western education and living experience of the later 
writers provided them with a faculty of mind which they utilized to write from the 
twin perspective of both the East and the West. On the periphery of their country 
being termed a 'failed state', the various forces pulling and exerting their force, 
Pakistan lends an immediacy to these writers who write to make sense of all the chaos 
around and also to bring about an understanding of the unique nature of their country 
to the West. 
Kamila Shamsie seems to corroborate the attitude when she says, "1 think 
when you grow up in a city that's under attack from within, it makes you much more 
conscious of the nature of the city as a city" (Ahmad). Their Pakistani legacy with a 
transnational identity has given them a reaUstic and cosmopoUtan understanding with 
which they are tempering their narratives. The themes that they have tackled are 
amazingly diverse, yet all socially and culturally relevant, bom out of post Pak slani 
literature, seeing boundaries as fluid and identities more complex than just that of 
immigrant or expatriate. This assimilation of political developments while processing 
through the fiction has cultivated poignant pieces of writings with an emphatic 
explanation of the country's turmoil. Pakistani writers draw critical attentior and 
claim basically due to embracing of political nature of fiction and their engagement 
with their country is deep and complex. 
According to Bina Shah, "Pakistanis have been let down by our government 
time and again, by geopolitical events, and by the many wrong turns our history has 
taken since 1947. We have plenty of national angst and it tends to come out in our 
writing" (Anjum). Hamid says, "What seems more urgent is Pakistani history cf the 
last 30 years, the dramatic, ongoing, and often tragic transformations of our country 
during the time period spanning the two Afghanistan wars" (Anjum). Despite 
belonging to the privileged band of diasporic writers, they do not write with a 
detached eye but proclaim their Pakistani identity strongly. Writers like Mohsin 
Hamid, Mohammad Hanif and short-story writer Daniyal Mueenuddin, having 
published their books and gained success, are returning to their country of birth, "Far 
from being turncoats who said goodbye to their country of birth, they are pre vmg 
fighters of cultural space, often usurped by the Western monolith" (Salam 4). 
Pakistani English Literature has almost inevitably been compared to its hidian 
counterpart, "Some would suggest that the fate of Pakistani English literature is 
closely entwined with that of Indian writing in English, that the popularity of 
literature from India acted as a springboard for Pakistani writing's success" ("A New 
Chapter"). But Kamila Shamsie emphasizes that the trajectories of Pakistani 
Anglophone writing and Indian Anglophone writing cannot be compared: 
I don't think there's been the Midnight's Children moment in qui e so 
dramatic a way [with Pakistani literature]. Instead we've had a cluster 
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of writers publishing and being acclaimed within a condensed space of 
time. Mohsin Hamid, Nadeem Aslam and I had our first novels out 
quite a while ago, and Aamer Hussein's first short-story collection was 
published in the 1990s. So I think we need to guard against the sense 
that there was a void until 2-3 years ago which is suddenly crammed 
full of books that people are talking about. ("Paging Pakistan") 
She further believes, "Pakistani writing is like the new young fast bowler on the 
scene but Indian writing is like the spinner who's been going for years and whose 
greatness is assumed" ("A New Chapter"). Daniyal Mueenuddin, goes on to suggest 
that it is important to bear in mind the distinction in style between Indian and 
Pakistani writing. In his view, Pakistani writing is grittier, with a tougher emotional 
core than its Indian counterpart, "We're not lying in sort of a bath of warm water and 
reflecting upon, you know, our sort of quirky, funny families. There's an edginess to 
our writing, I believe, which is distinctive" (Gifford). 
With almost 200 million people speaking nearly sixty languages, conceived 
under the auspices of a single religion, but wracked with deep separatist fissures and 
the destabilizing forces of neighbours Iran and Afghanistan, Pakistan is one of the 
most dynamic places in the world. Not surprisingly, Pakistani literature finds itself 
trying to understand the utterly unstable place that it has evolved into. The themes that 
the writers are exploring are as divergent as the social construct of the country from 
the cultural issues concerning Asian Muslims in Britain, racism, arranged marriages, 
violence, 9/11, insurgency of the US in Afghanistan, clash of civilization, brutal 
blasphemy laws, impact of East West encounter, of Western idioms and thoughts 
pressing upon Muslim identity and an equally intense pressure back, they are writing 
from the trajectory of the concepts of contrasting viewpoints. 
But what is common to all of them is that they are questioning the country's 
state with a sympathetic understanding of its character. In the novels the topics 
addressed are contemporary, questioning historical past and the tone is sarcastic and 
essentially humorous. They are, most of them writing in political contexts: 
I think if you're writing about places like Pakistan and Afghanistan in 
the 80s, if you're writing about New York in 2002, if you're writing 
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about Japan the day the bomb fell, how does it not become political 
even if you're only writing about what's happening in the donicstic 
world, the political comes in through doors and windows ard its 
certainly not all are unaware of that and I don't shy away from the term 
political. (Interview A) 
The ability of so many Pakistani English writers to perceive themselves in universal 
terms, yet identify with Pakistan has also had a powerful impact on Pakistani English 
writing and has shaped the literature into essentially pluralistic in namre. 
Muneeza Shamsie acknowledges the fact that to some extent literature 
churning out from the country is gaining attention because Pakistan is in the oye of 
the world as there certainly exists a link between topicality and Literature. But she 
also point out that this factor would have easily died had there not been sustainable 
talent in these writers. Muneeza is also quick to point out that a noticeable as])ect in 
the current situation is that these books are largely being published in Indii. She 
laments the fact that Pakistan's publication industry does not have adequate 
infrastructure, the whole publishing set up where an upcoming writer is supported, for 
example, guided to polish sentences and to incorporate elements for impeccable 
pieces. This infrastructure which accompanies the growth of literature is still missing 
in Pakistan (Interview B). 
Summing up the literary situation in the larger perspective of South Asia. 
Butalia, says, "Writers in Bangladesh, Pakistan and Afghanistan are now feeling 
confident about expressing themselves in English - not in Queen's English bit m the 
language that captures the atmosphere of their countries" (Chatterjee). 
Kamila Shamsie hailed as "a writer of immense ambition and strength" b> 
Salman Rushdie (Interview C), was bom in Karachi on August 13, 1973. Shamsie has 
been an important Pakistani English fiction writer who has truthfully captxired the 
essence of a nation in turmoil in all her five novels. Politico-historical novels are an 
important aspect of her creative identity and her novels can rightly be called is socio 
cultural document of an era of hope and despair in her country. She maps a tiajectorx' 
of human emotions and conflicts propelled mostly by politics. Shamsie sa\'s that 
writing fiction that tackles political issues head on was not a conscious decision, as in 
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Pakistan, "You don't grow up with the separation between what's happening 
politically and what's happening in people's lives. When I was growing up politics 
was about whether the school was open or closed, whether it was safe to go out and 
visit a friend or if there was trouble in the city. It was all very wrapped up in day-to-
day living" (S. J. Ahmed). These early experiences, she feels, have left a distinctive 
imprint on her writing. She writes from a migrant position but since she has not 
anytime severely torn herself from Pakistan by returning to Karachi every winters, she 
straddles both the world of East and West with ease. 
Shamsie wrote her first novel. In the City by the Sea published in 1998 while 
still at University of Massachusetts where she was studying. It was shortlisted for the 
John Llewellyn Rhys Prize in the UK. She received the Prime Minister's Award for 
Literature in Pakistan in 1999 for this novel as also for two other novels. Her second 
novel. Salt and Saffron, followed in 2000, after which she was selected as one of 
Orange's 21 Writers of the 21st century in 2001. Her third novel, Kartography, 
published in 2002 received widespread critical acclaim and was shortlisted again for 
the John Llewellyn Rhys award in the UK. Both Kartography and Broken Verses 
(2005), have won the Patras Bokhari Award from the Academy of Letters in Pakistan, 
Her fifth novel Burnt Shadows published in 2009 was shortlisted for the Orange Prize 
for Fiction. Her books have been translated in a number of languages. She is also a 
reviewer and a columnist, primarily for Guardian and has written for Prospect, New 
Statesman, Index on Censorship and in Karachi for Newsline and Dawn. She has been 
a judge for several literary awards, including the Orange Award for New Writers and 
the Guardian First Book Award. Kamila Shamsie in 2013 has been named in Granta's 
List of the Best Young British novelists. Kamila Shamsie was brought up in Karachi 
and attended Karachi Grammar School. She has a BA in Creative Writing from 
Hamilton College, and an MFA from the MFA Program for Poets & Writers at the 
University of Massachusetts Amherst. She currently teaches creative writing at 
Hamilton College in New York. 
Shamsie's position viewed in context of other female writers from Pakistan 
reveal her distinct engagement with issues that are not being taken up by others. In a 
Muslim orthodox society like Pakistan which limits women's space in every sense of 
the term, voicing their thoughts through written word is a challenge for some women 
writers, specially poets who write with an articulate feminist sensibility about the 
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large scale discrimination that pervades the country, the constraints of purdah, gender 
subjugation, domestic atrocities, discriminatory laws and rape crimes. Lahore based 
writer Feryal AU Gauhar remarks: 
Writing may be the only avenue of expression for many women. Men 
may whistle, saunter around and behave badly. In Pakistani societ/, we 
women don't whistle, wink or make salubrious noises. Women who 
were courtesans discussed sexuality over the centuries, and strung 
words together to compose songs. But those who composed at home 
were not recognized. It is the positioning of women, performance is 
out of bounds for us, as it was for middle class Indian woraen a 
hundred years ago. You cannot sing, you cannot dance without being 
noticed but you can write quietly. (Mehrotra) 
Writing for the Pakistani women is also a way of reclaiming their identity and kc^ eping 
them sane in the midst of all the despair bleak situations they have to encounter on a 
daily basis. Gauhar again says, "Words are for me just balm - they soothe mt when 
the anguish is too deep" (Mehrotra). She wrote the screenplays for her two films, 
Pezwaan (1994) and Tibbi Galli (1997) and developed the latter into her first novel 
The Scent of Wet Earth in August (2002). Her second novel. No Space for Further 
Burials (2007), has been translated into French and is being translated into other 
European languages, Persian and Pashto. Qaisra Shehraz also pointing to the same 
issue says that women have been subjugated for long in Pakistan because of which 
they have lost their voice, their thoughts are suppressed in the garb of familial honour 
and decency (Shehraz). 
Contrast to this, Kamila Shamsie writes without the essential baggage ol 
pressure that some other women writers face because of the sex that they belong to 
Her elite, educated upbringing and the legacy of the women writers in close proximit\ 
of her family have given her an uninhibited voice. Though she has sensitively taken 
up women issues in her writings but she voices them not as someone who has 
experienced them but as an 'other'. She has also seen her characters from the 
perspective of their gender and is aware of issues pertaining to her sex in the countr\. 
She does not write only from Feminist perspective but expresses divergent voces, it is 
the voice of a nation trying to understand its namre, coming to terms with its sell-
destructive mechanisms and struggling to cope with the opposing forces. She has not 
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portrayed women as victims as they are largely portrayed to be but as strong 
independent beings who dorm their individuahty unselfconsciously. 
Her mother Muneeza Shamsie is a Pakistani writer, an expert on Pakistani 
English Writing, critic, editor and freelance journalist. Her most acclaimed works are 
an anthology, And the World Changed: Contemporary Stories by Pakistani Women 
which won in the United States, the 2009 IPPY (Independent Publisher of the Year) 
Gold Award and the 2008 Foreword Magazine Book of The Year Bronze Award, both 
for the best anthology by an Independent publisher, A Dragonfly in the Sun: An 
Anthology of Pakistani Writing in English (1997) and Leaving Home: Toward a New 
Millennium; A Collection of English Prose by Pakistani Writers. Muneeza Shamsie 
was the Regional Chairperson (Europe and South Asia) of the Commonwealth 
Writers Prize for 2010 and 2011. Since 1982 she has been writing prolifically and her 
freelance feature writing has covered diverse topics, from archaeology to feminism, 
but literature has always been her main focus. Muneeza Shamsie has spoken about 
Pakistani English literature at many international literary forums, conferences and 
seminars. 
Kamila Shamsie's grandmother Jahanara Habibullah was the author of a 
memoir, Zindagi Ki Yadein: Riyasat Rampur Ka Nawabi Daur which was among the 
first books to be published by OUP when it started Urdu Publications. Her aunt, 
Indian writer Attia Hosein who wrote the famous Sunlight on a Broken Column 
(1961) was one of the first women writers of South Asia. Thus the legacy of written 
word all around her growing up years was a natural impetus to her writing. Kamila 
Shamsie has drawn on her familial inheritance to enrich her writings. About the trope 
of people moving in various countries and of the possibility of a borderless world in 
Burnt Shadows, she says, "1 suppose it must start with my own family story. None of 
my grandparents were bom in the place they ended up. Three of my grandparents 
were bom in India and then became Pakistanis after Partition. My fourth grandparent 
was bom in Berlin, then moved to Delhi and then to Pakistan. So I had this awareness 
growing up of people who move about" (Interview A). Also the trait of taking all the 
unpleasantness of lives in stride without regret and marching forward, a trait so 
intimately connected with Hiroko Tanaka in Burnt Shadows has the imprints of her 
grandmother Jahanara Habibullah. (Interview D) 
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Shamsie, "always wanted to be a writer - it's an inextricable part of my life" 
(Brown). Her exuberant style has been compared to that of Salman Rushdie {Eastern 
Eye Publisher's Blurb) which also points towards the fact that Salman Rushdie's 
Midnight's Children was an influence on her, it opened up a new world for and her 
made her see that novel can be written convincingly about the world that she inherits. 
Recounting her greatest literary experience, she says, "(l)t would have lo be 
Midnight's children by Salman Rushdie when I was 15 and I felt my head would 
explode because I thought writing can do this, it felt so intimate and farriliar" 
(Interview D). 
The famous Kashmiri poet, Agha Ali Shah who taught her in Hamilton has 
also been a powerful influence on her: 
He was my first teacher of creative writing, and although I know that I 
walked into his class at Hamilton College, ten years ago, with a 
sensibility that was already beginning to form, with aesthetic 
preferences that were already taking shape, I also know that its 
impossible to separate the way I think about language from the way 
Shahid taught me to think about language. It's impossible to say 
"before Shahid I thought..." because there really wasn't ver> much 
"before Shahid" for me in terms of self-conscious thinking about 
words. And so sometimes it seems possible to believe that all he did 
was show me shortcuts, lead me to a place where I would ha\ e gone 
regardless of him or anyone else in the world. But to say that is merely 
to say that I can't imagine the writer I would have been if not for him . 
. . His awareness of language - its aesthetic, its music - was so 
powerful that it was impossible not to be affected by it. I started 
reading all my work out loud after I'd written it - even long pieces ol 
fiction, even entire novels - because of Shahid . . . The arrangement of 
vowels and consonants, the workings of rhythm and assonance became 
just as important as the meaning conveyed by my sentences That 1 
wrote fiction rather than poetry didn't mean his lessons wereni 
relevant. (K. Shamsie, "Agha Shahid Ali" 23-24) 
The writer grew up in Karachi, a city that is such an overwhelming pre sence in 
the first four of her novels that it almost emerges as a character, and a particularly 
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round one. Though she has spent a major portion of her life in the US and the UK, she 
has never severed herself from her roots. Despite being a diasporic writer, she does 
not write about Pakistan with a distant eye but with a keen insider's one. When she 
went to study in the US, she would come back to Karachi during winter and summer 
holidays. It was during these seven years that Shamsie did most of her writings. Now 
when she has moved to London, Karachi remains her base. She has the lingering 
longing of an expatriate without its heart breaking complexity and the grim identity 
conflict. The city becomes as real and alive as any of Shamsie's protagonists, who, in 
turn are equally imbued with her love of Karachi and the sea by which it sits. 
"Karachi's home, and as such, it has importance in my imagination. When I think of 
stories, Karachi becomes the default location" (Ahmad), she explains. It is a bedrock 
on which she builds up the edifice of her narrative, a background against the breathing 
presence of which she weaves her stories. Shamsie adds that her beloved hometown is 
intriguing because "Karachi has so much energy. It's a double-edged place. There's 
the violence, but there are also so many opportunities; and there's a lot of irony about 
the place. There's something about the energy and the spirit of the city that I really 
admire" (Ahmad). Shamsie's obvious admiration for Karachi inevitably seeps into the 
colorful prose of her novels. This may also relate to the way in which historical events 
mould her characters' personal relationships. 
In the City by the Sea deals with negotiations of democratic space in a 
dictatorial government, Salt and Saffron with the pain of Partition, and Kartography 
reveals the stings felt at the separation from Bangladesh. As Shamsie puts it, "I think 
in Pakistan you're always aware of history and politics, whereas in the U.S. you can 
more easily keep up with the illusion that there is no [personal] connection to politics" 
(Ahmad). It is only in her fifth novel that she moves out of the familiar landscape of 
Karachi to set her novel all around the globe where Karachi acquires an unassuming 
presence. 
With every novel, Shamsie gives her stories a larger range - from family saga 
in In the City by the Sea and Salt and Saffron to ethnic violence and the silenced 
history of 1971 war in Kartography, women's rights movement in Broken Verses and 
finally to the nuclear war threat hanging over the contemporary world in Burnt 
Shadows. Pakistan plays a much smaller role in Burnt Shadows. Still, place is very 
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much an important concept, and the descriptions of Japan, India, and Afghanistar add 
new characters to the novel. Burnt Shadows deals with challenging issues, and jnce 
again Shamsie confronts the reader with political debates and moral uncertainties, 
reflecting a great sensibility to the linguistic, cultural, religious and social diversity. 
She is an artist who, through an assortment of political and ideological perspectives 
can channel the anxieties of her time into powerful narratives. Her representations 
matter profoundly as they enable the readers to envision the various registers and 
textures of experiences of a vast and complicated region. 
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CHAPTER-2 
In the City by the Sea: 
From Innocence to Experience 
Kamila Shamsie's debut novel In the City by the Sea published in 1998 and set in the 
turbulent times of General Zia ul Haq is a story of the heavy price that dissenting 
voices have to pay in a country where military rule is the norm and democracy only 
an aberration. And while the writer has voiced her country's disturbances in all her 
other four novels, what sets this novel apart is that she has, as her first protagonist, 
eleven-year old Hasan, through whose eyes she sensitively portrays the times of 
dictatorship in her native country where house arrests, the tradition of silencing the 
dissenting voices, street protests, strikes, rallying, riots, curfew, mindless killings, loss 
and fear are the normal order of the day. And it is ruled by a sunken-eyed General 
who takes pleasure in house arresting and killing his critics. Hasan's uncle, Salman 
Haq is a political dissenter who heads a party ACE for Anti-Corruption Enterprise. 
Hasan's idyllic, sheltered family life is shattered when Salman Haq is arrested and 
charged with treason. Portraying a land ruled by an oppressive military regime, this 
eloquent, charming and quietly political novel is set in an unnamed city in Pakistan 
that is in the midst of a political struggle under the rule of an unnamed dictator, who is 
clearly General Zia. This is a regime that Shamsie explores in great detail in Broken 
Verses later. 
Hasan lives a comforting life with his loving parents, untouched by the turmoil 
in his city. This changes, however, when Salman, is put under house arrest for leading 
a rebel political party. As the troubles in Pakistan worsen, Hasan sees the atmosphere 
of his family turning gloomy in anticipation of Salman's trial. Uncle Salman is 
Hasan's favourite and in his childhood attempt to save him from being executed by the 
dictator, he frequently slips into a world of imagination. In several fantasy quests 
touching on magic realism, he carries on an imaginative journey as Sir Huss in a land 
of castles and dragons, knights and armours. 
One early summer morning, while lazing happily on the roof, Hasan watches a 
young boy flying a kite fall to his death. Hasan's quiet life is riven with guilt at not 
having done anything to save the boy. Hasan suspects that the boy was trying to 
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impress him by getting the kite to fly higher and therefore did not pay atten ion to 
where he was stepping. Had Hasan not been there to impress, the boy would ndt have 
tried to get the kite go higher, would have watched his step and not fallen froni the 
roof. The mention of his name plunges Hasan instantly into remorse and guilt where 
he thinks himself to be responsible for the death of the boy. In contrast to it, we have a 
General who does not restrain himself from inflicting death sentence on anybody who 
speaks against his tyraimy. Studied on another plane, the novel is a study in the loss of 
childhood irmocence that turns adults into people with sinister motives as they come 
to adorn the adult garb. Struggle for democracy under military rule, rampant violence, 
political life under dictatorial regime - house arrests, protests, involverrent of 
intelligence agencies etc, the world of fantasy against reality are the main thematic 
concerns of the novel. 
The country is driven by ethnic violence that pervades everything and makes 
normal life dangerous. The story moves forward as Salman's trial date comes closer. 
Hasan sees how his uncle, aunt, mother, father, neighbours and others are hel])less in 
the face of oppression by the government. The idea of how restrictions come to 
govern the lives of those house arrested, a theme which is fully developed later is 
given effectively right at the beginning of the novel, "Hasan had never before known 
the need for Presidential approval in order to reschedule a lunch with one's uncle" 
(Shamsie, In the City 8). Hasan's intellectual development and moral awakering are 
propelled by brutal, authentic history as it unravels before his eyes. The novel 
delineates a landscape of upheaval, in terms of both the political unrest in he city 
which progressively unveils itself as Karachi, and of the mental anguish of Hasan 
Coming from a political family, Hasan comes to know what dangers are ihcre in 
dissenting with a dictatorial regime. Here even a young boy is exposed to political 
currents, to the critiques of the government that the elders participate in. 
General Zia's eleven-year old military regime started with a coup, during the 
night between 4 and 5 July 1977 when the armed forces led by him took ever the 
administration of the country. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, the then Prime Minister, his 
cabinet colleagues, and topmost Pakistan national alliance leaders who wen.- in the 
government were placed under protective custody. The national and proxincial 
assemblies were dissolved and martial law was imposed throughout the country. Zia 
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announced that he neither had any poHtical ambitions nor did the army want to be 
detracted from the profession of soldering. He said that he was obHged to step in to 
fill the vacuum created by political leaders and accepted the challenge as the true 
soldier of Islam. He further said that he had faith in democracy, that elections would 
be held in ninety days and power transferred to the elected representatives of the 
people. However, all political activities were banned till further orders. He also said 
what was to become his justification to remain in power in the years to come, "To 
conclude I must say that the spirit of Islam demonstrated during the recent movement 
was commendable. It proves that Pakistan which was created in the name of Islam 
will continue to survive only if it sticks to Islam. That is why I consider the 
introduction of the Islamic system as an essential prerequisite for the country" ("The 
Rise"). 
The fundamental rights under 1973 constitution and all proceedings pending in 
the courts regarding their enforcement were suspended. No court, tribunal, or other 
authority could call or permit to be called in question the proclamation of the martial 
law or any other order, ordinance, martial law regulation, or martial law order made in 
pursuance thereof and no judgment, decree, writ, order or process could be passed or 
issued in this behalf The regime led to the large scale suspension of public rights 
which finds a voice in the novel, "Salman's going to be tried in a military court. No 
civilians allowed, not even the civil lawyers" (In the City 101). 
The most gruesome act in the period remains the trial, appeal and eventual 
execution of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto who was sentenced to death on the charge of 
conspiracy of the murder of Ahmed Raza Kasuri, a politician. The shadow of Bhutto's 
trial looms large throughout the novel and is reminded through the parallel of 
Salman's trial. The verdict of Bhutto's trial created international as well as national 
political controversy. General Zia justified the detention of Bhutto and his ten 
colleagues by saying that enquiries had unearthed a plethora of evidence to show that 
during Bhutto's regime all civil institutions in the country were systematically 
destroyed and that the civil services were politicized and rendered ineffective and 
insecure. It was alleged that public funds were used for personal luxury and party 
benefits. The life, property and honour of law abiding citizens were made unsafe; 
inhuman and barbaric methods were employed to crush all dissidents and political 
opponents. He also alleged that Bhutto's government had rigged elections on a 
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massive scale in March 1977 and government funds, transport, means of 
communication and government agencies were used in support of tht PPP's 
candidates. Bhutto was sentenced to death. Despite reference to clemenc> by the 
Supreme Court in its judgement on the review application, no mercy was sliown b\ 
General Zia. On 4*^  April 1979, Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto was hanged at 2.00 a.m. in the 
morning at Rawalpindi Central Jail. Contrary to the usual practice of hanging 
prisoners at dawn, the authorities thought it prudent to accomplish it in the dead of 
night so that his body could be flown to Larkana and be buried by the time tne news 
broke among the population. At 4 a.m., Bhutto's body was flown from Chaklala 
airport to Larkana. The lines, "The truth was out: people die because of bullets and 
gravity and rope. And because a President is alive to sign the execution orders ' (In the 
City 183) can again directly be linked to the execution of Bhutto. 
Zia ul Haq's regime made use of surprise attacks on his targets, repression 
against the population, deceptions, calculated ambiguity and lies to keep the 
opposition off balance and to keep the government in a dominant political position. 
Zia ul Haq's methods were often brutal. Human rights abuses, frequent use of state 
terror against Pakistanis in the name of Islamic punishments and law and order were 
common in Zia's Pakistan. The same excesses of the government are revealed when 
Shehryar muses on the political situation, "The government puts someone under 
house arrest, and you double the height of his wall to increase that prison sensation. 
And all at the prisoner's expense. Ah, our glorious law enforcers!" (In the City 9). 
Zia pacified the public against dictatorial regime by repeatedly promising elections 
but the elections were time and again postponed and he ruled the country for eleven 
years, till his mysterious plane crash, humorously called 'hell copter' in the novel, on 
17August 1988. The fear and breach of trust that had come to characterize the society 
during his regime can be read in the words of Gul, " . . . it gets so tiring, you know, 
meeting new people , wondering if they are spies or what, always watching your 
mouth so that you don't trip over your tongue" {In the City 17). The atmosphere of 
distrust, of keen vigilance to look for any move to depose the military and seuashing 
all attempts towards democracy came to increasingly prevail in the country: 
But the General, our self-exalted leader, well, I've seen the v\ay he 
operates. If he saw people in a hut drawing together to view a iolphin, 
he would shoot the dolphin dead. Then he'd plant clues to suggest to 
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each person that someone else in the hut had pulled the trigger, and 
when the accusations turned to violence and everyone was intent on 
ducking and throwing punches, he would sneak out and sell the carcass 
for a handsome profit. The worst part is, before long some of the 
people in that hut would become dolphin killers themselves. {In the 
aVy 150) 
Lieven records in his book the political confusion that came to prevail in the 
country, borne out of the need to carry on an illegitimate governance, "The leaders of 
the new Pakistani state and army were acutely aware of the thinness of loyalty to the 
new state across most of its territory; and this too helped create the mentality of a 
national security state, distrustful of its own people, heavily reliant on intelligent 
services, and dependent ultimately on the army to hold the country together" (62). 
Zia ul Haq's autonomy in the domestic sphere was a consequence of his 
faithfixlness in serving the American cause in Afghanistan. The cold war against the 
Soviets was, in fact, fought by the Americans on the hidian subcontinent and to serve 
the purpose was a ready Pakistan. The interest of the foreign powers in being silent at 
the military government is articulated by Hasan's father Shehryar, "But it seems that 
the President's been in touch with ... well, a whole bunch of foreign powers, and he's 
signed trade agreements with each of them. So, he's going to export just about 
anything he can, just about anything we produce and the rest of the world needs. And 
usually export is a pretty good thing, because we get something in return {In the City 
81-82). 
Shamsie also points out the role played by the foreign powers, especially 
America, in creating and perpetuating disturbances in the country, in turning Pakistan 
into a buffer state for its own benefit. A representative of a foreign power tells Saira, 
"Perhaps my country is getting real benefits from it. You can't expect us to place your 
well being over our well being. And it's not just the trade agreement. There are other 
strategic reasons why we can't alienate your President" {In the City 109). Saira is told 
that the President is "getting carte blanche " {In the City 82). 
Marked by use of undemocratic instruments to curb freedom of civilians in 
almost all aspects, the regime of Zia is widely considered to be the most detrimental 
period in the history of Pakistan having its far reaching effect on the socio-political 
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domains. Though Pakistan has experienced mihtary rule time and over again ^ince its 
inception, Zia's rule being the longest and on account of having carried on some o '^ 
the staunchest policies is also the most despised period in the country's h story, 
'Damn my brother,' Ami said picking up the paper and slapping it on the table 
'Damn the whole bloody mess' she cupped her face in her hands and began to ciy'' (In 
the City 171). Hasan, splurged into the serious and painflil business of politics asks his 
mother what prison is like. Ami covers Hasan's eyes with her hands and compares it 
to a black canvas and Hasan imagines "(f)ive black canvases, joined together to form 
the five sides of a cube. Floor, ceiling and three walls. The canvases grew t jur, six, 
eight feet tall as he watched them, and became the grey of dirt and sweat and thoughts 
staled by repetition" {In the City 112). The writer, through the metaphor of black 
canvases, thus, makes alive the whole trauma of prison effectively through Hasan's 
eyes. When Salman's trial gets closer, Hasan has visuals of him sitting in the prison. 
The actual fear of hanging is made alive through the lucid depiction of the mechanics 
of hanging, "don't die don't die, a man alone in a grey walled room hanginj^; from a 
rope, a rope that did not swiftly snap a neck in two, but squeezed each b-eath by 
breath by gasping breath from the only lungs which knew just how to say 'Hasan' and 
make the name extraordinary" {In the City 191). 
General's despondent attitude is shown in the way he shamelessly calls up 
Saira to buy one of her paintings; his interest certainly far from being in the art is in 
traumatizing Salman's family into silence. His light attitude towards tyranny and 
execution is shown in the way he can use the word 'hang' as a pun for painting while 
for others, especially for the executed's family, the word brings absolute tenor. 
Calling up Saira over the telephone he says, "I have to go through great pains to get 
your number. But I persisted because really, truly, I would like to hang you in my 
drawing room" {In the City 133). Saira disconnects the phone but the General calls 
back saying, "Not you in person of course, Madam. I refer to the extension of your 
soul. Your art, that is. 1 wish a painting" {In the City 133). The mental turmoil that the 
family goes through in such situations is employed effectively through Saira, 
Shehryar, Gul and Hasan to make a critique of the regime. Hasan sharply ponrays the 
worst fear of the family regarding the outcome of the trial, "Remembering Salman 
Mamoo came perilously close to thinking of him in past tense" {In the City 18 S). 
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Pakistan's present day problems can, to a great extent be located in the 
unstable environment provided by the rulers - democratic or otherwise. A newly-built 
nation which was to establish a growth pattern, infrastructure, social and political 
institutions instead, created for itself Pandora's Box of problems: 
In the course of Pakistan's sixty-year history, there have been several 
different attempts radically to change Pakistan, by one civilian and 
three military regimes. Generals Ayub Khan and Pervez Musharraf, 
military rulers in 1958-69 and 1999-2008 respectively, both took as 
their model Mustafa Kemal 'Ataturk', the great secular modernizing 
nationalist and founder of the Turkish republic. General Zia-ul-Haq, 
military ruler from 1977 to 1988, took a very different course, trying to 
unite and develop Pakistan through enforced adherence to a stricter and 
more puritanical form of Islam mixed with Pakistani nationalism. 
Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, founder of the Pakistan People's Party and civilian 
ruler of Pakistan in the 1970s, for his part tried to rally the Pakistani 
masses behind him with a programme of anti-elitist economic 
populism, also mixed with Pakistani nationalism. 
And they all failed. (Lieven 23) 
Between 1947 and 1977 there was also the demise of Muslim league as an 
effective political party, and the rise of civil and military officers as power brokers. 
Pakistan's Parliamentary institutions were paralyzed and politicians had been 
thoroughly discredited. Pakistan passed from a Parliamentary state to a military 
dictatorship time and again, " 'Pendular time,' Salman Mamoo said, swinging himself 
off the tree. 'The inability of democracies to succeed in this country. The cycle of 
failure' " {In the City 209). When Salman, after a long spell of house arrest is taken to 
prison on the charge of the chief plotter of a planned coup attempt, the family 
understands it to be a foreboding for execution, "We couldn't understand whats or 
whys, and neither of us was willing to really talk because if we did we knew the word 
'assassination' would pop out" (In the City 72). The novel also enlists the whole 
atmosphere wherein the various political parties tried to rise against the military in an 
attempt to restore the rule of people. 
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Lodhi records the state of turbulence and dissatisfaction in the country during 
the time, this period brought about disastrous defining changes in the country: 
Political instability has been endemic, as the country has shuttled 
between ineffectual civilian government and military rule ii an 
unbroken cycle punctuated by outbreaks of public protests demanding 
change and better governance . . . the army seized power to usher in 
Pakistan's longest spell of military dictatorship under General 7.ia ul 
Haq who was to leave the most toxic and enduring legacy. His use of 
Islam to legitimize his rule stoked sectarian tensions and encouraged 
extremist tendencies in Pakistani society . . . Added to this volatile mix 
was Pakistan's long engagement in the last of cold war conflicts limed 
at ejecting Soviet occupation forces from Afghanistan. This earned Zia 
enthusiastic western support. But it brought the country a witches" 
brew of problems: induction of Islamic militancy, proliferation of 
weapons, spread of narcotics, exponential growth in madursahs, 
growing violence and a large Afghan refugee population (over three 
million at the peak, close to two million today). Pakistan's intimate 
involvement in the war of unintended consequences came at an 
extraordinary cost: the country's own stability. This established a 
pattern of behavior that was to resonate throughout its history. While 
its rulers played geo-political games that sought to enhance Pakistan's 
religious influence, the neglect of pressing domestic problems (;xacted 
a heavy price . . . Eleven disastrous years under General Zia left the 
country reeling in economic, political and institutional chaos. (47-48) 
The growth of military and its seeping into politics has been a result of weak political 
parties to which people turned to as a protest against undemocratic rule but were 
unable to build trust of the people or a strong political system that could havt fought 
dictatorial military regime, "The paradox of power that hobbled Pakistan's slow 
political development was that as the army grew in size, it stunted the growti of the 
political system whose leaders either made no attempt to rebalance the relaiionship 
between the state and the centre of power, the army, or worse, invited the army to 
settle the political differences amongst themselves" (Nawaz 82). 
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Akbar talks about the gruesome political condition and the widespread 
violation of democratic rights, "On a parallel track, uncertainty over the polity created 
a crisis in which democracy was frequently hijacked by Generals, and elections 
became a fitful fact" {Tinderbox 218). He sees the germs of this upheaval in the 
polarities that exist at various levels in the country, "Pakistan's political reins have 
been effectively in the hands of the army for more than thirty-eight years since its 
independence. The country is wracked by internal divisions between provinces and 
between the forces of modernism and militant and radical Islam. These continuing 
wars have created political uncertainty and tumult" {Tinderbox 79). 
The military has been too swift in taking advantage of the situation. The 
excesses of the military borne by the people made them earnestly repose their faith in 
democratic leaders making it a constant struggle between dictatorship and democracy, 
"Zafar Haq known to his friends as zephyr because he was a cool breeze across arid 
landscape of politics, awoke one morning in his rain dripping prison cell and saw the 
breeze calligraphy "azadi" in the dust of the prison floor" {In the City 76). 
Akbar further says, "Pakistan's history is one of conflict between the under 
developed political system and a well organized army that grew in strength as a 
counterweight to a hostile India next door and in relation to the political system" 
{Tinderbox 81). In such a breach of human rights and non-democratic environment 
coupled with the various groups in which the society is divided, violence had, or 
rather has, become the order of the day: 
...Salman Haq's supports clashed with police in riots around the city. 
The violence was precipitated by rumors that government funded 
universities have been instructed to deny admissions to applicants who 
are active supporters of Haq's Anti-Corruption Enterprise. Official 
reports put the death toll at seventeen, but unofficial estimates suggest 
that the body count could be more than twice that number. {In the City 
26) 
The violence in the country had reached levels where people had to live with it as a 
regular feature of their lives. The instances of people missing or killed in riots so 
innumerous that no family is left out from its share in this misfortune, "But at the 
police station the gates were locked, though men and women with sweat stains shaped 
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like continents on their clothes stuck hands and faces through the grilles of the gate 
and cried , 'My son ...My husband...' And one anguished cry, "Oh God. my 
daughter' " {In the City 107). The dangerous regularity with which the cases of 
violence erupt in the country pains Salman who sharply brings out the sheer 
magnitude of such incidents through the comparison of bullets with numerous stars, 
"There are moments, Hasan, when I like to think that the stars are bullet holes For 
every bullet shot by an oppressor there springs to life a star, with so great a radiance 
that it can never be put out, it can never be imprisoned. But if that really were true the 
last three months in this city would have erased every trace of blackness from the 
sky" {In the City 22). Lieven pointing to the grim situation of frequent violence in the 
country says, "the perennial discontent of the urban masses in most of Pakistan 
continues to express itself not in terms of political mobilization behind new mass 
movements, but sporadic and pointless riots and destruction of property - including 
most notably the buses in which the rioters themselves have to travel every day" (29). 
Hasan has the first hand experience of all the violence when he is caught in it 
in his school. This violence is shown to have ransacked the whole fibre of Pakistan's 
society: 
For one terrible moment all Hasan saw was a mass of bodies, running, 
yelling, brandishing weapons and then . . . they're just students, he 
realized. Their uniforms were not of some terrorist organization, but of 
the government run school up the road, and their weapons were twigs, 
stones from the roadsides and pebbles used in hopscotch games. Hasan 
raised his head a little. 'This is not a time for studying, this is a time for 
unity' . . . 'Close your school. Tell your students to join our rally ' . . . 
Hasan blinked at the unfamiliarity of the scene. Gone: the bustle, the 
almost accidents, the games of chicken between the drivers and 
pedestrians. Gone also: the newspaper hawkers screaming out 
headlines that included Salman Mamoo's name, the beggars dragging 
deformed limbs towards car windows, the vendors selling smuggled 
goods on pavements, the fruit sellers carving guavas into roses to show 
off the pink flesh. Shutters were shut at: the T-shirts store when cool 
teenagers thumbed through hundreds of shirts which were identical 
except for the foreign designer name emblazoned across each one: the 
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fur-shops where foreigners gaped over clothing too warm for the city's 
clime, the cloth shops where merchants unravelled bolts upon bolts of 
cotton and linen to dazzle all eyes, especially the Widow's. {In the City 
26-28) 
The scare of bomb is also something which became part of growing up of the later 
generations. All these incidents of violence have become an indispensible part of the 
nation's conscience and seep in various dimensions into its life, "Before he had even 
reached the last row of chairs Mrs. Qureishi had ushered on the next orator with a 
speed she hadn't exhibited since the bomb scare two years earlier" {In the City 190). 
Though Hasan is too young to fully decipher the meaning of all the political 
chaos but the embroiled atmosphere around, the news reports, elderly talks - all 
intrude his imaginative landscape and colour it in an atmosphere he finds so 
dominatingly around. He imagines a fly as an enemy which he kills with newspaper 
as his weapon. The sentences, "The rear forces have been decimated . . . But they 
gave their lives willingly in order to destroy the enemy . . . The enemy has been 
squashed" {In the City\) seemed to have been picked up by Hasan through the elder's 
discussion of newspaper headlines. 
The writer has very beautifully incorporated the symbolism of pine cone as the 
sign of awakening of the masses and protest against military rule. Pine cones, 
throughout the ages, in various parts of the globe have been associated with spiritual 
enlightenment. In Babylonian, Egyptian, Greek and Christian cultures, pine cone has 
represented a mysterious link between the physical and the spiritual worlds, which 
can be found in human brain. The pineal gland, also known as the third eye, is 
represented by the pine cone in occult symbolism, hi addition, pine cones have also 
historically been used as symbols of everlasting or eternal life. The Greeks, Romans 
and Indians have incorporated pine cone into their elaborate system of religious 
beliefs and mythologies. Catholic religious tradition and Pagan symbolism is 
intricately interwoven with pine cones, considered to be the fruit of evergreen life, 
most prominently atop the sacred staff carried by Pope. In Paganism, it stands for 
regeneration and fertility. 
In the novel, too, pine cones come wrapped up in heavy symbolism. When 
Salman Haq is house arrested, each day at a particular part of the day his supporters 
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rain pine cones into his house. This can be read as an altered state of consciousn^^ss, a 
symbol for support for Salman Haq and by extension for democracy: 
The sky rained pine-cones . . . There's actually some poor man v hose 
sole purpose in life is to remove the pine-cones from my lawn every 
evening,' Salman Mamoo said, 'Our Beloved Leader's idea. 1 hear it's 
supposed to show that the government will sweep away any acts of 
treason, but as far as I am concerned it just prevents my house from 
being buried under a mountain of pine-cones'. {In the City 14-5) 
There are other instances in the novel when pine cones keep on reappeermg. 
Next, it is used when support for Salman has to be read in the first letter of each line 
in each article's column. Looked that way, the newspaper seemed to be filled witn the 
words 'pine cone'. Also the structure of pine cone is such that it's pointed conical 
shape covered with scales of hardwood give it an appearance close to a grenade. 
When a girl of Hasan's age presents a miniature pine cone held in her fist to General 
Zia, his first impression is that he is being handed over a bomb. At the same time 
eight of Salman Haq's supporters around the country gift pine cones held in their fists 
to the President's eight advisors. Thus, the writer has very distinctively given her own 
flavour to the whole mystery surrounded with General Zia's murder in a mysteiious 
plane crash. One theory is that the plane got crashed because of the bomb hidden in 
two crates of mangoes. The trope of General Zia being killed by a bomb woulc not 
have fit into the whole tone of the story where the writer preserves, right to the end 
the incomprehensibility of a child's age. Thus, the whole episode is narrated shrouded 
in mystery and symbolism. In the end of the novel, after the release of Salman Haq, 
the revival of democracy is shown through the renaming of his party as PINE for 
Party of Integrity and National Empowerment. The use of this symbolism in such 
subtle terms gives a new reading to the novel. 
The way Hasan's character sees the events is what drives forward this story of 
oppression and lawlessness. Through her characters, Shamsie successfully discusses 
the political and ethnic clashes that have plagued the city. The government also forces 
the closure of Saira's art gallery. The trauma of living in a house surroundec by 
government guards who watch over day in and out keeping a count of every minu e is 
felt by Hasan, "That night in the stillness of the bedroom, Hasan felt as though he was 
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surrounded. People in uniform watching him, listening to every breath, wondering 
why he was not asleep" (In the City 19). 
Hasan's family is westernized elite, educated and privileged. The family is 
liberal where Hasan's father Shehryar gives his wife ample space to develop her 
individuality. Delineation of such liberal-minded characters by Shamsie is the first of 
her efforts at presenting the lesser portrayed aspects of her country. The writer also 
fills Hasan's character with precocious details - he is never happier than staying 
under the open sky, pomegranate in hand. As a stroke of genius, Shamsie's choice of 
a young boy as a protagonist helps her in deviating from an almost over-explored 
rendition of similar themes. Often such portrayals are through the character of a 
moderate Muslim who agonizes at the painful turn of events connected in some way 
with his community, a portrayal which is emotive and fraught with stereotypes. 
Instead, the reader is taken through the dark times which are saved from being made 
suffocating through Hasan's imaginative escapades. Hasan loves cricket, 
pomegranates, the night sky, his clever, vibrant artistic mother, Saira and his 
etymology-obsessed lawyer father, Shehryar and adores his next-door neighbour 
Zehra. Hasan is a bright, interesting child whose world is games and fiin filled 
activities: 
Hasan's lips stretched into the first-thing-in-the-moming smile which 
broke his mouth out of its sleep-imposed mould. Before the smile had 
achieved its potential smugness, Hasan's right hand was already 
moving. Fingers spread to cover maximum area, the hand reached 
down to the spread to cover maximum area, the hand reached down to 
the carpet, skimmed over tea-bum, yo-yo string and dried glue splotch, 
and bundled yesterday's comic page, sports section, TV listings and 
local politics page onto a mass of fly swat. Hasan raised his weapon 
and waited, motionless. Thwackl His posterior jerked at the ferocity of 
the assault. (In the City 1) 
As his imagination runs riot Hasan had "a fleeting notion of raiding all the 
neighbourhood kitchens for onions, which he would unravel and stitch together into 
giant wings, but then he recalled he couldn't stitch. Plus, there was the smell factor to 
take into account" (In the City 2). The situation though grim and dark, the novel 
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certainly isn't. It starts with the image of a child's bedroom where waking up, Hasan 
runs "his tongue over his gums, regretting his decision not to brush his teeth the night 
before so that he could awaken with the taste of rubri still in his mouth" {In th- City 
2) and later gets so distressed at the thought, "I must be getting old, he thought. Fm 
worrying about hygiene" {In the City 3) that decides not to brush his teeth for the rest 
of the weekend. When he sees violence on the streets, Hasan's mind is not fullv able 
to accept so much blood being shed around that he calls it not blood but redness, 
"When Hasan opened his eyes the boys were gone, and a redness that was not betel 
nut juice trailed down the walls" {In the City 21). 
Hasan's thought process where his mental landscape is unripe because of his 
age is shown in a variety of other instances, "hi the kitchen someone who was either 
the new cook or a thief was piling the dining room silver - fruit bowl, tea se with 
elongated teapot, cake slicer, horse figurine, candelabra - on to a table, his back 
towards the door" {In the City 4). He thinks that he can "Dissolve walls and nod hello 
to the gold fish in the rockery pool at no. 7, smile at the girl endlessly hitting a squash 
ball off the back wall at no. 10/1, shake his head in admiration at the BMW, Nissan 
Patrol and (for the servants' use) Honda civic at no. 17-19" {In the City 9). 
His references are those that he has taken from the latest book that he seems to 
have read and his observations far from the logic of an adult world are steeped in 
child-like imagination. He sees the grill of Salman's gate and imagines "'(s)ix 
horizontal stripes, eight vertical strips, forming thirty-five rectangles. Every reciangle 
but had a name which Hasan culled from The book of Myth" {In the City 10). He 
drifts in and out of a strange imagining where he is both himself lying on the bed, 
saying " 'this is the verge of a dream. You would be dreaming if you were not awake" 
and also himself sitting in a room, saying, 'I tried to sleep, I tried. But when I tried to 
count sheep, they turned into kites' " {In the City 21). But in a country where nothing 
escapes the wrath of politics, he also learns to see the dark side to his country. 
Hasan's cheerful childhood plunges into gloom with the atmosphere around. 
As he searches for ways to save Salman, he, in childhood innocence in a seemingly 
Hamlet fashion says, "I would follow the President everywhere and wiisper 
'murderer' in his ear until his conscience could not take it anymore and he restored 
democracy just so that he could get a peaceful night's sleep'" {In the City 158'. The 
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writer often also employs mockery as an effective instrument to show her nation's 
attitude towards the gruesome politics, as Hasan talking of the General says that 
everyone has a conscience. To which her mother replies, quite aptly, "No, his was 
surgically removed and replaced with paranoia" {In the City 197). In another instance, 
Shamsie pokes fun at the General thus: 
. . . blood! She howled, in an attempt to approximate the voice of the 
queen of drama who had eaten her enemy's liver on television the 
night before, in the sturming climax of a serial that was almost 
cancelled because the villain looked remarkably like the President (the 
villain shaved his Presidential moustache and the show was allowed to 
go on, largely because the President was a big fan of it as anyone). {In 
the City 48) 
Also Hasan poignantly says, "Well, how to de-pose such a poser? Remove all 
cameras from his line of vision. Boot out all frogs and toadies, and leave him in a 
room without mirrors. Or perhaps, leave him in a room filled with mirrors" {In the 
City 157) 
In a witty and humorous manner, the writer has created the character of Ogle, 
Zebra's pet dog. Ogle, acronym for Our Glorious Leader, has similarities with 
General Zia. They are shown to be connected in a number of ways - they have the 
same birthday, they both have a scar above their left eyebrow and when the President 
got ill, so did the puppy. The parallel is made hilarious when the day the dog injures 
its left paw, a televised interview shows Zia with a bandaged left hand. Zia's and 
Ogle's scratching their ears also happen at the same time. 
There is also a character, though a supporting one, of the widow. She is an 
embodiment of a sense of loss that people are not able to overcome. For her, the 
dreams of her dead husband are more alive than the realities of life. She is an 
intriguing character who carries a feathered pillow, the last memory of her husband 
and believes that every feather in the dream is a memory of her husband, "She treated 
the waking world like a dream which has revealed its unreality, and for the most part 
she would participate in it with amusement, even suspicion at its illogic, but always 
with an air of remove, always waiting for her eye-lids to droop and the real work of 
living to begin" {In the City 52). She believes that when she had dreamed every 
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feather in her pillow, she would die. There is also the character of 'The Oldest Man' 
who talks senselessly and has his own theories of how people die and ridiculously 
links it with eating mangoes. These two characters seem to be out of a book of myth 
and add to the mysterious element of the novel. 
The novel brings out the cultural aspects of the country where traditions of 
cricket playing and kite-flying enjoy much popularity. Right from its very first page 
the novelist has shown Hasan's idolatry for a famous cricketer he calls Razzledazzle 
Mirza. He emulates him, pins his posters on his wall and dotes on all that the cricHceter 
uses. 
Pakistan, like India has been a devoted cricket-loving nation. Cricket matches 
in the country hold magic enough to bring the whole nation to a standstill. In fact, it 
wouldn't be exaggerating to say that Pakistanis swear by cricket which has become 
the sole binding force in an otherwise dangerously fragmented society. Reviewing the 
place of cricket in her country, Shamsie says, "Cricket is a great national obsession of 
Pakistan. It's the one thing more than any other that binds the nation together, that we 
all have in common. It's also very often or at least what it has been, the one thing that 
we feel there is to be cheerful about" (Interview A). It is a force in the country, the 
only force which can bring a Pathan, a Sindhi, a Muhajir, a Punjabi, a Shia and a 
Sunni, all under one gamut. The madness for cricket is something which is hard to 
miss in the country. Cricket matches glue people to television and wins are an 
occasion for celebration in most of the homes: 
Razzledazzle had been languishing at the non-striker's end for an 
entire over, and now that he was finally facing the attack again he 
patted the ground repeatedly with the bottom of his blade like a l^ ull 
pawing the ground. The ball was ever so slightiy short-pitched. Razzle-
dazzle moved his back foot across and used it as a pivot, his blade 
flashing and thock! Hasan didn't even bother to see where the ball 
would land; his eyes stayed on razzle-dazzle as the batsman body 
swung clockwise in the follow-through to complete a half-circle. 
'Poetry,' Ami murmured. Hasan closed his eyes for an instant repla) in 
slow motion. Salman Mamoo, he was sure, was thinking of cricket 
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now, passing the time with images of cover drives, sweep-shots and 
square-cuts. (In the City 134) 
The whole novel is spattered with references of cricket which is played in the streets, 
at all times and with a palpable enthusiasm: 
Across the street the bowler charged up to the bowling crease, a long 
run-up of incredible speed. The ball struck the pitch and reared up 
sharply. 'Duck!' Aba and Hasan cried out together. But razzle-dazzle 
had picked the ball and moved his feet backward before the grass 
flattened in front of him. As the ball rose up to crush his skull, he 
raised his backfoot high off the ground, brought up the bat to shoulder-
height, pivoted around on his front foot and struck the ball sweet and 
true. The fielder at square leg boundary could only gape as the ball 
zipped past him, smacked against the wall and ricocheted back on to 
his shin. There were cheers and whistles from balconies all around. 
Aba closed his eyes and inhaled through his nose, as though he could 
smell the shot. (In the City 133) 
Valiotis in trying to understand the whole phenomenon of cricket in this sub 
continental country says that originally a colonial game, it has come to be dominated 
by South Asian countries where it has gained tremendous commercial success as: 
. . . a nationally contested dialectic in Pakistan society. . . Broader 
networks of communication and capitalization as well as changes in 
the education system provided an incentive for more lower to lower-
middle class Pakistanis to play first class cricket . . . Cricket in the 
1950s was a 'social outing' for the college and university alumni of 
both Lahore and Karachi; they attended matches 'to be seen' and to 
mix with each other. (110-5) 
The memorabilia of the game holds a place of pride for Hasan who wants to keep the 
stain acquired during the game as a precious possession, "We won. I scored fifty-
three. Clean bowled at the end. And I took an incredible diving catch. At mid-wicket. 
The stain is my souvenir. I'll never wash these trousers" (In the City 64). Cricket even 
reaches a stage of symbolic imagery for victory where it is mingled with politics: 
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Zafar Haq picked up the ball, whispering something to it, and tlu-ew it 
back to the field. Young Salman, sitting on his father's shoulders, saw 
that ball spin through the air, over mid-on, heading straight fcr silly 
mid-on, but just as the fielder reached out to catch it, the ball spun out 
of reach, struck the pitch and broke to dislodge leg-stump. Three 
months later Zafar Haq was elected Prime Minister. {In the City '7) 
Flying kites delved on in the novel is also a favourite sport in Pakistan. The 
seriousness with which kite flying is taken in the country with annual kite flying 
competitions for which preparations and practice run throughout the year is eas} to be 
gauged through the novel, "Dynasties would fall, wars would break out, next -Tiday 
would never arrive if the kite did not rise to string-tautening heights" (In the City 6), 
It also points out how this sport played on open roofs often turn dangerous, "The two 
boys, as one, willed that kite up, not for one moment turning their eyes away - not to 
blink away the sun, not to look at the birds wheel past, not to see who was crying out 
below. Not even to watch for the roof to end" {In the City 6). 
The tradition of kite flying which is a sport requiring minimum paraphernalia 
has found large number of takers in the twin countries of Pakistan and Afghanistan. It 
finds a mention in the memoirs of Pervez Musharraf: 
Flying kites is a favourite sport in Pakistan, but it is done v ith a 
difference. Here, as in Afghanistan, people dip the string in glue filled 
with crushed glass. There are kite fights, with one flier trying to cat the 
string of the other to make him lose his kite. The flyer's fingers always 
get cut, and bleed. The cuts are very painful, much worse than Daper 
cuts. The severed kite floats slowly to the ground and, in an unspoken 
tradition, the boy who catches it gets to keep it. (26) 
In his famous. The Kite Runner, Khaled Hosseini brings out the atmosphere of 
kite flying, a national passion in Afghanistan where kite-fighting tournaments w ould 
be held and Amir and Hassan, two main characters in the story would make kites 
themselves, and feed hundreds of feet of string with a mixture of glass and glue The 
tournament almost assumed the status of 'going to war' where elderly anc the 
children would join in a festive atmosphere: 
. . . the kite-fighting tournament was an old winter tradition in 
Afghanistan. It started early in the morning on the day of the coitest 
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and didn't end until only the winning kite flew in the sky - I remember 
one year the tournament outlasted daylight. People gathered on 
sidewalks and roofs to cheer for their kids. The streets filled with kite 
fighters, jerking and tugging on their lines, squinting up to the sky, 
trying to gain position to cut the opponent's line. (45) 
In the City by the Sea is an excellent example of the portrayal of child 
psychology. The spaces and limits of Hasan's young mind are expertly explored and 
seldom does Hasan think or speak beyond his age. Like in the tense atmosphere of the 
days awaiting the trial of Salman Haq, unable to take it any longer, he just "(w)anted 
Ami and Aba's intersecting breaths to cradle him into dreams of clear night skies and 
just-ripe mangoes" (In the City 155), and at another instance, is "wide awake with the 
excitement of being wide awake at a forbidden hour" {In the City 151). Even when he 
hears of a strike in his city, his first reaction is childlike joy at the prospect of 'no 
geography test'. Also in a similar manner in which children love sleeping with their 
precious possessions, he doesn't easily part away with his new skates, "The day he 
had ripped apart red shiny paper to reveal the skates Hasan had even tried sleeping 
with them on his feet, but that turned out to be a practice most enticing in the abstract" 
{In the City 94). Reaching Salman's house, the first thing Hasan notices is that he is 
finally taller than the potted plant near the doorway. Through Hasan's eyes, the writer 
brings out the way everything changes for the to-be executed's family. The fact that 
house arrest deteriorated Salman's health is subtly indicated, "Hasan noticed that he 
could see the frame of the dove painting inside the house that Salman's Mamoo's 
body obscured completely when he was positioned so" {In the City 12). 
Hasan has his first encounter with death while sitting on his roof admiring his 
neighbour Azeem fly a kite. So involved in launching his kite, Azeem steps fatally 
back over the edge of his roof and crashes to his death. Hasan goes through trauma, 
thinking that Azeem did not look for the roof to end and died because he was engaged 
in impressing Hasan who was watching his kite flying intently. Hasan suspects that 
the boy was trying to impress him by getting the kite to fly higher and therefore did 
not pay attention to where he was stepping. Haunted by the finality of death, he 
intensely beUeves the accident did not really happen, "believed a pair of arms did 
catch Azeem, and that one day Azeem would walk up to him and say, T did it. I flew' 
" {In the City 47). 
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The novel's success lies in the balance of somber reality and indefatigable, 
incisive humour. In a hilarious piece we have Hasan listening on to a tele):)honic 
conversation between Uncle Farooq who is on the other end of the line and h s own 
uncle Salman who is being detained. Farooq simply wants to know how Salman is. 
Salman is warned by his wife to be careful of what is said since Farooq is known lo be 
close to the government. Having informed him that all is well, and that he is enjoying 
the detention, Salman laimches into a long description of how he spends his time 
growing, braiding and maintaining his armpit hair. 
The most enjoyable part of the book, however, is the way the author has 
played with the narrative, constantly shifting from Hasan's harsh reality of politically 
oppressed family, particularly his uncle, to his fantasies. Shamsie delves deep into 
young Hasan's mind and takes the reader back and forth from the reality of the world 
as it exists to the boy's very own private world of fantasy. Hasan's world of 
imagination touches on magic realism and houses his friends from another world -
goblins, knights, and dragons. They help him out of his predicaments, clear his 
dilemmas and provide him with the much-needed elements of fun and adventure in a 
world gone dangerous. As Sir Huss, he carries on a quest to defeat death or at least to 
deflect it away from Salman. And in his journey, Zehra turns into the wizard Ms Zed, 
Najam turns into the pale knight Sir No-Jem and Uncle Latif becomes Latif the uncle. 
Also the language changes to 'thou' and 'hast' and Latif the uncle with his )racle 
monocle tells what to do in some interesting dialogues, "Look Lancelittle 1 told you 
once to avoid bad eye sight by eating carrots. You became bugs bunny with the eyes 
of hawk. I told you to avoid bad skin by rubbing lemon juice and salt on yom skin. 
You stole all the lemons from my trees and look your skin glows like a worm" (hi the 
City 117). The fantasy world becomes a safe haven for Hasan, "blue flaps of the tent 
slapped open, and Salman Mamoo walked in. dusk fairies swarmed in front of him in 
a mass of wings and stringers" (In the City 168) and "A unicorn lowered his horn in 
greeting as he sauntered past. From amidst the cluster of warriors around i fire 
someone with gleaming teeth flashed a victory sign" (In the City 169). It actt as a 
definite relief not just to Hasan but also soothes the otherwise grim atmosphere, "you 
missed the angels last night. Whole flock of them, leaping and looping above your 
head, but I shooed them away, told them not to whoosh so close or they would wake 
you up" (In the City 138), "At the gates of the pink mansion, though. Sir Huss 
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recalled that he was approaching alien soil, with its own rules. He cast off his 
knighthood and transformed himself into Hasan, a commoner" (In the City 120) and 
"We're on Olympus. I'm Aphrodite - no, Artemis - and you're Hermes, and we have 
to decide whether to exterminate the human race or not based on this party" (In the 
City 59). Hasan is convinced that if he can only figure out what Salman's spirit wants, 
he can win his precious uncle's freedom, "He really just wanted arms around him and 
voices, too, telling him 'Hey Hasan, Huss, pehlvan, son, knobble - knees, hussy, my 
dear, jaan, it's okay' but it wasn't okay, it wasn't, and may be it would never be" (In 
the City 192). 
The turbulent political environment and oppressive military rule of the country 
thus, infiltrates the novel as it infiltrates Hasan's sheltered world. The whole 
atmosphere of struggle for democracy amidst the suffocating dictatorship comes alive 
in the novel. It captures the essence of people struggling for democracy. Amidst the 
stifling repressed voices, democratic aspirations provide succour, the young 
protagonist responds by making use of his imagination and creativity with his make-
believe friends including characters from Shakespeare and Arthurian legends. His 
incorporation of fantasy and reality is uplifting and life-affirming, it demonstrates the 
power of imagination to transform one's reality and helps Hasan see magical in the 
sultriness around. 
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CHAPTER-3 
Salt and Saffron: 
Necessity Versus Luxury 
Salt and Saffron, second in the chronology of Kamila Shamsie's novels deals with the 
prejudices and "objects of baseless terror" (Shamsie, Salt and Saffron 1) or 'bugaboo' 
that run in families and are possessed and nurtured by it through generations, the 
prejudices that are handed down from one generation to the next in legacy and 
become a vital part of the existence of the members of the family whose beings are 
sometimes shaped and other times victimized by it, bringing upon an effect which 
defines their mental space, "We of the royal family of Dard-e-Dil have always held 
true to our family fears. No marriages, conversations or redistributions of wealth can 
change that. Not-quite-twins are not-quite-twins; no way around that" {Salt and 
Saffron 2). Often such prejudices have to be accepted without questioning and 
nonconformity to them calls for banishment from the family. The prejudices have a 
root in the subcontinent's irrational beliefs and superstitions in things and notions that 
are difficult to understand and which are thus, easy to be linked to a far-fetched source 
rather than to something closer. Spanning the subcontinent from Muslim invasion to 
Partition, this is a novel about the shapes stories can take - turning into myths, 
appearing in history books and entering into our lives. 
The story, with its hint of magic realism, particularly is that of Dard-e-Dil 
family - a sprawling aristocratic family with the shared distinction of "angular 
features, a prominent clavicle, straight black hair" {Salt and Saffron 7) which has a 
historical presence dating back to Timurind Lang that runs parallel to, overlaps and 
intersects with that of the Mughals. It is a saga of generations of members of the 
family with plenty of anecdotes which are revealed as the story unfolds when the 
protagonist, Aliya, in the wake of finding a course for her own love story climbs 
through the Dard-e-Dil family tree, with its various limbs and branches, pausing to 
introduce pivotal relatives, across the world, specially on both sides of the border and 
narrating the stories of their lives which are occasionally lost in the sheer number of 
characters. Most of the stories, evoking a vast cast of characters, are ancestral - of 
Nawabs, their idiosyncrasies, their palaces and their reactions to not-quite-twins. 
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The family lives in the mortal fear of 'not-quite twins' - twins bom m the 
cusp of the night, one before and the other after midnight. The family believes that the 
not-quite-twins, "who may escape undetected for a time but uhimately they are 
incapable of disguise, incapable of escaping the category into which they are bom, 
incapable of causing our family anything but pain" (Salt and Saffron 2), are fated to 
bring ill luck to the family. The fact that they are 'incapable of escaping the ca.egory 
into which they are born' makes it clear that they themselves have little contribution 
in the fate brought upon by them on the family. It's only they are thought to be the 
harbingers of ill-luck for the family because of a marginally thought-out reason. It is 
with the parallel shown between the not-quite-twins and the creation of two countries 
of India and Pakistan on the cusp of the midnight of 14/15 August that the curse 
assumes a new significance. On the journey of the historical family to the past and its 
implications on the present generation, there are a number of thematic concems like 
the rich-poor divide, the pain of Partition, the family systems in the subcontinent, the 
feudal system in Pakistan, the culture associated with marriages, social mannerisms of 
the elite and most importantly the whole stmctural aspect of sub continental cuisine 
which has been very elaborately and tastefully presented in the book. Also some of 
the most insightful passages in the novel are dedicated to meditations on the tradition 
of story-telling. 
Salt and Saffron starts with Aliya returning to her affluent family in Karachi 
after studying in the US. Coming from a family of raconteurs with plenty of talcs to 
relate - well known, half-told, history-laden which intersects with that of Mughals, an 
elaborate family tree of relatives and secrets to hide. In fact, the telling of tales is an 
aspect of her personality which makes her much lovable, as she herself relates: 
At college I was famous for my story telling abilities, but I never told 
anyone that my stories were mere repetition, my abilities those of a 
parrot. Oh, they are a talking people, my relatives and I have brtathed 
in that chatter, storing it in those parts of my lungs [the alveo i. the 
bronchi] whose names suggest a mystery beyond breath and lilood. 
And yes, when the need arises I can exhale those words and perpetuate 
the myth that is nothing but myth because it forgets Mariam Apa: the 
myth that is, of my family's across-the-board, no-exceptions, one 
hundred-percent-all-the way garmlousness. But when I am m> only 
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audience, the wit and the one-liners, the retorts and the rebukes are just 
so much noise and I crave something silent as a wisp of smoke. {Salt 
and Saffron 18) 
The one tale, however, that she keeps from telling is the tale of the infamous, 
almost-mute cousin Mariam Apa who tarnished the family name by eloping with the 
cook Masood. And then there is equally enigmatic Taj, the midwife "whose veins 
stood up a centimeter from the backs of her hands" {Salt and Saffron 11). She would 
never leave the delivery room without the umbilical cords and kept the family in 
doubt whether she could purposely have projected the normal twins as not-quite as 
revenge for the rape of her mother by a member of the family. 
Through her journey back to her family, quite literally, Aliya becomes 
reacquainted with her clan members, first in London where she stops midway and 
then in Karachi. Aliya also has a chance encounter with Khaleel, a young Pakistani 
studying in Britain, first on her way to, and then, in London. But she hails from a 
society where hierarchy is rigid and she begins to feel the burden of the family 
heritage she is carrying, especially after she finds her affection growing for Khaleel 
who has his family from Liaquatabad - a locality far below the standards of the riches 
of her family. Aliya, during this time learns that she is one of the not-quite-twins of 
the family. As Aliya finds herself drawn to this Westernized Pakistani, her 
disillusionment with the family snobbery and her identification with Mariam Apa who 
broke the family tradition and married a servant intensifies. The mysterious Mariam, 
whom no one knows for sure if she was indeed the daughter of the long lost brother 
Taimur. No one knows anything about Taimur's life after he rejects the idea of 
becoming an Oxford-educated Englishman, embraces his native roots and disappears 
to become a Valet. Who was Aliya's elder and constantly silent relative Mariam? Why 
did she only speak to the cook Masood and only in the words referring to the food? 
Where did Mariam's father Taimur go? Who was her mother? Why did she herself 
disappear with the cook? - Aliya's only escape from the curse and the social division 
that separates her and Khaleel is to search, understand the family history and come to 
terms with her own position, her own standing, her own identity. She must reconcile 
her heart's yearnings with her sense of family responsibility. She persistently tries to 
track the delicate secrets of the family. The encounter takes her through a number of 
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family secrets and legends leading her to question the class values that she is raised 
with. 
Aliya is given to analyzing her feelings in that brooding summer and is 
surprised to fmd that she too, has inherited her family's arrogance. Hearing of the 
elopement of Mariam Apa, she records, "When Aba told me she"d eloped 1 felt 
humiliation. Also, anger. Worse, I felt disgust. She's having sex with a servant. Those 
words exactly flashed through my mind. Not Masood; just, a servant. How could 1 
possibly have acknowledged that reaction as my own? So much easier to remtmber, 
instead, that I championed Mariam, seconds later" {Salt and Saffron 112-3). He • pride 
in belonging to a privileged class of the family surfaces when the incident of 
elopement makes her forget all the good-humoured relationship she shared with the 
family cook and he becomes just 'a servant'. Also on an earlier occasion she, in the 
midway of a sentence stops herself from calling Masood virtual famih. Her 
unrecognized strain of class divide surfaces itself when she says, "Why did he have to 
go and act as though he and I were servant and mistress rather than . . .'" {Soh and 
Saffron 187). 
Aliya gets disturbed to fmd herself also giving way to prejudices when 
Mariam Apa's briefly hugging Masood makes Aliya scorn at this "hug across class 
and gender" {Salt and Saffron 79). Confronted by her cousin Sameer, "you cant 
handle the fact that your biases are conflicting with your hormones, so you try to 
convince yourself that you're not a snob, you're just empathetic. You don"t 
discriminate; you just have more in common with people who are educated" {Salt and 
Saffron 185), she tries to find out who she is? Is she a snob tied down by hei upper 
class upbringing or an educated open-minded woman that can accept her cousin 
marrying a servant or whether in her anger is hidden her own fears and pseudo-
elitism. Her return back to home engages her mind as she is caught between 21^' 
century education and her family's feudal past. At this juncture she broods over her 
feelings for Khaleel for long before coming to a final decision. She dissects her 
thoughts from every angle and critically views them. She also is sceptical whet'ier her 
act of marrying a person far below her family would dishonour them again or w hether 
she has the opportunity to cure the family of its snobbery. But before all that .'•he has 
to make sense of all the family lores and attitudes and be very clear about hi;r own 
feelings for Khaleel. Linked to Mariam Apa as her not-quite, who the famiK had 
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disowned after the infamous elopement, Aliya is also tormented by the burden of 
proving the 'not-quite-twins' legacy wrong: 
Was I about to compound our disgrace by mirroring her actions, with a 
choice far less shocking than hers, yet also more significant for its 
refusal to walk a path far removed? Or were we, was I, in a position to 
show the others that not-quites were not necessarily the harbingers of 
doom? This, then, was Mariam's farewell gift to me: the courage to 
take Khaleel's hand in mine and say to my parents, say to Dadi, say to 
Sameer and Samia and the Starched Aunts and Great-Aunt One-Liner 
and Bachelor Uncle and Mousy Cousin and all the rest of them. Just 
because a thing has always been so, it doesn't always have to be so. 
{Salt and Saffron 193) 
Mariam Apa's character has been woven out of enigmatic fibre. Aliya and 
Marium, starred on the family tree as not-quite-twins, are not twins but earned this 
distinction as Aliya took birth the day young lady Mariam entered their lives. She 
finds herself desperately missing Mariam Apa who she was very close to, "Something 
happened to aher my sleep pattern after Mariam left; my old ability to fall asleep at 
the slightest opportunity didn't change but I'd wake up feeling exhausted" {Salt and 
Saffron 159). She constantly thinks about her, talks about her to her close ones and 
tries to picture her older. Nothing in Aliya's life is untouched by her absence: 
In moments when 1 least expected it, everyday objects would become 
doorways to memory. A shoe buckle, a key ring, a mango seed 
bleached by the sun; running water, railway tracks, cobblestones and 
cochineal; cacti, cat's eye's Cocteau and kites; chipped plates, race 
tracks, swimming pools, diving boards, bluebottles, jellyfish, 
bougainvillea, stones; crickets and bats and cricket bats. {Salt and 
Saffron 189) 
There is a mystery that surrounds Mariam right from her arrival to Aliya's parental 
house just after a note reaches there foretelling her arrival and mentioning her to be 
the daughter of Taimur and requesting the family to let her stay in her home. 
However, the identity of the sender remains shrouded in confusion as the name on the 
letter gets deleted. No one knows for sure till the end if Mariam really was the 
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daughter of Taimur, who had separated from the family long back. She was almost-
mute, speaking only about food and exclusively to the cook Masood. The family had 
various theories regarding the silence of Mariam Apa, "She couldn't speak because 
speaking would mean answering questions which would mean revealing the truth" 
{Salt and Saffron 128); "She knew if she developed one eccentric trait it would shield 
her" {Salt and Saffron 131); "You think Mariam's silence was a protest against the 
prejudice built into language?" {Salt and Saffron 214); "She's taking the noticn of a 
women's traditional role a little too literally" {Salt and Saffron 131) and even that 
"May be she doesn't know any words that aren't about food" {Salt and Saffron 131). 
Aliya, however, questions it all: 
. . . had all of us always been wrong about her silence? We assumed 
the silence was about not speaking, but what if it was about not-
listening? Did she move mute among us in order to observe? Vas she 
so intent on listening because there was something she needed to hear? 
Perhaps, just as we were waiting for her to give us the answer-; about 
Taimur, she was waiting for us to help her understand why he • father 
walked away from the family she missed so much when sae was 
growing up in the end, was the failure ours for being unable to hear the 
questions she shouted out through silence? {Salt and Saffron 180) 
When Mariam Apa, arrives at the family's doorstep, she brings vith her 
change that leaves the Dard-e-Dil foundations shaking for a long time. Aliya tries to 
find parallel between her life and Mariam as like her, she falls in love with someone 
outside her social barrier and aims to resolve her dilemma by unfiirling the Tiyster\ 
behind her cousin's life and protests against the family's notion of not-quite-tv ins: 
Was I willing to take that first step? To take Khaleel with me into a 
room full of relatives and say, 'Mariam and 1 are not-quite-twms. This 
man, 1 don't know what will happen between us, but 1 think he s worth 
the risk of heartbreak. He's worth it not because of Masood. not 
because of Taimur, not because of Taj or Dadi or anyone, but because. 
Just because. Why do you call us not-quite-twins as though we arc 
something incomplete? More than twins, say that. Or better still, sav 
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fallible, like you; capable of error, like you; given to passion, like you'. 
{Salt and Saffron 2A2>) 
Apart from Mariam Apa, the other character who holds much of attention is 
Dadi, Aliya's grandmother. Aliya shares a special relation with her. She has been the 
source of all the tales about the family history to Aliya. For Aliya, Dadi is the link 
between this generation and the family lores of her extended family, "She was 
reproaching me for having forgotten, if only for a minute, the stories of our family 
that she had so often told me, and in that reproach was an acknowledgement of all the 
hours we'd spent together {Salt and Saffron 111). Aliya, right from the begiiming has 
her Dadi on her mind to worry about her approvals and disapprovals, "What would 
my grandmother say if she knew I'd been hugging strange men at the airports?" {Salt 
and Saffron 4). 
Aliya had been bitterly estranged from a number of her family relatives, 
specially her Dadi since their scornful rejection of Mariam Apa but then she realizes 
that she had misjudged her actions and she couldn't see what Mariam Apa, daughter 
of Taimur, whom Dadi loved in her younger days meant to Dadi. It is her Dadi 
ultimately who helps her indirectly clear the cobwebs in her mind and assert herself. 
Dadi is also a living testimony of the way the family had disintegrated after the 
Partition. Though her noble upbringing does not let her spill her emotions too often, 
she longs for all those people she had been separated from due to borders. When she 
comes to know that her sister Meher had been in her city she cries herself out at not 
having met her, "More than thirty-five years I haven't seen her and you just assumed 
you understood my always. Blood is thicker than time, blood is thicker" {Salt and 
Saffron 28). Her assertion of blood being thicker than time is a reflection of the way 
close relations are viewed and held close to heart in the twin societies of India and 
Pakistan. 
The novel recognizes an individual's need for comfort and belonging through 
the presence of family members and their love. Through Aliya's flashback we come 
to know that after the unpopular elopement of Mariam, Dadi had called Mariam a 
whore. Aliya who is close to Mariam Apa, gets so angry at the equalizing of her 
Mariam Apa with a whore that she does the unthinkable - slaps Dadi. This had 
resulted in the complete breakdown of all communication between the two for four 
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long years despite everybody's attempt at reconciling the situation. Aliya, when 
comes back to her country is no longer able to carry on the indifference and wants to 
"fall to my knees and wrap my arms around her calves as 1 had done more than once 
in my childhood" (Salt and Saffron 106). 
The writer through this relationship brings in a reminiscence of the tender 
relations that the societies which are a purveyor of joint family systems project, 'Why 
had all those relatives wasted so much time in talking about rapprochement? If they'd 
only thought, instead, of a way of bringing us together, physically together, so that I 
could see her earlobes. Yes, I said earlobes. As a child I was always fascinated by 
their softness" (Salt and Saffron 107). 
The writer also brings in the way a slight misunderstanding changes the course 
of Dadi's life through a story from the time of her youth. Dadi or Abida was the 
beloved of the three not-quite brothers - Suleiman, Akbar and Taimur, with Taimur 
singing ghazals of longing, offering to be the tenth man in cricket matches so ihat he 
could sit beside Abida among the spectators. Akbar being the one to brood o> er his 
love and Suleiman keeping it buried for the insecurity of rejection from \taida. 
Suleiman and Akbar find Abida's note with Taimur's name written all acrcss the 
page, a clear indication that she loves Taimur. In an unfortunate turn of tvents, 
however, Taimur wrongly interprets that Abida loves Suleiman. Unable to bear the 
torment of a broken heart, he leaves the country without ever revealing his 
whereabouts. Abida later married Akbar. Having lived the major part of her life 
without this knowledge, she gets to know about it years later, "Suleiman, that'j sheer 
melodrama. My life! Such passion, such tragic miscommunication, such revelations in 
the aftermath of the main action. It's too absurd" {Salt and Saffron 233). Afier her 
bouts of misunderstanding, Aliya finally is nothing but praises for Dadi and her 
sisters, "They spoke of the living with nostalgia, and of the dead with mirth, and I 
wondered at my earlier inability to see how remarkable were the women of their 
generation, who spoke so rarely with regret, though they had seen so much turn to 
dust" (Salt and Saffron 218). Dadi in the final chapters of the book helps in resolving 
Aliya's conflict by surprisingly turning out to be more rational and forgiving than 
expected. She says about Mariam Apa, "Let it go my darling. Some people leave our 
lives, it happens. People leave. Let it go" (Salt and Saffron 204). 
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What makes up the pages of Salt and Saffron are the elaborate anecdotes of a 
family spread over generations. The royal Dard-e-Dil is a sprawling aristocratic 
family that gradually disintegrated with the advent of British on the scene and what is 
left of it are tales that Aliya holds on to as legacy, "God, it was even larger than I had 
thought, this pool of my relatives out in the world, generations of people with Samia's 
hair, my father's eyes. Mariam Apa's smile, and if I saw one of those cousins on the 
street would I recognize something in them, would I say, We've never met but 1 know 
the jut of your clavicle, the curve of it" {Salt and Saffron 14-5). Qadeer talking about 
this aspect of utmost loyalty to the extended family says: 
Pakistani society is rooted in primordial ties. Family, biradari, tribe, 
and ethnicity are structures that define an individual's place in society 
and inform her/his beliefs and behaviors, although in the post colonial 
period, class too has come to have a significant bearing. These 
institutions also modulate social change in Pakistani society. (189) 
Many of the stories are passed on, from generation to generation orally. 
Hence, no historical proof of any event can be found. Nonetheless, the stories do have 
powerful influence on the lives of the descendants. 
The first story is that of not-quite-twins Akbar, Suleiman, and Taimur - the 
three brothers bom a few minutes apart. Unfortunately, the oldest of the triplets 
arrived just before the midnight of February 28*, the next one at the midnight and the 
third a minute after the midnight, on February 29*. Or, so the Ayah, Taj, told the 
family. Taj happened to be the only witness to the birth and Taj did have reasons to 
mislead the family. According to the legend, Taj's mother was raped by the patriarch 
of the family. The belief that the not-quite-twins bring bad fortune to the family 
becomes self-fulfilling prophecy and the three brothers are thrown apart by the 
circumstances, by a misunderstanding and by Partition: 
. . . the ties between the hidian and Pakistani side of the family would 
eventually have been renewed if it hadn't been for Akbar and 
Suleiman, each declaring that he did not want to hear his brother's 
name again, each constantly reminding the rest of family of all the 
harsh words, the insults, the curses that had been hurled across the 
Nawab's table. {Salt and Saffron 174) 
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The other anecdotes are - of Kulsoom and Shahrukh. The Nawab whom 
Kulsoom was married to, was told by his enemy that he was married as a part of 
conspiracy and that Kulsoom's father had poisoned his lineage by giving the Nawab 
the illegitimate daughter of a wet nurse in marriage so as to bolster his own claim to 
power. 
- of the ugly Nawab Fariduddin whose wife had twins - one was ugiy like 
himself and the other handsome like his wife's brother Askari. Imagining the 
situation of Leda and the Swan at play, he decided to kill Askari, his son and 
his wife but his troops loyal to Askari, overran Dard-e-Dil with the aid of the 
English. Fariduddin was killed and Askari became regent to the infant Nawab. 
- of Ibrahim and Zain who were bom of the two wives of Nawab AsaduUah. 
Both the wives were found to be pregnant within days of each othc-r. For 
months, the court was gripped by rumour and speculation and a lot of 
gambling about which of the wives would bear a son? If both, which w ould 
bear a son first. Efforts were made on both sides to bring their childrt;n first 
into the world and two premature babies were bom. 
- of Inamuddin and Masooma who, as babies were poisoned by th(; royal 
physician on the orders of the twins' uncle Nawab Hamidduzzaman who in the 
likeness of Lady Macbeth, after the deed was done couldn't sleep ard as a 
means of redemption was told to raze to the ground the mausoleum he had just 
started building for the bones of his ancestors. The writer interestingly links it 
with Mughal history - that Shahjehan brought in secret and gold, the plans to 
that Dard-e-Dil mausoleum from the keeper of family's archives and the only 
thing he changed when he had the plans copied was the name and thus Taj 
Mahal actually should have been Dil Mahal. And through a volley of 
interconnected incidents relates that it was only through a series of events that 
the Dard-e-Dil family gave up the position that the Mughals later cime to 
occupy in India. 
Through all these stories Shamsie has shown the feudal mentality that has 
been and still is so much a part of Pakistani society, steeped in the unenlightened 
consciousness which took shape due to the subjugation of these countries. The 
detailing of these stories show that the twins did not bring dishonour to the family 
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through their actions but it's the family's stubbornness to fit them into the category. 
This stubbornness of the mind is again an indication of feudal egoism which instead 
of looking at things objectively breeds certain prejudices. Pakistan has been a 
predominantly feudal society. The feudals and the big landowners have held political 
power and with their conservative minds have been responsible in keeping the country 
stick to traditional systems, averse to progress. John writes about the feudal power in 
the country: 
Right after its birth, the new state was hijacked by feudal Punjabis who 
dominated both politics and the bureaucracy and then, with vehemence 
and tenacity, the Army. They had little interest in nation building. 
Their interest was to seize and retain power to rule over the masses. 
They found the magic formula of stoking hatred against India to bind 
the country of disparate aspirations and attitudes together. Jehad in 
Kashmir, strategic depth in Afghanistan and the nuclear option were all 
meant to counter hidia. (2) 
The novel touches again on the feudal system when Aliya confronting a feudal 
landlord boasting about the services provided by the feudals to the common people 
says, "But you are the government! The national assembly is teeming with 
landowners. Both on the government and on the opposition benches. And incidentally, 
in all your talk of the largesse you provide to these benighted souls, you never 
mentioned education" {Salt and Saffron 150). 
During the course of Aliya's reclaiming her family's past she removes dust 
from family stories, history, fears and secret. The writer has also recreated the royalty 
and grandeur from the historical past with the mention of the sword of Dard-e-Dil's 
illustrious ancestor Nur-ul-Jahan used in the battle of Surkh Khait, the way another 
Nawab would gift a diamond as prize to the family's children, that the servants were 
fired if their hands shook while they were serving food, emeralds that were passed on 
from one generation to the next. Through these tales the writer also has opened up 
important chapters from India's history. Her mention of the famous picture of 
Bahadur Shah Zafar, in his last days, after the extinction of the Empire rings 
familiarity with anyone cormected to the twin countries: 
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There was a photograph in an old history book of mine, showiag the 
last Mughal Emperor, Bahadur Shah Zafar, after the revolt. He lay on a 
charpoy in a dusty courtyard, no robes of state, no jewels not even an 
attendant. His head was turned in the direction of the camera, bat that 
seemed merely accidental. I have never seen as pathetic as those e>es. I 
wanted to look at that picture and say that even in these conditions he 
looked like a king. But he didn't. He looked bewildered, and so sad. 
{Salt and Saffron 66) 
The novel also deals with one of the most heart-rending event in the his 017 of 
India and Pakistan, the Partition of India at the end of nearly 200 years of British rule. 
Akbar recording the situation in his pages writes: 
Pakistan was not bom across a breakfast table. It was the culm nation 
of a search for what might be called 'Muslim space' that began during 
the decline of the Mughal Empire, by north Indian elite driven by fear 
of the future and pride in the past. Mohanmiad Ali Jinnah, master of 
the endgame, wanted, in essence a secular nation with a ^'Iuslim 
majority, just as India was a secular nation with a Hindu majority. 
{Tinderbox Publisher's Blurb) 
It was an event which had deep effect on the minds of the people and finds mention in 
nimierous narratives on both sides of the border. The conversation between Suleiman 
and Akbar in the summer of 1947 is symbolic of all the contradictions that a^ -ose in 
the minds of Indian Muslims in the wake of Partition - the dilemma of whether to stay 
on in the country where they had roots or to start a new life in a new nation 
impregnate with the hopes of an ideal Islamic state, "Oh, Sully, the divisions exist. 
Blame I on who you will - the British, the politicians, the Hindus, the Muslims, 
whoever. Fact is, they exist today to an extent they never have befort. And 
relationships are not motor-cars; they can't be reversed. Not between individuals; not 
between groups. Certainly not between Congress and the League" {Salt and .saffron 
167). 
The Indian Muslims found themselves at the crucial juncture of their li\ es, the 
decisions of whether to stay or to move to Pakistan was one that could have clianged 
their whole life for posterity. Akbar further writes: 
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Indian Muslims entered an age of insecurity for which they sought a 
range of answers. One question fluctuated at many levels: What would 
be the geography of what might be called Muslim space in the post-
Mughal dispensation? The concept did not begin as a hostile idea, but 
it certainly had the contours of protectionism, buoyed by an 
underlying, if unspoken assumption that Muslims would not be able to 
hold their own. Political power had made their 'minority' numbers 
irrelevant; without power they would be squeezed into irrelevance or 
subjugation. They sought, therefore, reservations or positive 
discrimination of all kinds, in the polity, in preferential treatment for 
their language, in jobs, and eventually in geographical space. Pakistan 
emerged as the twentieth century's answer to a nineteenth century 
defeat. So far, it has merely replaced insecurity with uncertainty. 
{Tinderbox 4) 
The Partition required people to define their loyalties and decide their allegiance, "but 
if it does, there's no chance that Dard-e-Dil will fall in Pakistan. So if you choose 
Pakistan you have to forfeit home. How can you do that?" {Salt and Saffron 168). 
Partition also deeply affected the social structure of both the countries wherein the 
large scale displacement of people disintegrated families. It was also one of the largest 
migrations known to man. Refugees streamed across the newly delineated 
international border between the two countries, in both directions, leaving behind 
their homes, farms and businesses. Almost three million Muslims came from India to 
settle in Pakistan: 
Masood once told me that his grandmother walked over a hundred 
miles to reach Pakistan in August 1947, and when she arrived in her 
new homeland she fell to her knees and kissed the ground so 
repeatedly that the dust of Pakistan was permanently lodged in her 
throat and for the rest of her life she couldn't breathe deeply without 
coughing. When years later, a doctor said he could treat her of the 
cough she threatened to break his legs. {Salt and Saffron 38) 
The tragic and momentous exchange of populations shook the foundations of 
Pakistan's social structure. Twelve million people crossed borders over three months; 
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they were physically uprooted and because of the riots many people lost their 
relatives. Pervez Musharraf recounting the trauma of Partition and the large scale 
butchering of people that was carried on in its wake writes: 
Hundreds of people were piled into its compartments, stuffed in its 
corridors, hanging from the sides, and sitting on the roof Theri was 
not an inch to spare. But the heat and dust were the least of passenger's 
worries. The tracks were littered with dead bodies - men, women, and 
children, many hideously mutilated. The passengers held fast io the 
hope of a new life, a new begiiming in a new country - Pakistan - that 
they had won after great struggle and sacrifice . . . Thousands of 
Muslim families left their homes and hearth in India that August, 
taking only the barest necessities with them. Train after train 
transported them into the unknown. Many did not make it - they were 
tortured, raped, and killed along the way by vengeful Sikhs and 
Hindus. Many Hindus and Sikhs heading in the opposite direction, 
leaving Pakistan for India were butchered in turn by Muslims. Miny a 
train left India swarming with passengers only to arrive in Pakistan 
carrying nothing but the deafening silence of death. All those who 
made this journey and lived have a tale to tell. (11-2) 
Such genocide deeply affected people and got permanently impressed on the 
psyche of the people. Bapsi Sidhwa who has dealt with the theme of Partition ir Ice-
Candy Man says, "Partition has changed the map of our world and it has been the 
most defining moment in India and Pakistan's history. It has changed our way ot life, 
our politics, and affected the education system. Partition is still very much on people's 
mind" (143). Both for those who left their country of birth and for those who stayed, it 
was a moment that stamped their lives. Numerous families had to bid farewell to their 
relatives who crossed the other side of the border. Partition, thus, still remains an 
event arousing emotional upheavals in those who witnessed the trauma: 
Fifty years on from Partition and she, according to Samia still cou dn"t 
talk about those who left for Pakistan without rancour. That whole 
generation of my relatives mystified me. How had they sustained for so 
long the bitterness brought on by the events of 1947? I could believe it 
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of one person, or two, but good God! Our family was huge and yet 
there was never any word of reconcihation across the borders of hidia 
and Pakistan. They grew up together: Dadi and Baji and the triplets 
and scores of other cousins. They were to each other what Samia and 
Sameer were to me, and I to them. They were to each other what 
Mariam Apa . . . Oh, Lord. How do you stop missing the people you 
loved before you could say iove'? {Salt and Saffron 33) 
There are other issues relevant to Pakistan's society that the writer has dealt 
with. The very beginning of the novel hints at the clashes - regional and sectarian that 
are thriving in Pakistan. Seemingly harmless cases of violence in the country trigger 
ugly riots and take an unmanageably monstrous shape: 
Our dhobi had been carting my family's freshly laundered clothes 
towards our house when someone shot at this donkey cart. No one was 
ever able to determine whether the motives were sectarian (our dhobi 
was a Shi'a) or more literally asinine (the donkey was a champion 
racer whose three successive victories had repeatedly angered a Mr 
Billo, who was missing a finger and therefore dangerous). {Salt and 
Saffron 26) 
The Shi'a-Sunni divide as hinted in the early pages of the book has always been a 
large presence in Pakistan, "Shi'a Muhajir marries Sunni Sindhi! How will the bigots 
react? Disown your own kind or accept the enemy!" {Salt and Saffron 2). 
The history of Pakistan is a story of continuous power struggles with long 
periods of military rule tempered by bouts of democracy, hi feudalistic, paternalistic 
and authoritarian Pakistan, democracy is a weak and cosmetic force, but it is not 
insignificant. Pakistan's failure to develop internally is the result of defective system 
boundaries. Contradictory forces which abound impede progress - democracy versus 
Pakistani Army's dominance, marginalization of the West versus Islamic socialism, a 
secular state versus a theocratic state. These defects continually fracture Pakistan's 
nation building. Pakistan's internal structural divisions exist at various levels. At 
religious levels, divisions exist between Sunnis, Shi'as and Ahmediyas, at society 
level, between tradition and modernity. 
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The incidents of violence have, in fact, gained a dangerous regularity making 
their return as sure as the changing weather, "It was winter and Karachi's social elites 
were feverishly getting married and throwing parties before the hot weather and riots 
and curfew returned and impeded social activity" {Salt and Saffron 132. The 
frustration of a cosmopolitan youth at the wrongs abounding in the country is voiced 
by Sameer, ".. . and God knows there are days I just want to get away from the 
inefficiency, the violence and the corruption" (Salt and Saffron 92). 
The rich-poor divide that is an important social concern in nearly all the third 
world countries is a thematic concern in the novel, "Don't tell me you don'l know 
about the great class divide of Pakistan" {Salt and Saffron 60). It is reinforced by 
Aliya's cousin Samia who, detecting Aliya's affection for Khaleel is quick to drown 
any remote possibility of such an improbable alliance by warning her ol" the 
consequences of furthering the relationship: 
". . . and frankly Liaquatabad should stop you from thinking long-tenn. 
I've gathered enough info about him to know that his Karachi 
relatives' English is weak, they have never left the country ard they 
believe in the joint family system (the horror horror: imagine li ving in 
a house teeming with your own relatives never mind someone else's). 1 
know he lives in America (claims he wants to get a job that'll let him 
travel the globe), but if you and he end up together there'll ha\e to be 
family interaction in Karachi and that will be a disaster, the fallout 
from which will not leave you unscathed at all! Call me a snob if you 
want to, but what the hell do any of us have to say to the great mass of 
our compatriots? We can talk about cricket and complain about 
politicians, but then what? I'm not denying that they could be 
wonderful people, but that's really not the point. {Salt and Saffron 190-
1) 
In Commonwealth countries, this class consciousness took its roots from 
colonials who conquered these countries with an ostensibly reformatory zeal to 
civilize the native low bred people. Qadeer projecting the situation writes: 
Mass poverty in Pakistan coexists with the affluence and even 
opulence of landowners, businessmen, professionals and the political 
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and bureaucratic elite in cities lilce Karachi, Lahore, Peshawar, 
Islamabad, Rawalpindi and even places such as Faisalabad, Quetta and 
Multan have fancy restaurants, five-star hotels and car-choked streets 
yet the same cities have squatter settlements, lacking in water supply 
and sanitation, where 20-40 percent of the populations live. (8) 
Aliya also tries to convince herself and desperately hopes that Khaleel isn't from a 
low class family, "Liaquatabad had to be a lie. He'd said it just to test me" {Salt and 
Saffron 135). The contrast of poverty-ridden Liaqatabad with the high-bred locality of 
Aliya's family has been projected to bring the contrast that is a sharply visible reality 
in Karachi: 
. . . . but affluence and lack sat cheek by jowl in Karachi. Between the 
large old houses near Mohatta Palace and the smaller, modem houses 
on Khayaban-e-Shujaat, which displayed their wealth in accessories 
rather than in size, was a short-cut that took you past streets where 
shiny cars and designer shalwar-kameezes and English-speaking 
voices all but disappeared, replaced by tiny storefronts, narrow streets 
crowded with people and cycles and the occasional goat, children 
selling vegetables or fixing tyres or chasing each other along the roads 
without pavements. {Salt and Saffron 196) 
It also elaborately pictures Pakistan's society, especially that of the high-
browed aristocratic elite - their manners, engagements, fears, whims, preoccupations, 
familiarity with the western culture and literature, their aristocratic snobbery as 
revealed in the manners of Aliya, "I responded with silence. Not the kind of silence 
with which my cousin Mariam filled her days but rather the silence of my 
grandmother which was meant to inform those who received it of the lowliness of 
their stature" {Salt and Saffron 5). Dissecting the reasons behind the manners of the 
elite, Aliya comes to the conclusion that: 
Snobbery is based on fear . . . Fear of squalor. Fear of being entirely 
powerless, entirely overlooked. It's not that we can't empathize with 
those on the lower rungs of society; the problem is we can. We can 
imagine what it feels like to be so deprived, and it's our fear that we 
could, or our children could, end up like that which makes us keep 
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cultural moment" {Salt and Saffron 17) and "There was more Ghalib to be found in 
the bookshelves that ran along the length of a wall. And not just Ghalib but also 
Woolf, Faiz, Faulkner, Rumi, Hikmet and a shelf devoted to Agatha Christie" {Salt 
and Saffron 97). 
The novel is a rich study in the culture of the continent. The typical Indian 
dance form, Kathak with its elaborate costumes and peculiar expressions, which 
makes it entirely different from those in the Western tradition, adds to the cultural 
landscape of the novel: 
When I was young she had taken me to a Kathak performance il was 
my first experience of classical dance and I was transfixed by the 
sound of the ankle bells - the Ghungroo - which accompanied the 
table and sitar as the dancer whirled and glided across the stage. Dadi 
however, declared the performance amateur. A real kathak dam er, she 
said such as the ones she remembered at the Dard-e-Dil court, did not 
rely on a 'crowd pleasing chhing-chhinng' of hundreds of bells A real 
kathak dancer demonstrated mastery by isolating one bell fiom all 
those hundreds through sheer muscle control, and ringing it with the 
clarity and purity that was lost in multitude. {Salt and Saffron 116) 
Shamsie hints at the cultural deviation and reminds us of the diasporic clement 
on play in her work when Aliya landing in London has to adjust " 'cultural 
expectation' knob in my brain from 'America: chatty' to 'England: not' " {Salt ana 
Saffron 5). Through Samia, she interestingly portrays the homelessness and the 
feeling of longing, more importantly the complex of belonging everywhere and yet 
nowhere that characterizes the diasporic writers, "I glanced around at the new decor 
with its Bukhara rug and paisley floor-cushions and Mughal miniatures. Samia, \\ 
appears had become one of those desis who drink Pepsi in Pakistan and lassi in 
London" {Salt and Saffron 7). 
Kamila Shamsie infuses a nostalgic streak in Aliya who like her diasporic 
creator seem to be psychologically caught between two worlds with a desire to 
reclaim the past yet revolt against it. Arriving in London Aliya is overtaken b}' 
memories, "More than anything else, more than the mangoes, gal guppas, nihuri anci 
naans, more than cricket mania, more than monsoon rains, more than crabbing 
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beneath a star-clustered sky, what I missed most about Karachi was the intimacy of 
bodies" {Salt and Saffron 14). Aliya, thus, shares her struggle of exile with the other 
Diaspora-writers, "But actually I was thinking about America. My college days, so 
recently finished, were days of empty spaces in my head. Spaces without chatter, 
spaces without textured silences. I was so utterly foreign there, so discormected from 
everything that went on that I could afford to be passionate about the tiniest injustice 
in the domestic news" {Salt and Saffron 49). The writer mentions the longings for the 
commonplace things that trouble the people who are forced to live out of their 
country, "But coming back to Karachi is like stepping into the sea again, after months 
on land. How easily you float, how peaceful is the sense of being borne along, and 
how familiar the sound of water lapping against your limbs" {Salt and Saffron 220). 
Some of the most elaborate, beautiful and insightful passages in the novel are 
dedicated to the tradition of storytelling. Coming from a family of writers and from a 
country which had a very rich Urdu tradition of storytelling, Shamsie is standing on a 
very rich ground to have developed a mindscape which assimilated the best of both 
the traditions. Urdu always had tradition of Dastangoi, telling of stories and she 
certainly must have taken delight to read these inherited treasures and make it the crux 
of her present novel. Shamsie is fascinated with the way storytelling shapes up novels 
which transcend the boundaries and contribute towards cultural progression: 
'What about the silences that can't be retold in stories? What about the 
forgotten commas which shape us as much as the exclamation marks?' 
. . . How the absence of a single ingredient can alter the meal before 
you. How the absence of a detail can alter a story. How much salt had 
been left out in all the stories I'd ever heard from, and about, my 
family?' {Salt and Saffron 178-9) 
Aliya takes up story telling with an almost religious sincerity, "I'd had the 
opening lines of Mariam's story ready for a long time: In all the years my cousin, 
Mariam, lived with us she only spoke to order meals. The next line varied, according 
to my mood. Usually it was: Strictly speaking, she was more aunt than cousin, though 
I always called her Apa" {Salt and Saffron 48). Aliya meditates on the incidents that 
take the shape of stories and become a part of narrative, ". . . perhaps when we tell our 
stories our stories tell on us; they reveal what is and what is not explicable in our 
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lives" {Salt and Saffron 242) and "Which words 1 didn't yet know, but they were, they 
would become, part of someone else's story, one generation, or two, or three do A'n the 
line" {Salt and Saffron 238). 
The one aspect that the writer has depicted with unparallel richness JS food 
which has been depicted in all its majesty. The novel can, in fact, even be called as a 
gastronomist's delight. Nothing, not even the tales of the family surpass the depiction 
of food in all its grandeur. The richly laid table, colours, aroma and flavours rafting 
out of the book give multifaceted meanings to food, through time across miles, 
express desire, passion and pleasure. Food is shown to be a repository of culture, 
signifies nostalgia for Aliya, is a culmination of culinary habits that have existed 
throughout the ages and been handed down through the generations. Good food 
culture is an important part of heritage and has gained the status of an art. Fi om the 
way it is gifted to us by nature to its journey to the dining table, it goes through 
multiple processes, stages enfolding within it tastes, cultures, habits, social practices, 
in fact, a whole study of emotions of the people and growth of a nation. And the book 
has presented the whole tapestry of its evolution through its elaborate passages 
surrendered at its altar. Aliya's family cook Masood has been presented as the cook 
who creates magic with food, "I'd watched Masood cook, seen shape ano colour 
transformed into texture, witnessed odour becoming aroma, observed vegetables that 
grew away from each other in the garden wrapping around each other and rolling 
through spices in his frying pan" {Salt and Saffron 95). 
With tantalizing descriptions, tastefiilly depicted, the writer has raist d food 
eating to heavenly experience: 
Officially the month of fasting, Ramzan has always seemed to me 
synonymous with feasting. Through the first eighteen years oi rny life 
abstaining from food and drink from sunrise to sunset had less to do 
with religious devotion than it did with cuHnary devotion. . . I've seen 
people attempting to replicate Masood's recipes in their kitchi;ns even 
going to the extent of borrowing his pots and pans and chopping board 
and knife but never once has anyone succeeded in producinj; a meal 
that could be mistaken as Masoodian . . . And Oh! The meals that 
resulted. We started with the requisite date of course to symbolize 
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fidelity to the first Muslims in the deserts of Arabia, but then . . . on to 
gluttony! Curly shaped jalaibees, hot and gooey, that trickled hot sweet 
syrup down your chin when you bit into them; diced potatoes drowned 
in yoghurt, sprinkled in spices; triangles of fried samosas, the smaller 
ones filled with mince-meat, the larger ones filled with potatoes and 
green chillies; shami kebabs with sweet-sour imli sauce; spinach leaves 
fried in chick pea batter; nihari with large gobs of marrow floating in 
the thick gravy, and meat so tender it dissolved instantly in your 
mouth; lassi that quenches a day-long thirst as nothing else did and left 
us wondering why we ever drank coke when a combination of milk, 
yoghurt and sugar could be this satisfying; an assortment of 
sweetmeats - gulabjamoons, ladoos, burfi. (Salt and Saffron 74-5) 
The writer has almost romanticized food, "as they slide the skins off scalded 
tomatoes, unzip the casing of pea-pods, our golden oil into a sizzling pan" (Salt and 
Saffron 135). Chaudhary and Chatterjee commenting on the way food becomes a 
strong repository of culture write: 
Sharing food, eating salt, breaking bread, raising a toast, picnics in the 
wild, formal dinners - implicit in these actions is a complicated and 
rich history of value-systems. . . Story of customs surrounding the 
practices of serving and eating food that form a part of an intricate 
structure of social regulations in India, it shows how shared tastes can 
dictate the articulation of identity, and how the spice trade brought 
guns and settlers and with them 'new' items of ingestion - sugar, 
tobacco, potatoes, tomatoes, chillies, coffee, tea- in lands where they 
were unknown. (Publisher's Blurb) 
Food, or rather Masoodian food in the novel has been presented with refinement in all 
its glory, "how it would feel to be in the presence of Masood's food again. Aba too 
closed his eyes and inhaled deeply, said, 'Chicken vindaloo' and we all sighed" {Salt 
and Saffron 153). Shamsie comes up with long elaborate details covering paragraphs 
at multiple places about the sumptuous spread that resulted out of Masood's kitchen, 
each a masterpiece: 
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A smell that was not so much a smell as a miracle. Different strands of 
smells coming together like an orchestral symphony. Aba nroved to 
one side, and my eyes helped my nose to pick up each nuance cf detail 
There on the table: biryani, timatar cut, bihari kebabs, aloo panjabi 
raita. But theses names do not tell you enough. They need ii prefix 
Masoodian . . . That nothing had ever tasted better. That words reveal 
their inadequacy every time I try to describe it. That sometimes ii 
seemed we were all eating faster than was possible and other i imes so 
slowly it defied all the laws of motion. That the grains of rice in the 
biryani were swollen but separate; that the saffron had been s]-)rinkleci 
with a hand that knew the thin line between stinting and show ing-off, 
that the chicken was so succulent you had to cry out loud. I could tell 
you about the aloo panjabi [sic] with its potatoes that reminded us wh\ 
a nation could live on potatoes and die without them; I could nention 
its spices, so perfectly balanced you could almost see the mustard seed 
leaning on the fenugreek, the cumin poised on the dried chiliest. II 
that's not enough let me try to evoke the bihari kebabs, the neat so 
tender it defied all attempts to make it linger in our mouths, and yet it 
lingered on our taste buds before graciously making way for all the 
other tastes worthy of attention. And, while I can still think of it 
without falling to my knees in thanks, allow me to mention the timatar 
cut, which takes the familiar tomato and transports it into a world 
inhabited by ginger, garlic, chillies, green and red, karri pattas, and the 
sourness of tamarind. To eat that meal was to eat centuries of irtistry, 
refined in the kitchens across the subcontinent. The flavours w; tasted 
were not just the flavours in the food, but also the flavours tiie food 
reminded us of and the flavours the food remembered. {Salt and 
Saffron 240-1) 
The high pedestal that has been accorded to the preparing, serving and eating of food, 
raising it to an exalted ceremonious stage beyond doubt are pieces of exquisite 
writings by the writer. 
Shamsie's second novel on a Pakistani woman caught between the 21st 
century and her family's feudal past, between ordinary 'salt' people as against the 
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'saffron' elite is an exploration of class complexes. The plot of Aliya returning to her 
affluent family in Karachi after studying in the US, in all its complexities of family 
and relationships, the legends that approach mythology, feuds that lasts for hundred 
years, births, deaths, love secrets and scandals gives ample opportunity to the writer to 
step back psychologically and view her culture from a different perspective - of 
questioning the aristocratic feudal society where a lot of obsolete traditions are carried 
in the name of family's pride, of environments where rules are rigid and suffocating, 
burdenizing the members with the family heritage. 
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CHAPTER-4 
Kartography: 
Mapping Karachi 
Set in violence ridden Karachi, Kartography is a story of how wars and political 
turbulences, far from just affecting the countries' borders, carry with them the 
oblivious germs of changing the intricacies of relationships and thus, have a far-
reaching, extremely complex and percolating effect on human aspects. It is a story of 
personal-political entanglement, narrating how a nation's history has impact on 
personal equations, the way it alters life and creates permanent fissures. It is also a 
story about Karachi - Karachi with all its open manholes, Karachi with its broken 
roads, polluted air, overly decorated buses, beggars and crazy traffic, Karachi with its 
night life, parties, class stratification, Karachi with its breathtaking but dirty beach, 
with its ethnic differences, political unrest, Karachi the city of load shedding, the site 
of mushaira sessions, enterprising to country's rich globetrotting businessmen and 
glamorous socialites and ultimately 'home' to the characters. 
A warm and layered study of friendship, love, and attachment to roots, it 
focuses on the interrelationships of a group of privileged elite residents of Karachi, 
specifically on Kareem and Raheen who, though, live a life sheltered from the ugly 
violence raging on the streets, still cannot completely cut themselves off from such a 
large scale disturbance escalating rapidly in the country's major port city. The story 
develops as Raheen and Karim, thirteen-year old when the story opens begin to 
explore the reasons their parents - Ali and Maheen; Zafar and Yasmeen had swapped 
partners before the wedding. The story behind the exchange of fiances, revealed as an 
intimate personal story, has wider implications, since it is tied to the ethnic unrest of 
1971, when civil war broke out between East and West Pakistan, and Bangladesh 
came into being. The novel also opens up a much repressed and silenced chapter in 
Pakistan's history which had great repercussions on the country's relationship with 
Bangladesh and India and put questions on the viability of religion as a binding force 
which was the raison d'etre of Bangladesh being a part of Pakistan. The intricacies of 
relationships, the volatile graph of the friendship of Karim and Raheen in the 
background of the turbulent Karachi of 1980s, the ties to one's home city, the 
idiosyncrasies of the rich, the state of Muhajirs, the dire implications of the wrong 
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policies of the government like quota system are the other divergent themes dealt with 
in the novel. 
Soul mates from birth, ". . . if it wasn't me, you wouldn't be you" (Stiamsie. 
Kartography 4), Karim and Raheen, children of two families who are friends with 
each other, finish one another's sentences and speak in anagrams. They siare an 
idyllic childhood in upper-class Karachi and so closely understand each otjier that 
Raheen recounts, "my best friend, my one time crib companion, my blood bro her . . 
who will catch me if I fall out of this top bunk, catch me not because of quick reflexes 
but because of anticipation" {Kartography 15). The chemistry between Kaiim and 
Raheen is intriguing, "You could put Karim's brain in my skull at that time, and 1 
wouldn't even notice the swap" {Kartography 37), Raheen says. They are so 
irrevocably bound to one another that the night Karim's family migrates from Karachi 
to London, Raheen knows that "some of my tears were his tears and some of bis tears 
were mine" {Kartography 111). Kareem and Raheen's childhood is spent together and 
each knows the way the other feels and reacts. In fact, each knows the other the way 
they know themselves. Words lose their role in the relationship where tley are 
familiar to the other's thought process and this powerful familiarity about eaci other 
comes to them as easily as the very air they breathe, "But there was a gravity to 
Karim's anger, a sense of cause and effect, some terrible notion of consequence. Did 
no one but me see that?" {Kartography 20). Also their friendship is so deep that they 
just need the company of each other to be happy, "Karim was the peace maker, the 
even-tempered one, the joker who dared me to stay sullen in the face of h s wit" 
{Kartography 17). Raheen has always regarded Karim as her best friend, someone 
who knows her so well he can complete her sentences. Her growing-up years are 
spent in Karim's company. Her memories of childhood are memories of growing up 
with Karim and she had come to depend on him to share her life, "I needed lo hear 
Karim's voice, I needed him to laugh and make me laugh" {Kartography 88). 
Their relationship loses its intimacy when Karim's family moves to London to 
settle in a place far from the violent city. An exchange of some misunderstood letters 
make them drift apart even more. Raheen makes him out to be obsessive aboul maps 
and Karim seems accusatory of her nonchalant attitude towards Karachi, speak s in a 
language puzzling to her. Their ease with each other is gone and their differences of 
opinion become a painful quarrel. As the years go by, they let a barrier of silence 
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build between them imtil, finally, they are brought together in their city during a dry 
summer of strikes and ethnic violence and their relationship is poised between 
strained friendship and fated love. 
Acutely sensitive to language and story, Raheen, at 23, is writing about her 
damaged relationship with Karim in an attempt to understand it. She desperately 
wants to have back the same ease that their friendship provided to soothe her m her 
times of conflict, ''Come home, stranger. Come home, untangler of my thoughts" 
{Kartography 332). Straightforward and perceptive in her thinking and speech, she 
conjures up imagined conversations from the past with a deft, often humorous touch. 
Precocious, articulate, and somewhat rebellious as a child, she is, as an adult, 
somewhat detached and even blase about emotional issues, including the continuing 
violence in Karachi. Karim, on the other hand, is deeply affected by the murderous 
turn their city was taking, dreams of becoming a map-maker and demands 
accountability and responsibility. 
They witness moments in which their natural intimacy seems to be returning 
but those are only moments in a long drought of silence between the two. Ultimately, 
the two must map the past in new ways, filling in the uncharted territories of their 
lives, creating new boundaries and borders. On his return to Karachi, Raheen seeks to 
understand what possibly could have caused the divide between their hearts. In 
between their complicated fluctuating love and friendship, there are haunts of an 
earlier relationship between their parents. Family secrets lie buried until the grown up 
Karim and Raheen are thrust into confusion in their own relationship. Their easy 
connections have disappeared, and neither can unravel the emotional knots created 
during the years they were separated. Raheen holds desperately to her childhood 
memories, the closeness she enjoyed with Karim. She yearns for simplicity of days 
spent absorbed in each other's company. But Karim has evolved into a principled man 
whose world is defined in black and white, tortured by his inner conflicts not known 
and not understood by Raheen. While the violence in Pakistan, the 1971 civil war and 
the knowledge of their parents swapping partners forms only an insignificant part of 
their early years, slowly the gravity of these truths and the weight of this past that has 
carried onto the present start hovering around them, "What had we missed by 
finishing each other's sentences, assuming we'd always know the direction in which a 
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thought was going? How many words had remained unspoken, misunderstood, 
between us at a time when we could so easily have set things right?" {Kartography 
143). The novel beautifully illustrates the unbreakable bonds of love and friendship 
that are made more durable by forgiveness. 
The ghost of past return when they come to know that Raheen's father. Zafar 
broke off his engagement with Karim's mother Yasmeen because she was a Bengali 
Rather, not just a Bengali but a 'Bengali' in the tumultuous times of 1971 Karim 
knows the reason behind the swap of fiances, and loathes Zafar for having i^ven to 
shallow ethnic loyalty in contrast to love. He painfiiUy perceives his best friend 
Raheen to be turning out as hypocrite as her father he hates and this causes liim to 
unduly judge Raheen, unaware that she has no knowledge of the event that occurred 
before they were bom. 
In August 1947, the Partition of British India gave birth to two new states; a 
secular state named India and an Islamic state named Pakistan. But 'akistan 
comprised two geographically and culturally separate areas to the East and tie West 
of India. The Western zone was popularly and for a period of time, also officially was 
termed West Pakistan and the Eastern zone, modem-day Bangladesh was initially 
termed East Bengal and later, East Pakistan. Although the population of the tw o zones 
was close to equal, political power was concentrated in West Pakistan and it was 
widely perceived that East Pakistan was being exploited economically. 
A number of events in East Pakistan scattered over years slowly bit surel> 
prepared the ground for the demand of a separate state. There were a nuinber of 
grievances among Bengalis, the foremost being that they believed thty were 
underrepresented in the Pakistan military. Officers of Bengali origin in the different 
wings of the armed forces made up just 5% of overall force by 1965. Of these, only a 
few were in command positions, with the majority in technical or administrative posts 
West Pakistanis believed that Bengalis were not martially inclined unlike I'ashtuns 
and Punjabis. Moreover, despite huge defence spending. East Pakistan receivad none 
of the benefits, such as contracts, purchasing and military support jobs. The Indo-
Pakistan War of 1965 over Kashmir also highlighted the sense of military insecurit\ 
among Bengalis as only an under-strength infantry division. 
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Moreover, there was a language controversy to add to it. In 1948, Mohammad 
Ali Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan, declared in Dhaka that Urdu, and only Urdu 
would be the common language for all of Pakistan. This proved highly controversial, 
since Urdu was a language that was only spoken in the West by Muhajirs and in the 
East by Biharis, although the Urdu language had been promoted as the lingua franca 
of Indian Muslims by political and religious leaders. The majority groups in West 
Pakistan spoke Punjabi, while the Bengali language was spoken by a vast majority of 
East Pakistanis. The language controversy eventually reached a point where East 
Pakistan revolted while the other part of Pakistan remained calm even though Punjabi 
was spoken by the majority groups of West Pakistan. Several students and civilians 
lost their lives in a police crackdown on 21 February 1952. The day is revered in 
Bangladesh and in West Bengal as the Language Martyrs' Day. Later, in memory of 
the 1952 killings, UNESCO declared 21'' February as the International Mother 
Language Day in 1999. In West Pakistan, the movement was seen as a sectional 
uprising against Pakistani national interest and founding ideology of Pakistan, the 
Two-Nation Theory. 
The insufficient action of the government to the 1970 Bhola cyclone in East 
Pakistan also ignited people against the government. The cyclone killed an estimated 
300,000 to 500,000 people. A week after the landfall, President Liaquat Ali Khan 
conceded that his government had made slips in its handling of the relief efforts due 
to a lack of understanding of the magnitude of the disaster. A statement released by 
eleven political leaders in East Pakistan ten days after the cyclone hit charged the 
government with gross neglect, callous and utter indifference. As the conflict between 
East and West Pakistan developed in March, the Dhaka offices of the two government 
organizations directly involved in relief efforts were closed for at least two weeks, 
first by a general strike and then by a ban on goverrmient work in East Pakistan by the 
Awami League. With this increase in tension, foreign personnel were evacuated over 
fears of violence. Relief work continued in the field, but long-term planning was 
curtailed. This conflict widened into the Bangladesh Liberation War in December and 
concluded with the creation of Bangladesh. 
After the assassination of Liaquat Ali Khan, Pakistan's first Prime Minister in 
1951, political power began to be devolved to the President of Pakistan, and 
eventually, the military. The nominal elected chief executive, the Prime Minister was 
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frequently sacked by the establishment, acting through the President. East Pakistanis 
noticed that whenever one of them, such as Khawaja Nazimuddin, Muhamriad Ali 
Bogra, or Huseyn Shaheed Suhrawardy was elected Prime Minister of Paki^  tan, he 
was swiftly deposed by the largely West Pakistani establishment. The Military 
dictatorships of Ayub Khan and Yahya Khan, both West Pakistanis, only heij. htened 
such feelings. 
The situation reached a climax when in 1970, Awami League, the largest East 
Pakistani political party, led by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, won a landslide vie cry in 
the national elections. The party won 167 of the 169 seats allotted to East Pa<istan, 
and thus a majority of the 313 seats in the National Assembly. This gave /vwami 
League the constitutional right to form a government. However, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, 
the leader of the Pakistan People's Party, refiised to allow Rahman to become the 
Prime Minister of Pakistan. Instead, he proposed the idea of having two S'rime 
Ministers, one for each wing. The proposal elicited outrage in the East wing. On 3 
March 1971, the two leaders of the two wings along with the President General ^'ahya 
Khan met in Dhaka to decide the fate of the country. Talks failed and Sheikh M\ijibur 
Rahman called for a nationwide strike. Bhutto feared a civil war, and came to 
consider Mujib's demands. Both agreed to form a coalition government with Mu ib as 
Premier and Bhutto as President. The frustration coming out of the strangling political 
environment developing between the two countries in which each wanted to have 
political upper hand, started a tug of war between Mujibur Rahman and Zulfiqar 
Bhutto and finds a mention in the words of Zafar, "All these stupid bloody politicians 
on their own power trips . . . Why don't Mujib and Bhutto just have a duel tc the 
death, pistols at dawn, and leave the rest of us out of it?" {Kartography 183). 
On 7 March 1971, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman delivered a speech where he 
mentioned a further four-point condition to consider the National Assembly Meeting 
on 25 March. These being the immediate lifting of martial law, immediate withdrawal 
of all military personnel to their barracks, an inquiry into the loss of life and 
immediate transfer of power to the elected representative of the people before the 
assembly meeting of 25 March. He urged his people to turn every house into a for: of 
resistance. He closed his speech saying, "Our struggle this time is for our freedom. 
Our struggle this time is for our independence." (Islam) This speech is considered the 
main event that inspired the nation to fight for its independence and finds a mentior in 
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the novel, "Bengali people's demands are going to go away, because I don't know if 
they'll even accept a federation at this point when the word Independence has gone 
around and it's such a more soul-stirring word than federation" {Kartography 183). 
General Tikka Khan was flown in to Dhaka to become Governor of East 
Bengal but East-Pakistani judges refused to swear him in. The political atmosphere 
became very volatile: 
Everyone's playing brinkmanship, that's all. Here's what will happen: 
Mujib will back down on his Six Points, give up the whole idea of a 
decentralized federal system of government in exchange for some 
political and economic concession towards East Pakistan. Once he 
does that, Yahya will invite him to form the government and at that 
point Bhutto will also take his place as leader of the opposition. . , . 
Mujib's no zealous revolutionary and besides, whatever Bengali 
masses might want, they're just rabble, and our army will decimate 
them if they try to make some kind of one-legged stand. 
{Kartography 182) 
On 25 March 1971, rising political discontent and cultural nationalism in East 
Pakistan was met by brutal suppressive force from the ruling elite of the West 
Pakistan establishment in what came to be termed 'Operation Searchlight' to crush 
Bengali resistance in which Bengali members of military services were disarmed and 
killed, students and the intelligentsia systematically liquidated and able-bodied 
Bengali males just picked up and gunned down. 
The operation also began the 1971 Bangladesh atrocities. These systematic 
killings served only to enrage the Bengalis, which ultimately resulted in the secession 
of East Pakistan later in the same year. The violence unleashed by the Pakistani forces 
on 25 March 1971, proved the last straw to the efforts to negotiate a settlement. The 
war broke out on 26 March 1971 as army units directed by West Pakistan launched a 
military operation in East Pakistan against Bengali civilians, students, intelligentsia, 
and armed personnel who were demanding separation of the East from West Pakistan. 
Bengali military, paramilitary, and civilians formed the Mukti Bahini or Liberation 
Army and used guerrilla warfare tactics to fight against the West Pakistan army. India 
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provided economic, military and diplomatic support to the Mukti Bahini rebels. 
leading Pakistan to launch 'Operation Chengiz Khan', a pre-emptive attack on the 
western border of hidia which started the Indo-Pakistani War of 19'1 The 
Bangladesh Liberation War was an armed conflict pitting East Pakistan and India 
against West Pakistan. On 16 December 1971, the allied forces of the Indian aimy and 
the Mukti Bahini defeated the West Pakistani forces deployed in the East. The 
resulting surrender was the largest in number of prisoners of war since World War II. 
Following these outrages, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman signed an official declarat on that 
read: 
Today Bangladesh is a sovereign and independent county. On 
Thursday night. West Pakistani armed forces suddenly attacked the 
police barracks at Razarbagh and the EPR headquarters at Pilk lana in 
Dhaka. Many innocent and unarmed have been killed in Dhaka city 
and other places of Bangladesh. Violent clashes between EPR. and 
Police on the one hand and the armed forces of Pakistan on the other, 
are going on. The Bengalis are fighting the enemy with great courage 
for an independent Bangladesh. May Allah aid us in our fight for 
freedom. Joy Bangla. ("History") 
During the war there were widespread killings and other atrocities - including 
the displacement of civilians in Bangladesh and widespread violations of human 
rights carried out by the Pakistan Army with support from political and religious 
militias. The breaking away of Bangladesh was such a blow to all Pakistan's 
ideologies and revealed the shallowness of the state that people and the authorities 
alike shrouded themselves in silence about the event: 
Days away from 1995, we were nearly forty eight years old as a nation, 
young enough that there are people alive who have lived through our 
entire history and more, but too old to put our worries down to teething 
problems. Between our birth in 1947 and 1995, dead bang between our 
beginning and our present, is 1971, of which I know next to nothing 
except that there was a war and East Pakistan became Banglades i, and 
what terrible things we must have done then to remain so silent about 
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it. Is it shame at losing the war, or guilt about what we did to try to win 
that mutes us? {Kartography 270) 
The war at the Bangladeshi side is remembered for the gruesome atrocities done by 
Pakistani side. Bangladeshi authorities claim that three million people were killed in 
the war while the Hamoodur Rahman Commission, an official Pakistan Government 
investigation, put the figure as low as 26,000 civilian casualties. The international 
media and reference books in English have also published figures which vary greatly 
from 200,000 to 3,000,000 for Bangladesh as a whole. A further eight to ten million 
people fled the country to seek safety in India, " 'This country's turning rabid - the 
soldiers are raping the women, Zaf, raping them, all over East Pakistan, and in 
drawing rooms around Karachi people applaud this attempt to improve the genes of 
the Bengalis' " {Kartography 189). 
There was large-scale sectarian violence not only perpetrated and encouraged 
by the Pakistani army, but also by Bengali nationalists against non-Bengali minorities. 
The resulting war and the defeat of Pakistan, especially at the hands of its hated 
enemy India filled Pakistan with much repression. With the feeling of insult rife in the 
hearts of the people, the chapter of Pakistan's defeat is a hushed up affair in the 
country. 
The novel very vividly captures the way hatred for Bengalis spread like virus 
in the air, polluting even the most rational minds. At the heart of the novel is the story 
of Zafar and Maheen, the father and the mother of Raheen and Karim respectively. 
Zafar, a Pakistani was engaged to be married to Maheen, a Bengali, but in the grip of 
the fatal poisonous atmosphere breaks the marriage, "Your father didn't want to 
marry her because she's a Bengali. Although, I have to say, I was appalled when I 
first heard the engagement was broken. I said to your father, she's not even that dark, 
Zafar. Many people can't even tell where she's from" {Kartography 74). A neighbour, 
whose brother is killed in East Pakistan, angrily asks Zafar 'how' he can marry 
Maheen. Zafar responds, "Think of it as a civic duty. I'll be diluting her Bengali blood 
line" {Kartography 232). This moment gestures towards the violence of the civil war 
and the genocidal repression of Bengalis in East Pakistan, atrocities which are excised 
from official histories, just as the parents censor the context for their rearranged 
relationships. It also demonstrates the intimate relationship between individual and 
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national histories that Raheen and Karim must negotiate'3§eS5tes'=!S^. As Raheen"s 
father, Zafar, notes in a letter written to Maheen in 1973, "Already we in Pakistan 
have become so efficient at never speaking about it. When we do refer to those 
events, it's as personalized stories about dances and dinners interrupted by air-raids, 
or war-time scandals" (Kartography 311). The break-up of Pakistan was a serious 
blow to the whole ideology which Pakistan had vociferously projected to the world: 
Muslims who fought for Indian unity were swamped by the high 
passion of a separation dream that acquired, in the imaginatioi! of its 
advocates, the attributes of an earthly paradise. It took three decades 
for that cold judge, time, to deliver its first verdict. The two nation 
theory collapsed in 1971, when a majority of Pakistanis broke a>vay to 
form Bangladesh an ethnic entity (Akbar, "India Today" 20). 
The same sentiment is projected by Zafar when he writes in a letter to Maheen: 
Pakistan died in 1971. Pakistan was a country with two wings - have 
never before thought of the war in terms of that image: a wing ttaring 
away from the body it once helped keep aloft - it was a country v^fith a 
majority Bengali population and all its attended richness of culture, 
history, language, topography, climate, clothing . . . oh, everything. 
How can Pakistan still be when all of that, everything that East 
Pakistan added to the country, is gone? Pakistan was a nation wi h an 
image of itself as a place that was created because that creation was the 
only way its leaders saw possible to safeguards that rights of the 
minority power within India. How can Pakistan still be when we lave 
so abused that image - first by ensuring the Bengalis were minimized 
and marginalized both politically and economically, and then by 
reacting to their demands for their greater rights and representation 
with acts of savagery? How can Pakistan still be when the whole is 
gone and we are left with a part? {Kartography 312) 
The difference that came to exist between East and West Pakistan flared up 
hatred towards the Bengalis which the novel explores to a large extent. Through 
Maheen, it portrays the whole trauma of a 'Bengali' living in Pakistan during the 
times when Bengalis were being murdered for their identity: 
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I was a Bengali. I was bom that way, so though people turned away 
from me at parties, and conversations stopped when I entered the 
room, and all sort of things went on that no one should live through, 
there was a certain... resignation, almost in people's attitude towards 
me. I was just a Bingo, nothing to be done about it. But your father... 
your father was something much worse. He was a turncoat, a traitor. A 
Bingo-lover. {Kartography 308). 
Her friends also understand the way things were turning ugly for Maheen: 
. . . how must Maheen feel, a Bengali living in West Pakistan? And 
everyday someone new succumb to the madness that was sweeping the 
country, someone new said things that defied all understanding, and it 
was hard to say which was worse: the people who stopped dead, mid-
sentence as soon as Maheen entered the room, or the ones who kept on 
talking. {Kartography 186) 
The so-called madness reached a new level when "(s)ome old beggar woman spat at 
her' {Kartography 188). The novel also shows how people from cross-section of 
society having not much in common are suddenly grouped together and become part 
of a shared identity because of a common suffering, "She was looking at the Bengali 
waiter. He walked past and caught her eye, and for a moment the barriers of class and 
gender became porous and something passed between them that Zafar couldn't quite 
identify" {Kartography 184). She also suddenly gets conscious of belonging to an 
identity which separates her from all her friends and feel for the strangers having the 
same identity as hers. Her use of the word 'my people' is significant in understanding 
the way identity can also put you in closeness with your alikes while projecting all 
other as enemies against that identity, "Laila heard from some foreign journalist that 
the army's slaughtering my people by the thousands in Dhaka" {Kartography 188). 
Parekh dissecting what the storm of identity can do to nations writes: 
Violence is one of the more important factors in accentuating identity 
consciousness. It threatens one's survival because of how one is 
defined by others, and leaves one no choice but to unite with and 
against others on that basis. This is why, racial, religious and other 
forms of violence polarize communities and individuals very quickly 
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and lead both to an obsessive preoccupation with and an exclusive 
definition of the relevant identity. (26) 
The novel also portrays the war of identity that goes on in Pakistan which is 
again a major reason for the failure of the state to acquire a unified identity. Pakistan 
is an extremely polarized society divided into Sunnis and Shi'as, Muhajirs, I'unjabi. 
Pushtuni, Sindhi, etc. Lieven writes: 
All the same, with Pakistanis, there is usually a wheel within a wheel, 
an identity within an identity, which in turn overlaps with other 
identity. The only exceptions, the people with a single identity, are 
some of the Islamists, and some of the soldiers - but by no means all ot 
either. Or as Ali Hasan, a young Lahori executive with a Norwegian 
company, said to me: 
If I were to jump on a box and preach revolution, with the best 
programme in the world, you know what would happen? First, people 
from all the other provinces say that we can't follow him, he's a 
Punjabi. Then most of the Punjabis would say, we can't follow him. 
he's a Jat. Then the Jats would say we can't follow him, he's from such 
a such biradari. Even in my own village, half the people would say 
something like, T can't follow him', his grandfather beat my uncle in a 
fight over land,' if you preach Islamic revolution, most Pakistanis 
won't follow you because they practice different kinds of Islam and 
worship different saints. So you see we Pakistani can't unite ')ehind 
anything. (12) 
The various identity groups in almost all the parts of the country, more so in K arachi 
where the novel has its setting, with or without an excuse, are forever fighting i-gainst 
each other. The antagonism that exists in the country against Muhajirs, the people 
who migrated from India has also filled the Pakistani society with much venom: 
When that girl was killed by a speeding bus and you'd think that was a 
domestic tragedy, her poor family, and also, I wondered, what m jst go 
on in the head of the driver, who certainly did not intend to kill a girl 
but now had to live with the ghastly consequences of his recklessness. 
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but instead of being a family tragedy it ail ignited a terrible ethnic 
fight. The girl Muhajir, the bus driver Pathan, and somehow, 
somehow, that became the issue. {Kartography U) 
Mumtaz, Racine and Ali looking at a larger perspective of South Asia write: 
Conflicts over identity are a major source of internal tensions in South 
Asia. Identities are defined in terms of boundaries, that is in reference 
to another group, to the other group, to the other. The main 
contradiction of Pakistan - a modem secular state founded on religious 
sentiments has not been resolved. Pakistan has never been a nation 
state; highly fragmented, it has failed in integrating the people into a 
nation by making their Pakistani identity their most treasured 
possession. People had to find other identities whether ethnic group, 
caste, language, biradari or sect, the political vacuum created in the Zia 
era was filled by the emergence of ethnic and sectarian organizations. 
In the 1970s ethnicity became a substitute identity but it was branded 
as treason and violently suppressed. The environment in the 1980s was 
religious; religious identity was fostered by the state and official 
sanction was given to the religious organizations during the Afghan 
war in the name of Islam. (77) 
Sectarianism, which is widely prevalent in Pakistan comes from the belief that 
the sect which one professes is the only true one and that the followers of other sects 
should be converted to one's own sect or exterminated. The other, the person who 
does not share your beliefs and religious observances is seen somehow as a danger 
because being different he cannot mean well for you. Sectarianism which was 
traditionally mostly confined to verbal attacks and clashes during the month of 
Moharram, has now degenerated into everyday violence. 
Pakistani society has always been dead against Muhajirs, people who left India 
at the time of Partition to settle in Pakistan. They came primarily from the united and 
central provinces of India at the time of Partition and the bulk of whom settled in the 
port city of Karachi, and the towns of Hyderabad, Sukkur and Nawabshah. The 
Mohajir Political movement surfaced in 1984 urban Sindh, particularly Karachi. The 
clash of Muhajirs with the local population has since ravaged Pakistan. The Muhajirs 
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who, have been treated with an over-whelming sense of aUenation in turn have lived 
with a sense of being considered a stranger in their own country: 
Why did those bloody Muhajirs have to go and form a political group? 
Once they're united they'll do God knows what. Demandirg this, 
demanding that. Thinking just because they are a majority in Karachi 
they can trample over everyone else. Like they did in '47. Coming 
across the border thinking we should be grateful for their presence. 
{Kartography 41) 
They have always been treated as parasites in the country, growing on 
country's resources and have never been fully accorded the status of natives, 
"children are continuously exposed to the environment where they start a reaction for 
or against all the violence that they breathe in the very air while growing up. I mean, 
Muhajirs will never understand the way we feel about land. They all left their lomes 
at Partition. No understanding of ties to a place" {Kartography 39). Far from 
deserving some solace on having left their country of origin to have come to settle in a 
new country just in the name of religion, the word Muhajir is in fact almost treated as 
abuse, "Yet uncle Asif had summarily dismissed all that with one word; Muhajir. 
Immigrant" {Kartography 40). The divisions that exist within the country are a great 
obstacle in creating a viable national identity. The perennial problem in Pakistan has 
been the inability and lack of willingness of the rulers to bring together the different 
ethnic groups within a single nationality. 
When Pakistan was created it was hoped that the bond of religion will 
supersede other bonds. But Islam failed to nationally integrate the separatist 
tendencies within various factions and has created deep fissures in Pakistan society 
which surface themselves at the slightest provocation. The novel has also shown the 
communal, sectarian rife which has almost become a distinguished characterist c of 
the country. The country gives way to Shi'a-Sunni violence quite often, "'I km^w 
school starts in less than a week, but Muharram will begin in August and we all know 
that means Shi'a-Sunni fights and many deaths and then school will be closed until 
things turn to normal. ... I didn't say I want sectarian riots - I'm just being realistic" 
{Kartography 132). The Sunni-Shi'a divide can also be located in the conversatio i of 
Karim and Raheen, " 'The girl's a Shi'a.' When I looked confused, she added: -A-MTS 
Sunni'. . . The background. Class, sect, ethnic group: that's what a family looks at 
when considering who they are willing to be related to through marriage' " 
(Kartography 73-74). 
Mumtaz, Racine and Ali further say, "Sectarianism is often seen as the 
consequence of Zia ul Haq's Islamisation policy which meant state monopoly on 
religion and dominance of a particular sect, and which brought theological differences 
to the fore. Religion without sectarian domination has little meaning for the common 
man in Pakistan" (79). 
Kamila Shamsie as always, showing a great attachment to her home city sets 
the novel in Karachi. She has portrayed the violent aspect of Karachi delving to great 
lengths about all that is wrong in the city: 
The November issue of Newsline, with the words KARACHI: DEATH 
CITY running across the cover. 
Roaming the dark, death-haunted streets of saddar where even the 
street lights were off, one would be confronted with the surreal glow of 
a flower shop not more than a thousand metres away from the troubled 
area of Jacob lines. Asked why his shop was open late into the night 
when all others were closed, a flower-seller explained. 'This is the 
season not of marriage but of death. People come to buy floral wreaths 
for those who die in the riots.' (Kartography 147) 
Karachi, where "people are being killed every day in the poorer parts of 
town?" (Kartography 63) has earned the distinction of being one of the most violent 
cities in the world, as truthfully projected in the novel. Rashid says about the city: 
The city of Karachi is another fast-burning fiise that could detonate the 
entire country. Karachi is an extraordinary metropolis, one of "the 
great economic engines of South Asia" - holding the country's major 
port, its stock market, and more than half its industry. Its 18 million 
people generate 70 percent of the country's revenue and 30 percent of 
its GDP, but every year its ethnic meUing pot- the majority Mohajir 
community, who are settlers from India; Pashtun and Baloch 
tribesmen; Punjabi businessmen; and smaller groups from all over 
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South Asia - is mired in ethnic violence. Mafias, criminal gangs, car 
thieves, and Taliban and sectarian extremists all carry out their turf 
wars and protection rackets. The kinds of violence witnessed in 
Karachi are seen nowhere else in Pakistan- targeted mass killings and 
torture using electric drill. Victims' heads, genitals, and limbs are 
severed, stuffed into sacks, and dropped on the road. Every year since 
the 2009 election, an average of 1,200 people have been killed. An 
orgy of violence erupted in the summer of 2011; 300 people were 
killed just in July . . . The political parties of the ethnic groups bad the 
fight. The main conflict is between the Pashtuns (represented by the 
Awami National Party), the Mohajirs (led by Altaf Hussain, w ho has 
headed the Muttahida Qaumi Movement, or MQM, from e^ile in 
London for the past twenty years), and the Baluch and Sindhi> (who 
support the PPP). In between are extremists like the Talibai. The 
ethnic ghettos have become so entrenched and fortified that even 
Karachi ambulance services have to send out drivers of the same 
ethnicity as the victim or they could get killed. The Taliban, with their 
thousands of madrassas students, could quite easily take over parts of 
Karachi when they feel the time is right. The MQM is constantly 
talking about separating urban Karachi and Hyderabad frorr Sind 
province and creating a Singapore-like state - a move that would, 
however, lead to a civil war with the rural Sindhis. Karachi port s also 
the main gateway for supplies for U.S. and NATO troops in 
Afghanistan. After 2001, almost 80 percent of all miUtary goods 
destined for the Afghan war were sent to Karachi and then trucked up 
to the border crossings in the northwestern Pakistan . . . Karachi is the 
microcosm of what is wrong with the country- the growing weakness 
of the state, the breakdown of the social contract, ethnic conflic , and 
the growing war between modernity, business liberalism, and 
extremism. These divisions can only get worse if the country dissolves 
in to further lawlessness. (167-8) 
The writer has turned the readers' attention to the percolating efte:t ot 
country's wrong policies which have filled sections of people with resentment 
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towards the establishment, "I wanted to join the civil service. I'm an educated, literate 
person, you know. I sat for the exam, and I did all right. I mean, not top marks, but 
decent, good marks. But I sat the exams from Karachi. It's not enough to be just 
good" {Kartography 175). And, "the quota system in the province discriminated 
against Karachiites, particularly Muhajirs who had no family domicile outside the city 
that they could claim as their own when government jobs and government-run 
university places were being allocated according to the urban-rural divide?" 
{Kartography 176). 
The violence has become so commonplace that it shakes the foundations of 
even the secure upper class citizens of Karachi who are generally considered to be 
privileged in not being affected by it. Due to escalating chaos in Karachi, Karim's 
parents move to London in the 1980's and Zia's brother was killed by a stray bullet. 
Karachi, Pakistan's largest city emerges as a place under constant siege: ethnic, 
factional, sectarian and random acts of violence are the order of the day. 
In an engaging style that evokes the warmth, the author ties the difficulties of 
politics with the everyday lives of the citizens of Karachi, "Nine dead that day, in 
other words. Not everyone's death worth equal column space, in other words. The 
dead in my part of town more newsworthy" {Kartography 317). The calculation of 
political gains that go behind often manufactured-violence is also a factor that has 
damaged the country, "A military government such as ours can never rule a country 
that's united. Not for any length of time. They can't allow any group to get powerful 
enough to instigate a mass movement" {Kartography 10). The frequency of instances 
of violence goes up in such a way that they creep into the conversations of Karim and 
Raheen and become a major point of their difference and distance, "No, until your last 
letter I didn't know the exact number of people reported killed in Karachi's violence 
so far this year. Thank you, Mr. Reuters. I'm sure the dead feel much better about 
being dead now" {Kartography 132). Their own differences widen fiirther as both 
accuse each other of indifferent attitude towards the wrongs in their city, "Those of us 
who still live here don't have the luxury of being compassionate from a distance. We 
go on with our lives because we like the fafade of maintaining a kind of sanity. When 
we laugh that's defiance. So don't you tell me about the graves you mark on that 
map" (Kartography 133). 
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The fighting turned so dangerously commonplace that the people no longer 
could afford to remain inside the safety of their houses and made them hab tual of 
breathing in the violence while carrying on with their professions exemplified t irough 
Naila, the masseur who tells the elite Raheen, "what you people all need are a ft w real 
problems. Like, should I leave the house to get medicines for my son even though I 
might get shot on the way?" (Kartography 198). 
Fatima Bhutto recounts her own experience of living in the city: 
Fourteen years ago, I missed weeks of school because of the vioence 
that had taken hold of our city. I remember going to sleep hearin.^  the 
hum of bullets nearby. I remember picking up the newspaper the next 
morning and seeing the previous night's body count. It wis a 
dangerous city then, my Karachi. The Sindhi PPP government 
launched a genocidal strike called Operation Clean-up, against the 
ethnic Muhajirs who form the bulk of the MQM political party, "he 
MQM began to hit back. They form their own death squads and the 
sound of their revenge became aggressively familiar too . . . There 
were moments, when I was younger, when it scared me to be here in 
Karachi, in this house. I used to shiver in the dead of summer nigh s. 
begging myself to sleep and praying that I might push past the fear of 
violence and the specters of the dead that surrounded me and my city. 
(3-4) 
Shamsie in this novel also wishes to dig deep down into the city's history b} 
giving a reference to periodic waves of invaders that came to Karachi 
"This used to be an ocean. If you squint, can't you almost see Mai Kolachi rowing a 
boat through the hibiscus in search of her husband, and look! Over there, through the 
bougainvillea you can see a wave made up of the tears Alexander wept for 
Bucephalus {Kartography 4). In this way she is also making us look away from the 
present state of chaos and delve into its pleasant aspects, at Karachi, "(t)hat spider 
plant city where, if you know what to look for and some higher power is feeling 
indulgent, you might find a fossilized footprint of Alexander. The Great. He led his 
army through Karachi long before the spider plant effect took hold, when Karachi was 
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a harbor named Krokola {Kartography 3), before it earned the distinction of becoming 
the violence-ridden city that it so famously has come to known for. 
Lieven describes the city in terms of the various sections of people that 
inhabit the city: 
Finally, Karachi, the country's greatest city, is itself a major source of 
unity, since it includes not only indigenous Sindhis and Mohajirs from 
India, but also huge populations of Punjabis and Pathans. In fact 
Karachi is the third largest Pathan city after Kabul and Peshawar, and 
probably the fourth or fifth largest Punjabi city. More Baloch may live 
in Karachi than in Balochistan. These different populations in Karachi 
often loathe each other, but they also depend on the city for their 
livelihoods, and their more responsible (or self-interested) leaders and 
the businessmen who fund them do not want to destroy those 
livelihoods for the sake of nationalist dreams. (263) 
The writer's love for her city shines through her pages and the words seem to 
be uttered as much by Shamsie as by Raheen, "Three weeks from Karachi and I was 
noticing things that were generally just so much background: the plastic buckets in 
which flower sellers stored bouquets of roses encircling the roundabout near the 
graveyard; the sign on the sunset boulevard that said 'avoid accidents here'; the squat 
walking street cleaners dodging traffic while sweeping dust and rubbish to the sides of 
the road; the carpet sellers who spread their wares on pavements, with the choicest 
rugs draped above on the boughs of trees; on billboards, the Urdu letters spelling out 
English words ; the illegal tinted glass fitted in cars with government license plates . 
And yes, Karim was right, the trees that looked so arid {Kartography 64). The 
nostalgic streak for Karachi that was witnessed in her previous novel surfaces in this 
as well. She talks about the nuances of staying away from the home, of longings and 
belongings of the place one spends childhood of her great attachment despite all its 
warts, "What is it that makes a place feel like home, even when it is entirely removed 
from the neighbourhood you've grown up in? Is it merely some trick of the mind, and 
illusion of connectedness? {Kartography 165). 
She portrays the city lyrically, her words infused with hope, "But 1 couldn't 
help feeling that, in the midst of everything that was happening, Karachi had decided 
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to turn around and wink at me. And in that wink was serious intent: Yes, the city said. 
I am a breeding ground for monsters, but don't think that is the full measure of what 1 
am" {Kartography 259). She relates what it is to be a Pakistani, what it takes, what it 
teaches you and how it makes you grow up, "I grew up in an ugly city that tanght me 
how to look between dust and rubbish and potholes to find a splinter of glass that 
looked like unmelting ice, beautiful in its defiance of the sun" {Kartography 118) and 
"The pizza delivery man is my best friend, even though rumour has it he was once in 
jail for attempted murder. I'm a Karachiite. I can handle these things" {Kartography 
124). 
Cartography, or more appropriately, Kartography, an allusion to its setting in 
Karachi, a place that, as Karim observes, "worships 'at the altar of K'. Ks in business 
names in Karachi: Karachi Kars, Karachi Karpets, Karachi Kards - not to mention 
Karat Jewellers. Kwick Kababs,. Kleen Kleeners and Kweer Kween {Kartography 
241), is central to the book. The novel has maps as a core theme, mapping i city -
geographically, politically and emotionally as the main preoccupation of th(- novel. 
Finding the different streets, the little known or unknown, remembering a city by the 
maps Raheen has in her mind from the small personal incidents connected with it and 
not through any technical mapping. Maps are given importance through Kar m who 
wants to become a cartographer, "Maps, Raheen are amazing things. They tiefine a 
city as a single territorial unit, they give a sense of connectedness" {Kartography 
244). 
Maps assume importance in their lives when Kareem starts making them his 
sole focus and his obsession as Raheen observes: 
Why did I keep harping on about maps? How had they become the 
symbol of everything that had gone so wrong, so inexplicably in my 
relationship with Karim? Was it because of the drive to the aiiport? 
Was it because he had pasted those maps on the back of my shredded 
letters? Was it because his fascination with maps had createc a gap 
between us in that visit to Rahim Yar Kahan? Or was it becaus 2 every 
time Karim wrote to me from London and mentioned something about 
maps of Karachi I heard in his tone both a rebuke and a challenge? As 
if he knew the city better than I did. As if distance gave him i bird's 
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eye view, while I was locked in the four walls of some elite members-
only enclave. {Kartography 179) 
Raheen, separated from Kareem misses him and longs to get back the ease that 
existed between them. Karim however infuses his much awaited letters with details of 
the violence back in their home city and references of his desire to map the city which 
becomes a breeding ground of controversy between the two, "I want you to pay 
attention to the stories that define Karachi, and you want to know what the name of 
the road connecting Gizri to Zamzama is, and how many people have died there last 
year" {Kartography 180). Raheen, shares with Kareem, through her letters, her life in 
the US, Karim, however, detests her insensitivity and turns the conversation about the 
deteriorating condition of Karachi. Karim, who is more politically driven than 
Raheen, keeps himself abreast of the escalating violence in Pakistan, trying to 
understand life beyond the elite, sheltered circle of Karachi, to which both of their 
families belong. In the escalating tension, personal becomes political and their 
difference of opinion aggravates with the incidents of violence. 
It outlines the curves and meandering roads of the city and its interiors through 
cartography and by describing the shambles of the city's citadels. Raheen who is 
interested in marking a place through personal element finds no solace in the map that 
she brings with herself to the US when she goes off for her studies: 
A useless, partial map of Karachi, which I had brought with me to 
America to see if they would bring me any kind of comfort, any kind 
of pain, on the days when I was most homesick . . . The answer to that 
question I quickly found was no, and no again. I laid the paper on the 
ground, map side up, smoothing it flat with the palm of my hand . . . 
Streets leading to other streets, streets named, areas defined, places of 
interest clearly marked out. This map was Karachi's opposite. They 
could only exist through their disdain for the reality of the city: the 
jumble, the illogic, the self-definition, the quicksilver of the place. 
{Kartography 131) 
Raheen approaches Karachi through its stories, rejecting the use of official place 
names in favour of personal narratives and memory-maps that privatize city-space. 
Raheen views her approach as inclusive, a sign of deep intimacy with Karachi with an 
emphasis on personal. Her directions to Kindergarten, "straight straight straight 
straight straight and then turn right just after the Metropole, and when yoi see a 
church, stop" {Kartography 160), for example, are barely usable to anyone outside her 
circle or unfamiliar with that part of town. She charts the graph of her own friendship 
with Karim through maps. ". . . somehow the maps, the street names, the viosence in 
Karachi, all that had become more real to Karim than our friendship and I had simply 
been too blind to see it happening" {Kartography 136) 
Kamila Shamsie has explored the whole history of cartography hrough 
Kareem's interest for the subject: 
Eratosthenes, the grandfather of cartography, was the first man to make 
a distinction between scientific and literary mapping. . . . Eratosthenes 
greatest critic was the cartographer Strabo, who said that Homer 
depicted geographical truths in the language of poetry, so it was absurd 
to deny him a role in the realm of cartography . . . But back then, maps 
weren't used for travel. They were mainly used for illustrating stories. 
There stands Mount Olympus. That's where Theseus fought the 
Minotaur. That kind of stuff. So maps weren't about going from point 
A to point B; they were about helping someone hear the heartb(;at of a 
place. {Kartography 180) 
The novel through a globe, poignantly points to the way some incident have 
the potential of effecting for posterity the way the geography of the world looks. The 
way things can change immensely in a single political decisions, "The globe spins. 
Mountain ranges skim my fingers; there is static above the Arabian Sea. Pakistan is 
split in two, but undivided. This world is out of date" {Kartography 1). Shamsie also 
stretches the boundaries of map-making to present a map of the country on the dining 
table: 
The Indus flooding the land and spilling into the Arabian Sea. See, 
here, the Oyster Rocks and there Manora light house disguised as a 
carrot. Look at those tributaries engorged. Jhelum, Sutlej, Ravi, 
Chenab, and whatever that fifth one is. Guddu Barrage overflt)wing. 
See, now, I'm crumbling the Himalayas beneath my fork. Nanga 
Parbat goes down shrouded in lentils. {Kartography 11) 
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The novel also touches on the restrictions imposed by the Muslim orthodox 
society of Pakistan on girls. Gender relations in Pakistan rest on two basic 
perceptions: that women are subordinate to men, and that a man's honour resides in 
the actions of the women of his family. Thus, as in other orthodox Muslim societies, 
women are responsible for maintaining the family honour. Space is allocated to and 
used differently by men and women. For their protection and respectability women 
have traditionally been expected to live under the constraints of purdah. Most women 
spend major part of their lives physically within their homes and courtyards and go 
out only for serious and approved reasons. Outside the home, social life generally 
revolves around the activities of men. In most part of the country people consider a 
women and her family shameless if no restrictions are placed on her movement, 
"Sonia couldn't go to parties if boys were going to be there; she couldn't sit alone in a 
car with a boy even for a second" [Kartography 80). 
The novel is a satire on the elite section of the Pakistani society which fondly 
shows off its wealth, only too ostentatiously: 
What will they think of next? Leopard- print cushion covers made of 
real leopard skin? A reproduction of the Sistine Chapel ceiling? 
Diamond encrusted calligraphy on the nameplate, with an armed guard 
employed to shoot on sight anyone who ventures too close to it? Any 
and all of above are possible when there's enough money to buy 
everything except good taste. {Kartography 81) 
It projects how members of the city's wealthy elite like Raheen's supercilious 
Aunt Runty live in shallowness, the class which is caricatured in the words of Raheen 
as 'ghutnas'. Karim, however, live in guilty social conscience as a privileged class in 
contrast, with the not so privileged who have to experience all the violence in the 
country, "privilege erased the day-to-day struggles of ethnic politics, and however 
Karim might want me to feel about the matter I couldn't pretend I was sorry that I had 
been bom on 'this side of Clifton Bridge' where class bound everyone in an 
enveloping, suffocating embrace, with ethnicity only a secondary or even tertiary 
concern" {Kartography 175). 
The novel in the depiction of the pulsating nature of Karachi raises some very 
relevant issues gripping present day Pakistan, "How many walls can one nation erect 
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and sustain, Ali wondered. Is it possible to circumnavigate one wall without c rashing 
into another? How many fires do we light, how much rosewood do we turn td ash, to 
keep our dream worlds aglow? How many fireflies do we turn away fi-om, mistaking 
them for burning sparks?" {Kartography 51). 
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CHAPTER-5 
Broken Verses: 
Treading Forbidden Paths 
The fourth and intriguingly multi-layered novel of Kamila Shamsie, Broken Verses. 
largely the mental mappings of the 31-year old protagonist named Aasmaani hiqalab 
is her search for elusive answers about her life as she is haunted by the urn esolved 
tragedies of her childhood, especially regarding the disappearance of her mother 
without as much as a farewell note. Her absolutely fearless activist mother, Samina 
Akram and her mother's lover Nazim, known throughout the country as 'Tlie Poet 
were the breath and soul of their generation's resistance to military dictatorship anci 
the excesses of the government. The Poet's outspoken opposition to the government 
in a regime of unacceptance of any critique led to his numerous spells in prisoa and in 
exile before his brutal murder and complete disfiguration of his face through the 
hands of unknown assailants. The unwavering Samina finds herself completeh 
broken down after his mysterious death and starts questioning the beliefs that she had 
so fiercely fought for all her life. Struggling for two years in a state of acute 
depression to find a meaning in her life after the poet, she is finally unable to oear her 
grief anymore and goes to the seaside never to return back, following the trai i of The 
Poet in making hers a mysterious death as well. Whether she committed suicide or got 
accidently drowned in the sea remains an unsolved mystery till the end. 
Fourteen long years later, Aasmaani, frequently abandoned by her mother 
while carrying on her political activities or accompanying The Poet in exile, is still 
tormented by her refiisal to believe her mother and The Poet, whom she lovingly calls 
Omi dead. Desperately holding on to every little bit of hope, she talks about lier dead 
mother in present tense, enlivening her in her utterings and desperately waits tor her 
mother's return. The novel can be read as a study of a daughter's deep longinj. for het 
mother and the difficulty of letting go of people who make up our lives. As Aismaani 
eloquently puts it, "Every prayer of mine for the last fourteen years had been one 
single word: Mama" (Shamsie, Broken Verses 144). Then most unexpectedly. 
Samina's best friend Shehnaz, a legendary actress about to make her comeback in 
television, presents Aasmaani with a puzzling note, written in the secret code thai 
Samina and The Poet shared. Shehnaz's son, Ed, recently returned from New York 
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post-9/11, plays the enigmatic messenger. Against all logic, Aasmaani begins to 
believe that The Poet might be alive, perhaps even her mother as well, leading to the 
unrelenting quest - the reading and re-readings of the arrived letters, treading of 
newspaper archives, meetings with The Poet's friends - the resultant anguish, 
disappointment, contestations with all others and then finally, her acceptance of her 
mother's death. Moving through its course, the novel gives an insight into the political 
and social life in Pakistan, especially during General Zia's regime and portrays the 
plight of women under the Hudood Ordinance. It addresses a number of themes -
homosexuality, complexities in the behaviour of celebrity kids, motherhood, 
Islamophobia, the therapeutic value of performing loved ones' last rites, the 
consequences faced by the political dissenters woven seamlessly into the novel. The 
novel is also an insightful meditation on the fibres that characters are made of 
The web of relations that the novel projects - of Aasmaani with her mother, 
with her father, her caring stepmother Beema, stepsister Rabia, with her father like 
figure - the poet, with Ed; Samina's unconventional relation with the poet; actress 
Shehnaz Saeed's relation with her son Ed etc can be read as a core theme of the novel. 
These relations are complex, layered, created with depth and almost all of them are a 
deviation from average relations. 
The broad outline of the story encompassing the relationship of Aasmaani and 
her mother can be read as a major theme of the novel. Aasmaani is caught between 
utter reverence towards her mother for courageously fighting for the cause she 
believed in, her brave stand against the government, her magnetic oration 'grazia' 
which swayed all who listened to her, and her frequent abandoimient of her for 
political and personal reasons when she had to follow her lover. The Poet into exile 
leaving her daughter behind. "Sometimes I feel like I've spent my whole life missing 
Mama" {Broken Verses 182), she says. She is profoundly hurt by the fact that she was 
never a reason for her mother to stay and yet is no reason for her to come back. Her 
memories of her mother are of always sharing her with either the people or The Poet. 
Aasmaani finds it difficult to release from her mind the memory of her mother, and 
the mother she painfully remembers is the one who moved in and out of her life, 
leaving her with her father, her stepmother Beema and her stepsister Rabia. "Eleven 
weeks a year. That's all the time I had with my mother from the age nine to twelve. 
She wasn't there when 1 got my first period, had my first crush, bought my first music 
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album" (Broken Verses 137), she eludes. She harshly judges her mother to be running 
after glory, "Political exile is more glamorous than a daughter entering adolescence" 
(Broken Verses 61). 
The effect of her mother's absence is all encompassing on her, "My nother 
had been gone for two years by then and my newly-found method of coping with her 
absence was excess, which meant drugs, drink, men, or any combination of the 
above" (Broken Verses 69). Hoping against all hopes she ceaselessly thinks about her, 
engages her thoughts with her at all times and almost too painfully thinks and rethinks 
every minor detail about her, "Against my will I found myself trying to age botn their 
features in my mind, picture her as she might look and him as he would have looked. 
It was a mental exercise I occasionally applied to Mama's features, so that I would not 
fail to recognize her if somehow our paths crossed again" (Broken Verses 83). 
The intricacies of Aasmaani's relation with Samina are defined bv the 
unconventional life that Samina Akram lived. Samina and Aasmaani do not share a 
regular mother-daughter relationship. The sophisticated conversation that goos on 
between Aasmaani and Samina tells a lot about the relationship the two shared. 
Samina talks to her not about the ordinary things of life but fills Aasmaani's rrental 
space with the notions of a better world, the need to set things right in an all-w rong 
world. Even the meaningful naming of Aasmaani Inqalab by Samina is very relevant 
in terms of the future that Samina envisages for her daughter and how revoli tion, 
'Inqalab' is the fibre that she herself is made of She trains Aasmaani to have a 
cosmopolitan mindset with a high pedestal given to personal liberty, democracy and 
equality, "To sit under a starry sky with your friends and dream. That is wha' the 
human soul wants, that is humanity in repose. Whether we're fighting unjust laws, or 
dictatorial govenmients, or the destruction of the mangrove swamps, Aasmaani, we re 
ultimately fighting for the luxury of that repose" (Broken Verses 139). 
Aasmaani, right from her early formative years experienced simations thai the 
girls of her age don't normally experience. She understands socio-political situation of 
the country and can extract a meaning out of complicated symbolism. The Poet asks 
Samina to take Aasmaani's clue in understanding his metaphors, and Aasmaani 
herself remembers, "Omi and my mother's friends who teased me and spoilt me ind 
asked me for my opinions on adult matters like politics and religion and booKs'" 
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(Broken Verses 206). Aasmaani is shown to be an extraordinary bright child with an 
amazing penchant for words that find much liking with Omi, as Rabia admiringly 
says, "You were Marie Curie crossed with Emily Bronte crossed with Joan of Arc to 
me when I was ten. And when I told you that, you said my cultural references were 
the sign of a colonized mind" (Broken Verses 135). Playing with words, 
understanding metaphors, using language with an utmost command, Aasmaani's 
intelligence is also revealed in her interception of Shehnaz Saeed, when she says she 
"knew a thing or two about women who were legends. I knew how desperately they 
wanted to be treated as though they were not legends - but only by people whom they 
deemed worthy of such impertinence" (Broken Verses 34). Her interpretation of the 
letter by Shehnaz Saeed's fan who she suspects is also one of the minion who has 
imprisoned the poet suggests her penetrating eye. She dissects the sentence-structure 
employed and concludes that the words put on paper require a certain level of 
sophistication. 
Her brilliance, rather itself, at points seems to be a reason for her extra 
sensitive rendition of the whole incident of her mother and makes her cling to every 
unassuming miniscule hope. Aasmaani's lifelong familiarity with intrigue which she 
experienced all around her mother and The Poet has also made her paranoid. She 
looks at everything with a hyper-aware suspicion and this mixture of poetry and 
paranoia creates an atmosphere of stifling pressure on Aasmaani: 
How will you find the poet? How will your mother know you've found 
him? What if no more letters come? Suppose Ed is angry enough to 
keep the letters from coming to you? How do you know you can trust 
Shehnaz Saeed? What if he comes back, she comes back too, and they 
leave again and don't tell you where? (Broken Verses 182) 
She is lucid in analysis of her longings for her mother. Her character has 
come to be fully stamped by the loss that she had to bear in her life. Her intelligence 
is overruled by her deep longings, turning her almost into a helpless victim who 
doesn't stop herself even when she realises it is all entirely imagined: 
After my mother disappeared I used to see her everywhere - not just 
in the form of other women but in empty spaces, too. She seemed 
lodged, like a tear, in the comer of my eye, evaporating in the instant I 
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turned to look at her. I knew what hallucinations were, I knew what 
mirages brought on by psychological aberrations were, but somehow 
that seemed too prosaic - too predictable - to explain away my 
imagined seeing, even when I realized it was entirely imigined. 
{Broken Verses 65) 
Once expected by the nation to carry forward the glorious legacy of her 
mother, "What was amazing was the way women in Pakistan took one look at me and 
assumed they were entitled to instant familiarity - as though I were the one wiio had 
sat in the jail cells with them or knelt beside them in cramped railway cairiages 
writing slogans on banners" (Broken Verses 8), her inner conflicts leave her switching 
jobs aimlessly and then landing up as a quiz show researcher. She is also enraged at 
others' judgement of her in the shadow of her famous mother. "All that I am, all that I 
believe or try not to believe, it's got nothing to do with larger truths, and everything to 
do with being the daughter of Samina Akram" (Broken Verses 28), she says. Wilh this 
the writer also brings out another trope in the novel, that of the emotional upheaval 
experienced by the kids of celebrity parents. She furthers explores this relationship 
through the mother-son relationship of Shehnaz Saeed and Ed. 
Carrymg the distinguished looks of her famous mother, she is forever probed 
for the fiery traits of her activist mother and reduced merely to Samina Akram's 
daughter. The CEO of STD, the channel she works in says, ". . . your background is 
CV enough . . . If you have even a fraction of your mother's fire, the camera will just 
lick you up" (Broken Verses 9-10). To which Aasmaani wittily replies, "I'm ent rely 
anti-flammable, I'm afraid. And I'd like to stay unlicked while at work if that's ok" 
(Broken Verses 10). At the chaimel studio she meets the television producer Mir 
Adnan Akbar, known as Ed. Ed is himself the child of a larger-than-life mother, the 
retired popular Pakistani actress Shehnaz Saeed, who happens to be Samina Akram's 
former friend and a solace m the last two difficult years of her life after the poet's 
death. 
Shehnaz's eagerly anticipated return to acting in a soap opera brings her into 
contact with Aasmaani. Another face from Samina's past, she later helps in resolv ng 
misunderstanding from Aasmaani's life regarding her mother. When the actress 
receives a letter from an anonymous fan written in an encrypted code illegible to her, 
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she suspects the code to be the one Samina and The Poet used. She passes on the 
letters to Aasmaani who deciphers the code and believes them to have been written by 
the poet, in his voice and his sentence-structure. She is soon obsessed with the letters 
- translating and authenticating details, searching for remnants of truth in unrevealing 
papers, "He was still alive. Oh, dear God, he was still alive" (Broken Verses 175). She 
spends hours after hours trying to make sense of every bit of the letter, hoping to 
uncover the truth of her mother and The Poet hidden in the letters: 
I picked up a felt tip pen, and traced the twirling letters to the overlying 
paper. It took much longer than I would have thought to follow every 
line and loop of that intricate hand. I began to feel as though I was 
replicating an abstract painting, each stroke of my nib inscribing my 
inability to understand how a mind could conceive of those shapes and 
combinations. What was I hoping for as my pen moved in and out of 
curlicues? That the act of tracing would bring me closer to whoever 
wrote those sentences, allow me to slip between the words and 
understand the mind that placed them on the page? (Broken Verses 36) 
As more letters arrive, Aasmaani convinces herself that The Poet is alive, held captive 
by a group he calls 'the Minions'. Worn out with the kind of existence she has carried 
on without her mother and Omi, she believes that Omi can restore all that she has lost, 
"But Omi would give me all the answers. He'd come back and teach me how to be the 
girl I could have been. He'd teach me how to step forward instead of circling old 
wounds. He'd teach me that - and I'd teach Ed the same" (Broken Verses 273). 
Aasmaani, in the consequence of The Poet being alive, finds the longed-for reason to 
make her mother come back to her. She now believes that the news of The Poet being 
alive will bring Samina back from her bathos where she has hidden herself 
Convinced of reaching Omi through letters, she hopes that once the poet is back, her 
mother is sure to come back too. But once more conflicting emotions arise in her 
mind and she starts exploring the nuances of her life when she will come back: 
Who, or what, would I need to be to make her stay this time? 
a) member of parliament 
b) a political quiz show researcher 
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c) capitalist corporate girl 
d) translator of obscure Urdu diaries by day, party animal by ni>jju 
{Broken Verses 187) 
Also an important dimension of her craving is that Aasmaani is looking at her 
mother in retrospect. She remembers her mother of 14 years back in time - how it was 
to be with her, what she talked about, the passions that drove her etc. Now when she 
looks back she thinks she did not have enough of her mother and craves f:>r her 
relentlessly. This relationship has ambiguities and polarities. Aasmaani has strong 
moments when she misses her mother. She also has moments when she fully 
understands her absence from her life as deviation towards other more important 
things, "Mama who will save the world if you don't?" {Broken Verses 138 . She 
herself often asks her mother to accompany the poet and not to bother about her but at 
other times complains that she was never a reason for her to stay back. Refusing to 
understand her mother's position, Aasmaani keeps on blaming her mother fcr not 
being with her, for not according her the status she gave to the poet in her life, "No, I 
didn't want her to have no one else. I just wanted to always be first. And why 
shouldn't 1? I was her child, 1 was the defenceless one. But I couldn't even prete id to 
believe that. In the sanctuary of Beema and Dad's house the only thing 1 needed 
defending against was my mother's absence" {Broken Verses 234). She seemed o be 
burning up with the realisation that she never mattered enough in her mother's life, 
had never as much importance in her life as was occupied by her cause and as by her 
lover, "For her, loving the poet was addictive, loving me was just habit forming" 
{Broken Verses lAl). Her presence seems to be just of a small consequence in 
Samina's life, "And was it before or after that - the moment when she looked at me 
and thought, while I am discarding everything of myself I will also discard this child 
of mine?" {Broken Verses 143). 
She also argues when, her father, Beema, Rabia, Shehnaz Saeed and Ed tell 
her that she was a good mother to her, always caring for her, though in a different vv'ay 
and degree from other mothers. Aasmaani has pent up anger that makes her reac to 
people unreasonably. She becomes purposely impolite to all the conventional mothers 
of her friends as a defence mechanism of justifying her mother's unconventional ity 
before others point out a finger at her. What makes her a very complex charactei is 
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that she fully understands that she is being bitter, still is unable to contain the madness 
that drives her: 
All those mothers in whose houses I had done my growing up; those 
mothers who, even more than their children, had wrapped such a tight, 
protective circle around me when my mother disappeared that I had 
hardly been able to breathe in their presences. I stood up in front of all 
my friends and, one by one, reeled off a litany of complaints about 
those mothers. The mother who tried too hard. The mother who stifled 
her children. The mother who was holier-than-thou. The mother with 
her absurdly bleached hair. And finally I turned to the closest of my 
friends, the one whose mother had been most like an aunt to me and, 
unable to come up with any complaint about or accusation against that 
sweetest of women, I said, 'And your mother with her arranged 
marriage. She'd hardly even met your father before the wedding. That 
means she did it with a stranger. Like a prostitute'. {Broken Verses 68) 
Aasmaani's intelligence makes her aware all the times of her unreasonable behaviour. 
She is fully alive to the fact that she is following the dictates of her paranoia-engulfed 
mind: 
This habit of blame, had it become an addiction, the defining feature of 
my character? If she came back, would I find it impossible to rein in 
the momentum of my incessant accusations? Would I find it necessary 
to interpret her every act as a sign of betrayal or desertion? Questions 
without answers. My life seemed filled with them these days. (Broken 
Verses 41) 
She has conflicts regarding all her relations, the all-encompassing effect of her 
mother has left her broken and torn in mind. Her see-sawing at her complaints and 
being comfortable with the idea of her mother being with Omi continues throughout 
the story, "But even though I wanted her to stay, I also wanted her to be with him. 
Theirs was the great love story I worshipped, even as it relegated me to a walk-on 
role. I was so proud - what a strange word, but that's what it was - of the way she 
was loved by him, and the way she loved him in return" (Broken Verses 200). During 
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moments of disturbances, she accuses Omi of turning Samina into his muse for his 
own poetic credentials: 
Did you stage your death and arrange for your poems to be burnt so 
that my mother's reaction could give you whole new wc rid of 
inspiration to draw on for your next collection? Did you stage your 
death so that those poems would pass into legend as only lost w orks 
can? Never learn Italian, never publish your writing. That wi\ it's 
possible to believe the words have transformed into music. Yes those 
poems become myths, and you become legend. And what about my 
mother? What did she become? What did you make her, first b}' your 
refusal to marry her and then with your alleged and too conv ncing 
death? You always were, always have been, the poet. Through 
everything. Through the scandal of your affair with my mother, 
through all the affront people took to the vulgarity of your early 
poems, through everything else, you always were, always will be the 
poet, but my mother who gave so much of her life to fighting iorces 
she knew she had little hope of defeating, she is first and foremost the 
Jezebel, the fallen woman who abandoned her husband and (, hild. 
{Broken Verses 200) 
Another instance where she gets very bitter and behaves rudely is when Dad tries to 
convince her that Samina's dead and she erupts in anger, "strike the mouth which had 
uttered that obscenity" {Broken Verses 258). Helping the Boond team with Shehrtazs 
character, she draws similarities between the character and her mother. She imagines 
Shehnaz's character as one returning back to the city she departed without explanation 
long back ago, leaving behind her only child, an image with strong echoes ot her 
mother but objects strongly when Shehnaz imitates Samina on screen, taking intense 
offence at her being turned into a subject of drama, crying endlessly at the hurt, 
inwardly consumed with grief, rage and denial. 
Aasmaani is in a constant cauldron of emotions which do not let her rest. She 
is continuously weighing her mother's actions and her own expectations of her molhcr 
- whether she was proud of her activism or would have been happier to have all of lier 
time for herself AH this continuous mental battle leaves her exhausted with little 
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energy and space left to attend to other aspects of her life, "I wanted to be washed 
clean of memory. I wanted to be embalmed. All fluids, all juices removed" 
{Broken Verses 198). 
Her character portrays the psychological longing of a child for her mother, she 
craves for her mother's time and affection the way a child does. Though she gets of 
her mother but what she gets is Samina Akram as an activist, as a rebel, as a non-
conformist and as a lover but not enough as a mother. Aasmaani's character, complex 
and psychologically turbulent as it is, seems to be suffocatingly wrapped up in the 
aura that her mother carried, she sees her as a strong entity and is unable to come out 
of it, look beyond and breath free. She repeatedly narrates about her mother's grazia, 
her activism, her confrontations with people opposed to her - all with a worshipper's 
eye. She had seen her mother with "Blazing eyes and fiery rhetoric who had crowds 
chanting her name as if she was a religion" {Broken Verses 59) and herself seems to 
be caught up in that grazia, her magnetic oration which swayed all who listened to 
her, "That was my mother's greatest cruelty. She allowed you enough time to 
luxuriate in her grazia, and then she went away taking it with her, leaving you with 
the knowledge that you would never feel anything like it again and you would 
certainly never produce it yourself {Broken Verses 33). 
She had always seen all those around her mother - the common women, 
actress Shehnaz Saeed and the legendary poet attracted to the magnetic personality of 
her mother, "Soon she was invited to speak at girls' colleges, to join panels on 
women's upliftment, to cut ribbons, to pose for pictures" {Broken Verses 88). She has 
freezed romantic images of her mother from the various facets that she donned in her 
life and do not contain any remembrances of her as a mother. She seems to be 
romanticizing her mother by talking in the terms of 'lapis lazuli', 'rallying women 
together', 'her body covered in bruises'. All these suggest her intentions to look and 
present her mother in a romantic light. Since her childhood she was embroiled in 
conflicting worlds - an idealist world of protests and poetry which belongs to her 
mother, Samina and her lover, The Poet and the pragmatic comforting world of her 
father and his family. 
Aasmaani's maddening longing for her mother becomes almost too deep to be 
bearable, her mental twists and turns seem so tortuous with the layers and levels of 
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complexity of her emotional and mental identities trying to reconcile with \ er life. 
She seems to think and rethink about her mother until it reaches a frenzy when she 
connects her every imagination, every happening, every thought with her: 
When my mother had disappeared fourteen years ago, I saw lots of 
brightness everywhere. The universe, back then, reconfigured itself 
into an accumulation of clues and conspiracies. The clues looked like 
this: any tapping sound or flashing lights; a ringing phone which 
stopped ringing the instant before I picked it up; a news reporter 
speaking on a foreign news charmel about an unexpected uprising; 
strangers who whispered undecipherable words as they passed me on 
the street; a dream of my mother set in a place that I would have 
known in another instant if the wind (how could I be sure it was just 
the wind?) hadn't banged on my window and woken me up. And the 
conspiracies they took these shapes: a conversation which stoppetl the 
moment I entered the room; a fire burning down the restaurant my 
mother had loved; a letter intercepted at my gate (I had no proof of 
such interceptions but that only made the conspiracy more powerful); 
the death of anyone she had ever known; the death of anyone, anyone 
at all, because how could I know for certain all the people she had 
known? And yes, I had seen patterns start to emerge amidst all tliose 
clues and conspiracies. Until one day some principle oi self 
preservation (brought on by Beema's intervention) had forced ne to 
see that the only clear pattern in any of this was my own rush to vvards 
insanity. (Broken Verses 41) 
Aasmaani's vulnerability regarding her mother also needs to be looked from 
the perspective that right from an early age she knows about the illegal relationship 
that exists between her mother and the poet, with the poet bluntly calling himself as 
Samina Akram's 'aashiq', of how her mother had left her father for the poet just i few 
months after marriage and had also left the actual bringing up of her to her father and 
her stepmother Beema. She had seen her mother move in and out of her life boih for 
personal and political reasons. She had not lived an average child's life where the 
mother rears and cares for her children. Instead she had seen her mother separated and 
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living with someone she was not married to and had seen her father settle down with 
Beema. She had seen her mother as a rebel, challenging the norms of society and 
defying all stereotypes but in the process had failed to give due attention to Aasmaani. 
Sorting through her feelings of admiration, rejection, resentment and jealousy, 
Aasmaani grew up with two set of parents, her father and stepmother; her mother and 
the near-father figure, the poet. 
After Ed accepts that the letters sent to her were written not by the poet but by 
him, Aasmaani cries herself out hoarse for long, only now mourning for her mother's 
death as her acceptance of it dawns on her, "How could it have taken so long to think 
what I should have thought instantly?" {Broken Verses 321). She understands that she 
chose to believe an impossible life over an unbearable death and had searched for 
nonexistent reasons to support her beliefs. She realises that it was only her refusal to 
see things as they were and accept her mother's failure that had made her think about 
the possibility of her being alive. She simply wasn't willing to accept that she was 
human: 
All those things my mother had done in the first fifteen years of my life 
which outsiders saw as signs she wasn't a good mother - every time 
she left, every occasion she followed the Poet to another city or 
another country, every school play she missed because she was in 
prison or at a rally - I had, at the time forgiven, understood, even been 
proud of All those things could be understood as signs of her strength 
- strength of love, strength of purpose, strength of belief in my ability 
to understand why she couldn't be ordinary. I forgave her all her 
strengths. But I couldn't see her collapse for what it was because that, 
to me, would have been a sign of weakness - and I would have 
regarded that as a betrayal. {Broken Verses 330-1) 
The redeeming point comes when she clears her mind of all the ambiguities 
arising out of her stubbornness to see things in their real light, "Her absence was proof 
of her death. She loved me too much to allow me to believe she was dead when she 
wasn't" {Broken Verses 338). After living in the shadow of cloudy thoughts for an 
incredible fourteen long years, the final revelation comes to her in clear words, "My 
mother suffered from profound clinical depression, she lived with it for over two 
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years until, unable to believe in the possibility of recovery, she killed 1 erself' 
(Broken Verses 330). 
Dad, Beema, Shehnaz Saeed, Rabia and Ed - all people close to ler are 
instrumental in making Aasmaani understand her mother so that she is finally able to 
release her memory. They all closely and sensitively watch her and encourage her to 
talk about feelings. Beema more than anyone else understands the trauma she is 
making herself go through, "Darling, why force yourself to believe she's a! ve and 
staying away from you? Don't you see that damages you more than the truth ever 
could?" (Broken Verses 259). Dad too tries to make Aasmaani see Samina as i loving 
mother, a fact that she herself was determinedly rejecting. He makes her accept her 
human frailties, "She wasn't an unbreakable creature of myth. She was entirely 
human, entirely breakable, and entirely extraordinary" (Broken Verses 332). Siehnaz. 
who had been the closest to Samina during her last two years, makes Aasmaani see 
Samina as a caring mother, "She talked to everyone about you. You were the world to 
her" (Broken Verses 295). At another place, she counters Aasmaani's bitterness for 
her mother: 
. . . it's the starting point of how we learn to live without her. She 
didn't kill herself because you weren't reason enough for her to stay 
alive - that's not why she did it. And it isn't that she wasn't leaving 
you for the poet. Those aren't the reasons. You must accept those 
aren't the reasons. She hung on to an intolerable existence for two 
years because of you. Not me - I've always known that. Broken 
Verses 301) 
Shehnaz, uncovers Samina's mental landscape in the last stages of lier life, 
that Samina realised she was making things difficult for her daughter by turning the 
world traumatic around her - her father figure brutally killed and her mother m acute 
depression, "All power dynamics - all instances of repression and authoritarianism 
and manipulation - are just failed metaphors for the ways our own brains interact with 
us. That was the grand irony of your mother's life - she could fight all those ixtemal 
tyrannies, but not the internal one" (Broken Verses 300). Ed, in the light of lis own 
life tries to convince her that she had a childhood with her own family around, foi 
which she should be endlessly thankful. Rabia too says, "Your mother would nevei 
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have left you all those ties, Aasmaani, if it wasn't Beema she was leaving you with" 
{Broken Verses 185). Mirza in a way also brings about truth beft)re Aasmaani, 
"Aasmaani, don't you think your mother and I would have clung to any conspiracy 
theory that allowed us to believe he was alive if there seemed even the slightest 
chance?" {Broken Verses 215). 
What make matters complicated for Aasmaani is that there was never any 
outward manifestation of Samina's death - a grave or her remains that could have 
helped her in accepting the mysterious death. The rituals carried on as a part of 
fianeral - the tradition of placing mud over the dead, mourning for the dead, saying 
last good-byes which help us in reconciling with the inevitability of death and prepare 
us to accept a life without people, are absent in case of Samina. Thus what remains is 
a lacuna, her death remains shrouded in mystery - only a partly believable fact 
affording space for speculations and hope for Aasmaani to fill it with her memories 
and an endless wait for her to come back, "I knew that loneliness, the exact and 
exacting desolation of it. Made lonelier by my aloneness in it; everyone else had 
given up on her years ago . . . the dream of a mermaid, particularly. The dream of a 
burial without a body, and the anticipated release of a ritual of farewell" {Broken 
Verses 268). 
Her trauma is the pain and bewilderment at suddenly being cut off from the 
two most important people in her life at a young age, with one of them killed brutally 
as a part of an intrigue of the government and the other simply vanishing without as 
much as a clue or a farewell note. She seems to be guarding with ferociousness her 
mother's memory against fading off with times till she is sure of her death. 
The novelist has very insightfully caught the basic vulnerability of humans in 
the incident of death, when every moment spent with those dying, especially during 
the last span assimie enormous proportions of value. It is shown through Beema who 
in the last days of her mother spent hours after hours doing little other than just 
holding her hand and being with her in her last days, " 'Watching her,' Aasmaani 
says, 'I sometimes felt envy' " {Broken Verses 324). The cathartic effect of mourning 
for the dead and the value of being with them till the very end is voiced through 
Aasmaani, "They have it easy, the ones who can mourn the dead" {Broken Verses 
323). Aasmaani, in absence of a funeral, gains some solace about her mother 
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ultimately with the final act of burying. She replicates laying mud over the remains of 
the deceased to come to terms with the finality of Samina's death: 
I take the block of sand in my palms and walk forward until I am knee-
deep in the cold, clear water. The bright winter sun throws a net of 
silver between the horizon and me. I bend my back and lower my 
cupped hands just below the surface of the sea. Her name and tlie sand 
stream out between my fingers, dissolve into the waves, and are carried 
away. (Broken Verses 338) 
Aasmaani, after the final act of reconciliation is shown to be getting better 
with time. She finally learns to live a life without her mother's presence looming 
mammothly around her, "I'm not well but I'm getting there. I still wake uo some 
nights screaming from the dreams of Omi. I still miss Ed. I find myself veeping 
uncontrollably in moments when I least expect it, and I know it's for mana. Bui 
already I can feel this begin to pass into a quieter grief, one that will become part oi 
my character without destroying me" (Broken Verses 337). 
Apart from the relation of Aasmaani and Samina, the relation of both )t them 
with other characters are equally significant in the criss-cross of relations that this 
novel projects. 
The relation of Samina and The Poet wherein they live with each other outside 
marriage has been created on unconventional lines. It challenges the social 
conventions of a restricted Islamic society of Pakistan which has a tradition ot 
actively discouraging any relation of a man and a woman outside marriage. Ilelation 
like theirs doesn't get the sanction of society and is always looked up with contempt, 
turning these almost into a social stigma. Samina embarked on a passionate and a ver\ 
public affair with the dissident poet. Their not defining the relation in tenns ol 
confines of marriage is an extension of the ideas that the two fought for throughout 
their lives - the spirit of questioning the popular beliefs of a society which it expects 
all to fit into without any exceptions. They sought to defy traditions and extend 
people's nofions about the prerequisites of the union of two people. They rather blew 
to the winds the need for a sanction of society and "(p)referred adjoining hcuses so 
there was no need for a formal contract which couched the terms of mar iage in 
monetary terms and demanded a declaration of religious beliefs" (Broken Vers.\s 89). 
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The ugly, fat, balding poet called variously as Nazim, the Poet and Omi met 
young Samina after reading an article about her. Samina's activism at the time was in 
its infancy. She appeared in a documentary for a Canadian film team on a case of 
injustice against a woman and fought her case with a sense of justice and fiery 
determination which started her lifelong tryst with revolution. The same time, a 
journalist wrote an article on her for a hugely popular magazine with a global 
circulation. The Poet, seeing that magazine develops an instant interest in her, meets 
her and then, "it was Something at First Sight. Something heady and consuming" 
{Broken Verses 87). The poet catalyzed her fiery attitude and through his poems 
"made her into a figure of rebellion and of salvation" {Broken Verses 88), or to emote 
poetically as Omi would have said, she was a spark and the poet made her into a 
blazing fire. She was metamorphosed into a blazing activist by the poet - a role which 
she carried on passionately throughout her life: 
My mother found herself being defined by what the poet wrote about 
her. He even changed the year of her birth in his poems, made her two 
years younger than she was so that she was the same age as Pakistan -
in many of the poems of this time when he writes about the beloved his 
poems have both the intimate resonance of a man speaking to his lover 
and the grand sweep of a poet declaiming about the nation. 
{Broken Verses 88) 
Employing sexualized imagery, he behaves in every way like the aashiq he professes 
himself to be, "If I am no longer the man mad with love for you, does it mean I'm not 
me anymore?" {Broken Verses 112). Their love is an aberration, violating all 
boundaries and conventionalism. Defining and expressing his love through poems, he 
makes it sound intensely romantic through poetry and Ghazals: 
Oh, love, I am awash with tenderness now. 
Your eyes, your mouth, the taste of you. 
Samina, how lucky we have been. {Broken Verses 306) 
The poet was a kind of alter ego for Samina and had a liberating influence on 
her. She was made of purely non-conformist fibre, wanting to revolt and he was the 
anchor she held onto and drew her strength from. As their love story takes the course 
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of progression, his ghazals run parallel and become chronicle and trumpet of their 
story. In fact, this image came to defme her so completely, colouring all aspect;, of her 
life that it became virtually impossible for her to think beyond that image and when 
the creator of that image died, she, unable to come to terms with her life deh es into 
acute depression, forcing her to terminate her life. Laila, the poem that Tlie Poet 
writes in her memory when she marries, turns out to be ominously prophetic, as like 
Laila, Samina too misses the poet with an intensity which brings her to an unfortunate 
end. 
Impulsive and stubbornly defying all boundaries, Samina refuses to hv struck 
up in the image created by Omi, she severes herself from the poet and miinies a 
banker. But when the impulsiveness subsides, she is completely overridden by his 
passion which he bares before her: 
You knew I was going insane with missing you. I allude to yc u in an 
interview for a magazine to which I knew you subscribed. I Haunted 
my affairs in public, all with women you knew were not in any way to 
my taste. None of this was enough for you. You were silent, thc^ n more 
silent, and then, as though it were nothing, you announced to your 
friends who were also my friends that you were piegnant. 
{Broken Verses 114) 
True to the unconventional atoms that Kamila has employed to create the two 
characters, they carried on their relationship unsecretively. Far from the inhibitions of 
the society which might have forced anyone else to keep a relation like theii s under 
wraps and covers, they challenged the myopic view of the society and courageousl) 
projected another way to look at such relations, trying to gain for it a respectable and 
acceptable position in society. It is never even hidden from Aasmaani, as Ed says: 
There was something just so honest about their relationship. Tiat's all 
I'm saying. They didn't flaunt it but they didn't lie and sneak around 
either. They didn't deceive anyone. And you're the proof of tl at. You 
growing up here, where everything goes on behind closed dcors and 
yet everyone acts outraged about the tiniest suggestion of impiopriety 
You're not embarrassed or angry that your mother was involved with a 
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man she never married. You don't hold it against her. {Broken Verses 
152) 
Shehnaz calling them as mythic remembers that "(t)hey walked into a room and the 
crowds parted for them. The sea itself would have parted for them if they'd so 
demanded. That's how we felt, all of us who were their audience" 
{Broken Verses 295). 
Through their relation the writer makes us reflect on a number of unwritten 
social intricacies associated with marriages, especially in Pakistan, hidia and 
neighbouring countries. The poet himself did not believe in marriage. The illegitimate 
child of a rich landowner and a woman who worked on the lands, he grew up with a 
fierce dislike for the very institution which would have saved his mother from the 
outcast status. The novel, thus, questions the validity of the social conventions, 
cultural regulations and moralities against the genuineness of feelings as bedrock for 
marriage. Samina also, refiises to marry the poet only to observe the norms of the 
society but realises the way it's difficult to defy these conventions completely, 
"learned that her unwillingness to sign a piece of paper meant she had no rights, no 
claims to his life except the ones he accorded her while there was breath in him" 
{Broken Verses 171-2). Also, she realises she has no right over anything connected to 
him except those he accorded to her during his life, "Well, you can't expect people to 
treat you like a widow if you haven't been a wife" {Broken Verses 153). 
Through the intelligent portrayal of Omi's character, the writer has opened up 
a whole gamut of not just the way poets in Pakistan reacted to and in turn suffered the 
consequence of speaking against the brutalities of the government but also has richly 
depicted the poetic traditions in Pakistan, projecting the vibrating socio-cultural life of 
the country. 
Khuhro and Mooraj record that the birth of Pakistan had generated a kind of 
euphoria in the majority of poets. Some were carried away by the very emotion that 
the dream of Pakistan had, at long last, come true. Some thought that the politicians 
had created a mess and were insensitive to people's sufferings. Some people went to 
the extent that they subscribed to the idea that Pakistan obtained freedom only in 
name. According to them, power had changed hands from the white sahibs to the 
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brown sahibs. Tradition of dissent in the Urdu Hterature of Pakistan with stiong 
political and social criticism for the Partition of India and the two-nation theor\ on 
which it was based was unacceptable to a great number of intellectuals and wriiers. 
Saadat Hasan Manto described the cultural and intellectual atmosphere in the lew 
country in his satire, "Allah ka bara fazl hai": 
But now, praise God! Now we can find neither poet nor musician. 
Allah help us, their music was the most debased thing. Are humans 
meant to sing? Sitting with their tanpuras and wailing away. ,\jid 
singing what? 
But now, by the grace of God, we've got fewer women among us, or at 
least it seems that way, because the ones we have are secure inside 
their homes. And the poets are gone. 
Ever since Pakistan has been cleansed of poets, the very air around us 
has become pure and unpolluted. 
I forgot to say - in the last days of poets we had those who wiote, 
instead of love and their women, instead of this they wrote of labour 
and labourers. 
Instead of hair and skin, they praised sickles and hammers. Thank Clod, 
we're now rid of them and their labourers. Bastards wanted revolution, 
you know? To overthrow government, to get rid of the state. To lake 
over the economy and religion 
With their ridiculous flags in hand, they wanted to install a secular 
government. God be praised, none of them is now among us. And, a 
thousand praises to Allah, now Pakistan is an Islamic state ruled by 
mullahs. (Patel) 
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As the country switched over from one military regime to the other, the writers 
became all the more critical of the government. The early years witnessed the 
suppression of the press on a big scale due to a lack of tolerance on the part of 
dissenters. It suggested the beginning of authoritarianism which was on its way to 
become the characteristic outlook of the ruling elite, and a pliant bureaucracy agreed 
to work as its willing tool. The poet too, wrote so vociferously against Bhutto's 
regime that his bitter criticism coupled with the enormous popularity of his verse 
proved deadly for him as the rulers fearing the effect of his poems sent him repeatedly 
to jail, before finally killing him brutally. Mirza says "His death taught me the price 
poets have to pay for their integrity I saw that price up close, every shattered bone of 
it" {Broken Verses 2\5). 
The painful shattering of the dreams of a 'pure land' with which Pakistan was 
formed spurred the progressive writers to write protest poetry. They invited the ire of 
the government due to which quite a number of Pakistani poets in the post 1958 phase 
took to symbolism and literary fads to escape the wrath of the government. Many 
writers were sent behind bars for their dissent, "They taught us to fight only with 
words. The words of an individual poet, or the words of a gathering of thousands 
chanting their slogans of protests" (Broken Verses 222). It soon turned into an age 
where speaking against the establishment came with a price, "Don't tell me I'm the 
only one who learned the value of certain silences" (Broken Verses 216) and as 
Aasmaani's Dad recalls "All in service of the greater goods of freedom and poetry 
which, - I might add - have got this nation nowhere" (Broken Verses 254). Critical 
literature, however, flourished in Pakistan despite repression and censorship, and 
more often than not was actually inspired by them. The satire and attack on the 
government continued to take on the form of lyrical ghazal, short story or the satirical 
essay, of drama or novel, in the realistic, romantic, symbolic or surrealistic mode. 
Lack of social justice and personal freedom, political oppression, hypocrisy of the 
ruling classes, the preservation of feudal structures in rural areas, the misuse of Islam, 
sectarian and racism, gender inequality and atrocities inflicted on women - these have 
been some of the recurrent themes from 1947 to the present day and these men of pen 
used various modes of expression, from the direct to the abstract or oblique. The 
character of the poet, his biting allegories which paved the way for his murder 
questioning the attributes of freedom of speech is based on such characters. 
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It can also be said with certainty that Shamsie has based the character of Omi 
on Faiz Ahmed Faiz, one of the leading poets of Pakistan during the greater part of 
the last century. An irrepressible rebel, Faiz who never submitted himself to any f )rm 
of tyranny - political, social or religious, was the voice of a nation which was 
disillusioned with the way its hard-won country was turning out to be. Faiz's poetry 
written about the country has the twin resonance of being addressed to the beloved as 
well as indoctrinating the affairs of the nation, contemporary issues and the human 
predicament. In his poetry, lines for the beloved and covert and overt criticism bom 
out of disillusionment by the lack of progress in democracy and social justice in 
Pakistan blend. Seen from an angle they sound intimate love lyrics but seen f om 
another the same lyrics have a strong patriotic streak in them. In the same vein, ()mi 
wrote his poems in a way that they "have both the intimate resonance of a man 
speaking to his lover and the grand sweep of a poet declaiming about the nation" 
(Broken Verses 87). 
Faiz's commitment to social and political justice is borne out by the long 
spells of incarcerations he had to undergo. Prison, in fact emerges in his poetry is a 
predominant metaphor that embodies his poetic vision. He was arrested in 195 I in 
Rawalpindi conspiracy case, also a number of other times, besides spending a number 
of years in exile. Hasan says about Faiz, "In a country where one authoritarian regime 
has made way for another since Independence in 1947, Faiz was to become a symbol 
of revolt and dissidence. Faiz's poetry, as much as his life, came to represent the 
longing of the people for the freedom which had come their way so briefly and ihen 
cynically taken away" (4). 
Omi in the novel has been presented as a poetic voice that seared e^  ery 
government for full two decades, he is also shown to be imprisoned several times 
during the 70s by the Bhutto government for his poem Ufuq (Horizon) wliich 
condemned the Generals and politicians he held responsible for the tragedy of the 
1971 civil war, for his political verse including Ujala (Dawn) and AikAadh Lamhc (A 
Little Distance). 
The trope of the whole history of the way poets had to bear the brunt of the 
government is presented through the poet. Aasmaani records her own fear and tiie 
shape country was taking at the hands of politico-religious leaders: 
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He was one of Bhutto's strongest critics, but even he was filled with 
apprehension when the anti-Bhutto movement pulled religion out fi"om 
behind its veil of privacy and in to the realms of politics as both secular 
minded and hard line religious politicians banded together to campaign 
against the government. Bhutto tried appeasing the hard liners by 
introducing Islamic laws, but the general in the wings took over and 
decided to show everyone how Islamization was really done my 
memories of those days are all about fear. {Broken Verses 90-1) 
They themselves also understood that in fighting with the government, they 
were waging on an unequal struggle. What these poets were trying to achieve through 
just pen and paper against strong powers is enlisted in Samina's words: 
It's true that in concrete battles the tyrants may have an upper hand in 
terms of tactics, weapons, ruthlessness. What our means of protest 
attempt to do is to move the battles towards abstract space. Force 
tyranny to defend itself in language. Weaken it with public opinion, 
with supreme court judgements, with debates and subversive 
curriculum. Take hold of the media, take hold of the printing presses 
and the newspapers, broadcast your views from pirate radio channels, 
spread the word. {Broken Verses 336) 
The parallels of Faiz and The Poet in the novel are many. Faiz was an 
outstanding example of a cross-cultural poet - a lover of Keats, Shelley and 
Browning, he sometimes adopted the sormet form in his early poetry and at the start of 
his career did a translation of a poem by Browning. Faiz was also widely read in 
Western literature, particularly Latin American. His first volume of poetry, Naqsh-e-
Faryadi or Imprints has since its publication been very popular among the Urdu 
lovers throughout the world. His two collections of poems Dast-e-Saba and Zindan 
Noma are a tribute to his captivity. Under the repressive regimes of General Ayub 
Khan, and succeeding governments of Pakistan, he wrote protest poems and ghazals, 
published in the volume "Dast-e-Tah-e Sung' (The Hand Beneath the Rock, 1965), 
Sara-e-Wadi-e-Sina (The Valley of Sinai, 1971) and Sham-e-Shahr-e-Yaaran (The 
evening of the City of Friends 1978), as well as several prose works, such as 'Mizan' 
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1964 and Crucifixes in my Window 1972. Faiz because of his uninhibited verses liad 
to leave his country and live in self-imposed exile. 
Omi, like Faiz is shown to have been influenced with the Western ideas of 
poetry writing - sonnets, pantoums, villanelles, canzones. He, too, is forced to go in 
exile: twice to Columbia and once to Egypt. The poet is shown to translate the 
political poems of Nazim Hikmat, as was done by Faiz. Running parallel to ont- of 
Faiz's good friend, Pablo Neruda, a revolutionary poet and Nobel Prize winner of 
Chile, we have Rafael Gonzales as the poet's friend and while Faiz won the Ltnm 
Peace Prize in 1962, the poet is shown to be wiiming prestigious Rumi award. Faiz 
was, among other things an activist for human rights and liberties. The poet, oo, 
voiced his opinion against the infusion of religion and politics and vociferously 
condenmed the introduction of Hudood Ordinance by General Zia. He is also sh()wn 
to be very openly critical about his views on the hanging of Bhutto. Apart fiom 
inventing the modem Urdu love poem, Faiz revolutionized the classical form of Lrdu 
poetry, the ghazal, giving it a powerful socio-political resonance. 
In the parallel, thus, employed, Kamila has given us a detailed insight into the 
socio-cultural life of Pakistan besides the way the poets reacted to and were 
suppressed which had deep bearings on the making of this nation. The characte • of 
The Poet is also an insight into the Urdu traditions of poetry and Ghazal writing, 
another trope explored in the novel. The novel shows Urdu poetic sensibility, the way 
a distinct Urdu voice rendered through Ghazals creates a vibrating atmosphert; in 
which the audience becomes a part as well atmosphere of a culturally distinct 
language as the unvarying refrain word would often be so familiar to the crowd that 
they would shout it out in unison, roar in the traditional accolade of Urdu poetry 
lovers, 'Vah, vah! Vah, vah!'. 
Mushairas, which find mention in the story are gatherings where ghazals are 
recited. In Mughal times, a Mushaira invitation would have commonly specified the 
tarah, or fixed rhyme scheme and meter, to be used throughout the evening. As latter-
day poetic standards have slipped from the heights occupied by such masters of the 
Ghazal as Mirza Ghalib and Mir Taqi Mir. Mushairas today often mix many forms of 
poetry, including ribald jokes, political humor and sentimental love lyrics that car be 
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semi intoned in a style called Tarannum. The pulsating atmosphere of mushairas find 
a mention in the novel: 
His Ghazals in particular drove the crowd to raptures - not just through the 
power of his imagery and his ability to mine a word for all its layers of 
meanings, but also of his capacity to surprise; he would start reciting a couplet 
and after a line and a half the crowd would think they knew exactly what 
rhyme he was leading up to, and they waited with a keen anticipation for him 
to say it loud, but suddenly, with just a few syllables to spare before the rhyme 
and refrain he'd turn around completely, take it in an entirely different, and 
quite brilliant direction. The crowd - often numbering in the thousands -
would roar with delight and repeat the rhyme and refrain back to him, shaking 
the edifices of buildings around them with the sounds of poetry. 
{Broken Verses 83-4) 
The writer also writes of the way people's emotions are associated with 
Ghazal and the way it is taken in her country. When the poet started writing sonnets, 
pantoums, villanelles, canzones, the ghazal connoisseurs took it as a profound 
betrayal, particularly in the light of the nationalistic, anti-colonial feeling that ran high 
among the young Pakistanis in the early 1950 and they took to mockingly calling him 
The Poet rather than Nazim. The Poet's deliberations are revealing of the genre. He 
also weighs, compares and reveal the nuances of not just Urdu literature but being a 
hard core fan of Shakespeare, his literature transcend literary boundaries and he 
speaks of Western literature in an equally enthusiastic tone, "The grandeur of 
Shakespeare's language has gone out of English - it's a language that learned to use a 
knife and fork, though once it ripped chickens apart with its bare hands. Urdu still 
allows for lushness" {Broken Verses 116). 
Omi's love for Samina also can be found to have bearings in the Urdu poetic 
traditions of love poetry which finds its essence in the self-destruction of the lover in 
the love for the beloved, especially in the poetic style of melancholy or attachment to 
sorrow or gham pasandi. As Khurshid writes that "The Ghazal expresses passionate 
longing for something unobtainable such as God or forbidden love, and pushes desire 
to the point of death, or even beyond into a kind of triumph, if possible, into 
transcendence and mystical exaltation" (72). Omi in the novel writes his most famous 
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narrative, Laila replete with the elements of romantic love poetry where separation 
from Qais makes Laila so deeply miss him that in bereavement she looks for his 
likeness everywhere - in other men, in nature, in anything that reminds her of lim 
even in the slightest of way and frustrated at her vain attempts ultimately adopts his 
manner of speech, his gait, his dress, his expressions and behaviour so passionately 
that she is mistaken to be Qais by a man. Thus, denoting an ultimate depth in love and 
attaining a position where he can no longer be separated from her. Such stories, 
incidents and periods of separation in the lives of beloved summed up in the line, 
"The Sufis were right - hell is nothing more or less than the absence of the belo\ ed" 
{Broken Verses 199) have very prominently found expression in Urdu tradition of 
Ghazal poetry and in the poet's rendhion of his emotions, "Through me, Samina, you 
found love. If you were to be faithful to me in all my years of absence, you'd be 
unfaithful to love. I am embalmed memory to you now" {Broken Verses 304), 
William Darymple mentions the same aspect: 
The love of the ghazal poet was ambiguous - it was really made 
entirely unclear whether it was sacred or wordly love to which the poet 
referred. The ambiguity was deliberate, for just as the longing oj the 
soul for union with God was believed to be as compelling and as all-
embracing as the longing of the lover for the beloved. Both loves could 
be carried to the point of insanity or what Sufis called fana or self 
annihilation and immersion in the beloved. (79) 
As Omi says, "All I write can be reduced to a single word - Samina" {Broken Verses 
173). Prominent poets of Urdu - Faiz Ahmed Faiz, Ghalib, Hali, Majaz all lave 
written love poetry in the same strain. 
The relationship of Aasmaani with her Dad is best summed up in Aasmaanis 
words, "Consistency thy name is Dad" {Broken Verses 19). Through a large part of 
the novel, Aasmaani's Dad remains passively-existent, a kind of silent force fo the 
family - emotional but in a subtle unobvious way. This relationship is stunted by 
Aasmaani's longing and her great tilt towards her mother and as a consequence c way 
from her father. She lives with a belief that her father does not like her admiration for 
a mother who repeatedly left her behind for her lover and thus, there exists a silence, a 
communication lacuna that looms large in their relationship: 
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We never talked about my mother, except obliquely. In the two years 
after Omi's death when they lived under the same roof I never saw 
them anything but utterly polite to each other. He never ventured 
upstairs, to the best of my memory, in all that time, and she largely 
stayed confined to her own room and to Rabia and my communal play 
area. When she did come downstairs - to have a meal in the dining 
room instead of eating from a tray upstairs - it was always for lunch 
and always when he was at work. {Broken Verses 247) 
In fact, in contrast to Samina Akram who has been called by her full name 
throughout the novel, apparently to suggest the weight that the name carried, the Dad 
remains a nameless identity throughout. He is the kind of an authoritative figure in the 
family who arranges for the family, largely defined by the responsibility of the family 
that he carries on soberly, "he'd spend much of the day correcting the imbalance of 
my bookshelf, oiling rusty hinges and doing something elaborate with the pipes under 
my sink which hadn't yet given me cause to complain" {Broken Verses 111). At 
another place, Aasmaani says of him, "Fathers were efficient in the matters of finance, 
and rewiring. They didn't lack emotion, they simply didn't express it except in tiny 
bursts. And they were always there. That was their most abiding quality - their 
thereness. That was Dad that was fathers" {Broken Verses 250). 
It's only towards the end, when Aasmaani faces a crisis that we hear from him 
when he has long conversations with Aasmaani, helping her to come to terms with the 
person that her mother was. His laying-bare his feelings before his daughter helps 
clear the mist that shrouds this relation, "Darling, why force yourself to believe she's 
alive and staying away from you? Don't you see that damages you more than the truth 
ever could?" {Broken Verses 259). It is through the combined concerns of him along 
with Beema, Ed, Rabia and Shehnaz Saeed that Aasmaani is able to gradually develop 
a realistic view regarding her mother and fmally accept her as dead. 
Aasmaani had nurtured a lot of misunderstandings regarding her father as a 
result of her obsession with her mother, intensified by an absence of any exchange of 
thoughts between them, "Even before my mother left she was an unspoken presence 
standing between Dad and me. His disapproval of her, and my disapproval of his 
disapproval, made silence the only possibility between us in regard to her" {Broken 
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Verses 33). She thinks he disagrees with her for her excessive love for her mother, the 
woman who abandoned him and then repeatedly abandoned her as well, "You mind, 
Don't you? That I miss her. That I love her as much as I do. You think she no\er 
deserved that" {Broken Verses 247). Contrary to Aasmaani's perception, he tuUy 
understands Aasmaani's longing for her mother, and tells her "there was always all 
the reason in the world to love Samina. So how can I mind that you loved her? iow 
can I mind that you loved your own mother?" {Broken Verses 248). 
Aasmaani also has distance from him because of her admiration for the poet 
who provides her with an intellectual succor that her father doesn't. Her father las a 
great dislike for his being instrumental in Samina seeking divorce, and also be<;ause 
he put himself in situations where he was either in prison or in exile, forcing Samina 
repeatedly to run after him leaving behind her only daughter crying herself to slt-ep at 
night. He also had to bear the poet's excesses with words repeatedly, particularly 
when hearing about Samina's pregnancy, he arrives at his door and asks her, "''Is that 
domesticity or a dildo?' 'Which of the two has this man driven you to?' "' {Broken 
Verses 115). Referring him in one of the interviews, the poet says, "Newl/-wed 
husbands can be violent in their jealousies" {Broken Verses 38). He also bears the 
insult by the poet and his friends by being called as vertical writers and laughed at for 
his regular boring life: 
I just disapproved of everything he stood for . . . 'Debaiichery. 
Selfishness' . . . 'All those nights he stayed up with his artsy triends, 
imbibing whisky and God-knows-what-else until dawn laugliing at 
those of us who had to go to work for a living. Verticals readers, he 
used to call us. Because we'd spend our days poring over numbers in 
columns instead of words written across a page'. {Broken Verses- 250) 
After the poet's death, when Samina lives with them and Beema get close to Samina. 
he again is generous enough to accept their closeness with a large silent heart, i dont 
think he was ever too happy about how close Beema and your mother were. It would 
have suited him better, I'm sure, if they got on civilly enough not to nuke life 
uncomfortable for you, and no more" {Broken Verses 184). 
The character of Dad is culturally constructed on the patriarchs of he sub 
continental families who carry on their authority with very less coinmunicat on with 
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the members, love between such fathers and their children silently understood but 
never explicitly expressed except in terms of respect and care. Such patriarchs carry a 
somber disposition and think it fit to keep distance to maintain their authoritativeness, 
making sure never to be very friendly so as to lose their control over their domains: 
My father and I had nothing significant to say to each other, never had. 
When I had become a cricket fan at the age of thirteen, Dad who had 
always disdained sport - decided it was time to give himself over to 
the national passion too, just so that he and I could have something in 
common. It sometimes seemed to me the only reason I kept up with 
cricket as avidly as I did, despite my growing distrust at the state of the 
national team, was to fill the silence between us. I suspected he felt the 
same. (Broken Verses 246) 
Aasmaani, like all her other relations tossles between two polarities in this 
relation as well. She, at points gives more reverence and shows more attachment for 
the poet. Pained at all the brutality that the poet had to undergo, she tells Rabia, "the 
one thing I wanted most of all was to be his daughter. Not Dad's daughter. Not your 
half-sister. Not Beema's step-daughter. I would have given all that up to be his child, I 
would have given all that up in a heartbeat" (Broken Verses 181). But at another point 
she eludes, "I don't think the poet was ever a second father to me.' What I meant by 
that was that I could see no correlation between Dad's and Omi's position in my life. 
Fathers were efficient in matters of finance and rewiring. They didn't lack emotion, 
they simply didn't express it except in tiny bursts" (Broken Verses 250). The lacuna in 
their relationship is felt and regretted by Dad as well, "I'm the one you've always 
loved least effusively, and sometimes I've wished that wasn't so" 
(Broken Verses 250). Aasmaani has moments when she understands her father, 
realising the pain that he experienced at her daughter being very impressed and close 
to her wife's lover. ''How have you managed to keep from making me feel I'm 
betraying you every time I spoke his name with ajfectionT' (Broken Verses 251), 
Aasmaani asks referring to the poet's presence in her life. 
The relationship of Aasmaani with her stepmother Beema and her stepsister is 
one that actually sustains Aasmaani and helps her in preserving some sanity during 
the times of great emotional upheavals. They are the people who show utmost and 
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Verses 33). She thinks he disagrees with her for her excessive love for her mother, the 
woman who abandoned him and then repeatedly abandoned her as well, "You mind. 
Don't you? That I miss her. That I love her as much as I do. You think she never 
deserved that" {Broken Verses 247). Contrary to Aasmaani's perception, ht fully 
understands Aasmaani's longing for her mother, and tells her "there was always all 
the reason in the world to love Samina. So how can I mind that you loved her' How 
can I mind that you loved your own mother?" {Broken Verses 248). 
Aasmaani also has distance from him because of her admiration for the poet 
who provides her with an intellectual succor that her father doesn't. Her fathei has a 
great dislike for his being instrumental in Samina seeking divorce, and also because 
he put himself in situations where he was either in prison or in exile, forcing Samina 
repeatedly to run after him leaving behind her only daughter crying herself to sleep at 
night. He also had to bear the poet's excesses with words repeatedly, particularly 
when hearing about Samina's pregnancy, he arrives at his door and asks her,"' ' Is that 
domesticity or a dildo?' 'Which of the two has this man driven you to?' " [broken 
Verses 115). Referring him in one of the interviews, the poet says, "Newly-wed 
husbands can be violent in their jealousies" {Broken Verses 38). He also bears the 
insult by the poet and his friends by being called as vertical writers and laughed at for 
his regular boring life: 
I just disapproved of everything he stood for . . . 'Debauchery. 
Selfishness' . . . 'All those nights he stayed up with his artsy friends, 
imbibing whisky and God-knows-what-else until dawn laughmg at 
those of us who had to go to work for a living. Verticals readers, he 
used to call us. Because we'd spend our days poring over numbers in 
columns instead of words written across a page'. {Broken Verses 250) 
After the poet's death, when Samina lives with them and Beema get close to Samina, 
he again is generous enough to accept their closeness with a large silent heart, "I dont 
think he was ever too happy about how close Beema and your mother were. It would 
have suited him better, I'm sure, if they got on civilly enough not to make life 
uncomfortable for you, and no more" {Broken Verses 184). 
The character of Dad is culturally constructed on the patriarchs of tht sub-
continental families who carry on their authority with very less communicatior with 
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the members, love between such fathers and their children silently understood but 
never explicitly expressed except in terms of respect and care. Such patriarchs carry a 
somber disposition and think it fit to keep distance to maintain their authoritativeness, 
making sure never to be very friendly so as to lose their control over their domains: 
My father and I had nothing significant to say to each other, never had. 
When I had become a cricket fan at the age of thirteen, Dad who had 
always disdained sport - decided it was time to give himself over to 
the national passion too, just so that he and I could have something in 
common. It sometimes seemed to me the only reason I kept up with 
cricket as avidly as I did, despite my growing distrust at the state of the 
national team, was to fill the silence between us. I suspected he felt the 
same. {Broken Verses 246) 
Aasmaani, like all her other relations tossles between two polarities in this 
relation as well. She, at points gives more reverence and shows more attachment for 
the poet. Pained at all the brutality that the poet had to undergo, she tells Rabia, "the 
one thing I wanted most of all was to be his daughter. Not Dad's daughter. Not your 
half-sister. Not Beema's step-daughter. I would have given all that up to be his child, I 
would have given all that up in a heartbeat" (Broken Verses 181). But at another point 
she eludes, "I don't think the poet was ever a second father to me.' What I meant by 
that was that 1 could see no correlation between Dad's and Omi's position in my life. 
Fathers were efficient in matters of finance and rewiring. They didn't lack emotion, 
they simply didn't express it except in tiny bursts" {Broken Verses 250). The lacuna in 
their relationship is felt and regretted by Dad as well, "I'm the one you've always 
loved least effusively, and sometimes I've wished that wasn't so" 
{Broken Verses 250). Aasmaani has moments when she understands her father, 
realising the pain that he experienced at her daughter being very impressed and close 
to her wife's lover. ''How have you managed to keep from making me feel I'm 
betraying you every time I spoke his name with affection?" {Broken Verses 251), 
Aasmaani asks referring to the poet's presence in her life. 
The relationship of Aasmaani with her stepmother Beema and her stepsister is 
one that actually sustains Aasmaani and helps her in preserving some sanity during 
the times of great emotional upheavals. They are the people who show utmost and 
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genuine care for her, stand as rock even if contradictorily to the generally well 
accepted notion and endless stories of the nastiness of steps - mothers and ssters. 
Beema through her genuine motherly concern and care for Aasmaani has a reassuring 
presence, as comforting as a mother's, "You're the one who's always been my rock, 
you and Beema together the anchors who keep me moored to sanity" 
{Broken Verses 178), she says at one point of time. 
Right from the begiiming Samina was convinced that not just being a good 
wife Beema would "make wonderful mother to our child" {Broken Verses 249) ^vhich 
hints largely about the person that she is - an epitome of loving and caring woman 
who has her strong motherly instincts, is absolutely caring wife and a thoughtful 
daughter. Aasmaani's father and Samina during their college days had fallen in love 
with each other, but Samina went to Cambridge for her studies and send a letter 
saying that the relationship though wonderful was over. In the meanwhile Beema and 
Aasmaani's father though yet to reciprocate their feelings, started liking each other. 
Samina again entered his life, proposed to him and married only to decide lo get 
separated just after a few months asking him to marry Beema. Beema having gone 
through all never holds a grudge against either of them. She is someone who makes 
all around her happy, representing countless unnamed sub-continental women who 
manage home gracefully and are the bedrock for the family systems around the part. 
Shamsie in the novel has shown motherhood through three women and 
Beema's character can be seen as a contrast to both Samina and Shehnaz. While the 
children of the other two mothers in the novel - Aasmaani and Ed turn out to be 
psychologically complex and emotionally clouded, Rabia has no complexities of 
character and is stable and settled - professionally and personally. Beema is a contrast 
also to the accepted notions of a stepmother in society. Contrary to the popular image 
of a malevolent lady fiill of malice, she is all large heartedness. There is a sense of 
subtle greatness of being in all her dealings. She says about Samina, "she was one of 
the dearest people to me in the world. No one braver or more charismatic than >our 
mother" {Broken Verses 158). She remains worried about the way Aasmaani is 
drifting away to abyss in the novel, "You never do nothing. You brood. And I don't 
like the thought of you living alone and brooding with Rabia off at work all da/ and 
Shakeel locked up in his studio" {Broken Verses 22). 
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Beema is smart in judging people, Aasmaani takes her opinion when faced 
with a dilemma in deciding whether to trust Shehnaz or not. Beema gives her 
perception thus: 
Some people you can trust because of your relationship with them. 
And other people you trust simply because you know that they regard 
trust as a sacred thing, and if hand it to them they'll hold on to it with 
their dying breath. And that's Shehnaz for you. Trust her? I wouldn't 
trust her with my life Aasmaani, I'd trust her with yours. {Broken 
Verses 159) 
Younger to Aasmaani, her half-sister Rabia, taking after her mother, is as 
caring as Beema. She, along with all the others in the family is the bedrock for 
Aasmaani, "Rabia always approached me with such care around the subject of my 
mother, as though I might shatter into a million pieces if she didn't say exactly the 
right thing" {Broken Verses 141). Rabia is almost her second-self, the voice of her 
conscience, quick to tell Aasmaani what she is unable to accept herself She confronts 
Aasmaani on a number of occasions. As she says, "Tell me just one thing, Aasmaani. 
Is it that you don't want to be your mother or that you're afraid you'll fail so dismally 
to live up to her that you won't even try?" {Broken Verses 28). She also often acts as 
the instrument in making her rethink and judge herself about where she is heading to 
in her life, to stop and take note of all that she is imbibing and all that she is losing in 
her unrelenting search for answers about her mother, "When did you stop believing in 
all those things you were so passionate about? All those political ideals, notions of 
inspiration and activism and all that good stuff which you used to lecture me about" 
{Broken Verses 137). 
Rabia is very smart and correct in picking up clues from her sister's 
expressions, behaviour, attitude etc to correctly judge the things that Aasmaani is yet 
to acknowledge herself, "So you like him?" {Broken Verses 22), she asks about Ed 
long before she is able to say it to herself. When she starts receiving letters from the 
poet, Aasmaani feels quiet joy in the hope of bringing back the poet and through him 
her mother as well, Rabia is quick to notice the change in her, "You're so different 
these days Aasmaani. 1 don't know if it's good or bad. You're more locked up in 
yourself than ever. But in a peaceful way it seems" {Broken Verses 178). On another 
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occasion, when she finds her cooking at odd hours, she understands that something is 
bothering her intently, she asks her, "you were preparing a meal between one a.m. and 
seven a.m. I know what it means when you cook at strange hours. What was or your 
mind?" {Broken Verses 134). 
Rabia, like all others tries to present before Aasmaani a picture of her nother 
that she herself is unable to see, helping her ease the wrinkles of her life She 
meticulously maintains a record of all the articles that appeared in newspapers and 
magazines that mentioned Samina as she is fully aware that Aasmaani rarely looks at 
her mother's other angles, "Your memory is so incredibly one sided, so totally 
blinkered, that you need the black and white reminders of what you used to admire 
and idolize her for, just in case the day comes along when you're able to let gc long 
enough to remember her as she really was, with all her flaws and in all her j. kiry" 
{Broken Verses 180). She talks to Aasmaani about her mother as: 
I admire what she did as an activist. I admire it particularly because I 
read all those condolence letters addressed to you in months after she 
disappeared, which you used to throw in the bin after reading first 
three words. So 1 know what a difference she made to people's lives. 
and how important she was to the women's movement in the eighties. 
{Broken Verses 179) 
Also a young Rabia shows protective sisterly attitude when seeing Aasmaani 
being left repeatedly by Samina, she goes to her and demands, "I want you tc stop 
making my sister sad, that's the rent you owe me" {Broken Verses 183). 
Ed or Mir Adnan Akbar introduced in the novel as the boy who forced his 
actress mother to take an early retirement, is a study in the psychology of celebrity 
parents-kids relationship - the way they cope with their parent's larger than life 
personas, craving for their time out of their engaged lifestyles, wanting them all for 
themselves, admiring and hating their profession in turns and feeling the pressure of 
constant comparison, battling with the expectations to live up to their patents" 
celebrity status, "Her son from her first marriage was raising hell at university by 
then, telling anyone who would listen that all mothers should stay at home with their 
children, otherwise children would grow up like him" {Broken Verses 6). 
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Ed has experiences in life which can turn out to be quite emotionally 
devastating for a child. His father separated from his mother for a shallow reason, and 
his mother was left to take care of the upbringing of Ed. As Shehnaz puts it, "Seven 
years of marriage, one son, and he wakes up one morning, says to me, 'You bore me,' 
and leaves. I was terrible for weeks that he'd come back . . . Twenty-four and 
clueless. Mother of a six-year old son" (Broken Verses 62). Her mother re-married 
and his stepfather gave stability to their lives, but was a homosexual in love with a 
Jew male which adds to his disturbance in coming to terms with these unpleasant 
aspects of his life, especially in an orthodox Islamic country like Pakistan where 
talking about alternate sexuality is not an option. Moreover, Jews and Muslims are 
thought to be bitterly antagonistic from long back in history. He has also to cope with 
the awareness of his mother's homosexual bent, tormenting a lonely child like him -
the taboo and the shame homosexuality is associated with forcing him not to share it 
with anyone and dissolving him until he mutters out loud, "You are not a real woman" 
(Broken Verses 296). He also blames her mother for taking advantage of Samina in 
her weak days. Children of famous people, says psychologist Sara Dimerman, "may 
resent their moms for having to spend so much time away and resent having to be 
taken care of by others when their moms are away" (Lianos). Ed shows the same 
attitude towards Shehnaz, "Even as a little boy he used to think he needed to do all 
kind of drama to get the attention. Because her mother was busy with her acting" 
(Broken Verses 228), an attendant at Ed's home says. At another point Ed sends a 
letter written in a code to her mother just to prove how less she loved him in 
comparison to Samina. With all the attention from people garnered towards the 
actress Shehnaz Saeed, he is oversensitive about relations and is forever afraid of 
losing out on people to his mother, "And he's not going to want me befriending you, 
because then, you see, you'll be my person and not his. That's how he'll think of it. 
It's not easy, I suppose, having a mother like me" (Broken Verses 101). 
Maheshwari says: 
The inevitable comparisons, usually with a legend in the field are 
unfair for anyone. In the presence of a towering personality, the 
understanding and establishing a sense of self and identity becomes an 
uphill task. The offspring of the famous are identified by their lineage 
almost every time and everywhere. The aura of one's parent is ever 
present and if the parent is a public figure this aura can be larger and 
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more encompassing. Whether following their parents' footsteps or 
diverging into their own paths they carry with them the legacy ol their 
parents' name. The children are unable to step out of it. And they have 
to do their bit in the maintenance of the public image and the aura. 
This could either be understood as a shadow or too bright light where it 
becomes difficult to see oneself The sense of self and identify become 
pressing concerns. (3) 
Ed's longing for his mother to be around him all the time which did not fully 
get fialfiUed in his childhood because of her acting assignments got deeply impi essed 
upon his life and made him very possessive about his mother. Through him can be 
seen psychological insecurities of the celebrity kids who are caught between celebrity 
aura of their parents and seeking their time all for themselves, "When I acted, he 
hated that it took me away from him. When I stopped acting, he hated that I'd given 
up that part of myself He kept hounding me to act again, and now that I've said yes. 
he's even more moody than before" (Broken Verses 101), Shehnaz says. 
Ed leaves Pakistan where he has to constantly battle out a space for himself, 
in search of a place not coloured in his mother's shadow and settles in New Yoik, "It 
was my home until a few months ago. Lived here for ten years. Loved the place That 
day I arrived I thought I can just be myself here. Not my mother's son, jusi me" 
[Broken Verses 44). 
Children of famous parents may soon begin to learn that their parent is an idol 
for many; they idolize their parents and often deny them their own perceptions of 
reality. During childhood the celebrity children get less nurturing, less attentior, less 
love, because the parents are absorbed with their own careers. This lack of attention 
and nurturing leaves them depressed and unsettled in life. Though mature aad in 
control at all times, Ed transforms into a kid when rebuked by his mother. When 
Shehnaz arrives at his room he is with Aasmaani, and she puts her arms around her, 
he displays sudden turn of emotions and warns her mother," 'Get your hand off her" 
'I'll tell all those things you don't want told, and she'll push you off hersolt^ 
(Broken Verses 238). WTien Shehnaz replies, "You'd be a fool to let me get beiween 
you and her. I can't undo what I've done, or who I am. Tell her. Go on. I don't mmd. 
I'm not ashamed of it. And I won't have your shame over it - over me - wreck your 
own chance of happiness" (Broken Verses 238). All of a sudden Ed looks as though 
he was going to weep. " 'I'm sorry, Amma.' He comes up to her and leaned his head 
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on her shoulder. 'I 'm sorry' " (Broken Verses 238). This instability and impulsiveness 
in his character is suggestive of the unstable childhood that he had. 
Ed has deep love for his mother as he confesses before Aasmaani, "I love her 
I really do. And I'm close to her, more than most men and their mothers. But that's 
why it just drives me crazy when she acts like we're in a soap opera in which every 
tiny moment has to have secrecy and suspense added to it" (Broken Verses 124). It is 
easy to understand the hurt to his ego every time he is recognized just as Shehnaz 
Saeed's son stifling his individuality. He seems to have developed a hyper-aware 
observancy to what goes on in her mother's life which explains his knowledge of the 
Lesbian relationships that she carries on so secretively. It also seems to be this 
awareness which makes him collect all the stories about the poet, told not to him 
directly but to his mother by Samina Akram, imitate his voice and write as him. He is 
so keen an observer that he replicates poet's voice so convincingly in the letters that 
Aasmaani who was much closer to the poet is not able to decipher it as false. 
His character has strong parallels with Aasmaani - both the kids of larger than 
life mothers face psychological aberrations but while Aasmaani has her whole family 
- her father, caring stepmother Beema and stepsister Rabia with her, Ed has none. 
His father lives off home for long and he does not have siblings to share his loneliness 
with: 
But I did not have any one in my life other than her. No father who 
cared to know me, no siblings, no cousins, no real friends. He looked 
up. Don't you have any idea how lucky you are how fortunate your life 
has been? I have every right to be obsessive? Don't you have any idea 
how wonderful you could be if you just gave yourself the chance? 
(Broken Verses 234) 
It seems to be natural for Ed and Aasmaani to come together, understand every 
atom of each other and develop a bond. Right from the time Aasmaani meets him, she 
instantly connects with him, finding him similar to her in a number of ways, "Trying 
not to show how startled I was to have found a stranger wearing an expression I 
thought of as mine alone" (Broken Verses 9). It was the pain he carried along that 
made Aasmaani come closer to him. Having gone through similar pain she 
understands the burden and the turbulence it stirs up in mind. Aasmaani feels 
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affectionate towards him but her obsession with her mother, Uke all other aspects of 
her life, colours this relation as well, "I remained unsettled about how my feelings 
towards him could swing so quickly and so arbitrarily from irritation to camaraderie 
to desire to disdain, and not knowing what I wanted from him made it impossible to 
know what to say to him" {Broken Verses 100). 
Ed assumes importance in Aasmaani's life when she starts receiving letters 
from the poet and Aasmaani finds in him someone she can discuss them with. Their 
relation progresses because of the mysterious letters, thus, bringing them closer. Their 
relationship graph rather fluctuates with the letters, "You have outlived \'our 
usefulness to me" {Broken Verses 156), she says when she no more needs hini to 
fiinction as a courier boy for the letters. Aasmaani is not able to look beyond tht; mist 
that surrounds her because of her obsession with her mother's memories. Her 
stubbornness does not allow her to readily acknowledge her emotions and acce])t her 
growing attraction towards Ed, "There was no gloom any more in the shadowed 
room; the dull light was a softness of colour against which I could close my e}'es to 
transmigrate into that darkness in which all discovery occurs through touch and smell 
and taste. Sea blown citrus, and the sliver of skin at the borderland of stubble and lip"' 
{Broken Verses 236). 
Their relation in earlier phase seems to be a battle of wits, "There's a 
difference between seeing a facade as a facade and seeing past it, Eddy. So enjc^ y the 
arches and parapets, take your pictures, buy your postcards. The guard dogs at the 
gate have been alerted to your presence" {Broken Verses 15). Ed is comparatively 
more accepting of her presence in his life, "To hell with my mother and the Utters. 
What about us?" {Broken Verses 156). Unlike Aasmaani, Ed is expressive about his 
feelings for her, "You knew my heart, Aasmaani. You had my heart, it was beating in 
your chest, my damaged, obsessive heart" {Broken Verses 320). 
As Aasmaani's thoughts regarding her mother reaches frenzy and everyone 
around her want her to calm down. She understands that Ed is the person who can 
help her fmd recluse from her thoughts, "Take me broken I wanted to say. But I oiew 
already that in his eyes each one of my breaks would shift from challenge to reproach. 
Why can't you be fixed by me, he'd want to know. Why aren't 1 enough? Why do you 
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resist my attempts?" (Broken Verses 154). The relation of Ed and Aasmaani thus go 
through complexities adding a dimension to the novel. 
Turbulent Pakistan seen through Karachi is the backdrop for this intriguing 
story where the history of Pakistan's politics and social life is revealed from a close 
quarter. Kamila Shamsie by involving the trope of women's activism in protest to 
Hudood laws, and referring to the real life cases of violence against women has 
opened up a dark side of Pakistan's society which shaped the way women are looked 
at in the country. The novel shows Samina Akram fighting against the unjust blatant 
Hudood laws which created much protest from within and outside the nation. 
Imran records that the women of Pakistan have been the most vulnerable and 
convenient targets of social, domestic and sexual violence for long. Islam has been 
used as a political tool to introduce gender-discriminatory laws which have seriously 
undermined women's rights even further in an already orthodox and patriarchal 
society (1). 
On the 22 February 1979 on the Prophet's birthday, amidst much fanfare and 
media build-up, the first concrete step towards Islamization was announced by the 
military government of General Zia. This took the shape of the Hudood Ordinance 
1979, which covers theft, drunkenness, adultery, rape and bearing false witness. The 
punishments vary according to the status of the offender. Muslims generally receive 
harsher punishments than non-Muslims, free people harsher punishments than slaves 
and in case of Zina, married people receive harsher punishments than unmarried. The 
punishments meted out are capital punishments - by sword/ crucification (for 
highway robbery with homicide), by stoning (for Zina when the offenders are mature 
married Muslims), amputation of hands or feet (for theft and highway robbery without 
homicide), flogging with a varying number of strokes (for drinking, Zina when the 
offenders are unmarried or not Muslims and false accusation of Zina). 
The Hudood Ordinance criminalizes Zina, which is defined as extra-marital 
sex, including adultery and fornication and considers it as an offence against the state 
unlike the British law hitherto in force, which considered adultery a matter of personal 
offence against the husband. It also criminalizes Zina bil jabr, which is defined as rape 
outside of a valid marriage. The Hudood Ordinance further defines Zina and Zina bil 
jabr on the basis of the assigned criminal punishment. Hence there is Zina and Zina 
bil jabr liable to Hadd (punishment ordained by the Holy Quran or Sunnah). And 
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there is Zina and Zina bil jabr liable to tazir, that is, any punishment other than 4add. 
The Hadd punishment is stoning to death, and the tazir punishment for Zina is up to 
ten years of imprisonment and whipping - up to thirty lashes and/or a fine. Tht- tazir 
punishment for Zina bil jabr is up to twenty-five years of imprisonment and whipping 
up to thirty lashes. 
The onus of providing proof of rape rests with the victim under the Hudood 
Ordinance and if she is unable to convince the court, her allegation of rape is in itself 
considered as confession of Zina and the victim effectively implicates herself and is 
liable to Tazir punishment. Furthermore, the woman can be categorized as the rapist 
herself since it is often assumed that she seduced the man. For convictions in Zina bil 
jabr (rape), only eye witness testimony and confessions were admitted. Foi eye-
witness testimony, the number of witnesses required was doubled to four from Islamic 
law's usual standard of two. A confession had to be repeated four time .^, the 
confessing person had to be in a healthy state of mind, and he or she could retract the 
confession at any point before punishment. Four witnesses must have seen the act in 
its most intimate details, if their testimonies do not satisfy the requirements, they can 
be sentenced to eighty lashes for unfounded accusation of fornication. The Law of 
Evidence states that the testimony of two women is admissible only as one reliable 
source; i.e. the testimony of a female is considered half that of a man's in a Pakistani 
court of law. The law requires that an equivalent of four Muslim male witnesses of 
good character verify a woman's claim to sexual penetration and consequent rape. 
Otherwise, the case turns upside down and a rape victim is considered guilt} of 
fornication or adultery under the Zina Hudood Ordinance. 
The Zina Hudood Ordinance which makes no distinction as to whether a 
sexual act has been committed willfiilly or forcibly in a way, facilitates the rapt; of a 
woman by providing gender-discriminatory protection to the male rapist and turning 
the victim into the accused. Although men can also be charged with Zina, normally it 
has been recorded that with a simple denial they can go free because they can testify 
on their own behalf as opposed to women, and because they enjoy a higher status, 
both culturally and in terms of religion within the patriarchal framework of the 
country. A huge number of women faced imprisonment as they failed to testify 
against the persecutors, another huge number have been wrongly convicted of Ziia by 
their family members to perpetuate patriarchy, "Although the Zina Hudood Ordinance 
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governs both genders, in a country of 142 million, it carries the potential to affect 
negatively the more than seventy million female citizens of Pakistan" (Imran 10). 
Zina Hudood Ordinance of 1979 and the Law of Evidence of 1984 and their rigid 
interpretation in the name of Islam have not only facilitated oppression and sexual 
violence against women to an alarming degree in Pakistan, but also seriously eroded 
women's chances of equal justice. In consequence, rape became a daunting weapon 
against women which they couldn't raise voice against. The political, social, cultural 
and religious factors also contributed along with the legal and social complexities 
involved for women in seeking justice in rape cases. The laws turned into a powerful 
weapon in the hands of the strong patriarchal society of Pakistan to brutally exploit 
women sexually and leave them with almost no tools to seek any justification. The 
effect of this radical medieval process was seen on other social domains as well. It 
strengthened patriarchal beliefs and practices in Pakistan through its extreme 
fundamentalist approach to religion. 
The motive behind the introduction of the Hudood Ordinance by General Zia 
was political. He knew that playing the women's card would confirm his regime's 
commitment to Islam, solidifying his position by pleasing the fundamentalists and 
thus could go a long way in legitimising his rule, "Zia's Islam concerned itself 
primarily with striking down the rights of the women and befriendiag 
fundamentalists" {Broken Verses 137). According to the report of Pakistan 
Commission on the status of women, 1985, women were "bought and sold, beaten 
and mutilated, even killed with impunity and social approval . . . dispossessed and 
disinherited despite legal safeguards..." (qtd. in Mumtaz 21). Women bore the brunt 
of this campaign because it gave everyone the licence to pass judgement on the 
morality of people especially women, in public places, the prime indicator of which 
seemed to be women's apparel and presence; 
A woman's right to dress as she wanted was negated, her right to drive 
a car was questioned in the Sind assembly and the question of her 
status in society was reopened for debate . . . spectator sports had 
already been closed to women participants. Islam as expounded by the 
illiterate maulvis and obscurantist sections of society seemed to consist 
a series of cosmetic changes rather than any fundamental changes in 
the infrastructure of society. (Mumtaz 72) 
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In 1980, the government issued the first of a series of directives ordering all women 
goverrmient employees to wear Islamic dress. This meant that women were to be 
forced to wear a chador over whatever they were wearing, and cover their heads. 
The Zina Hudood Ordinance in particular is an issue for feminist enquiry in 
Pakistan as it concerns women's legal status and rights as citizens of that country. The 
Islamic legal framework within which this law has been protectively placed, is 
blatantly gender-discriminatory in nature, and has the potential to condone and 
legitimize male violence against women when combined with the Law of Evidence, 
which becomes mandatory for the purpose of bearing witness and testifying in court. 
There are difficulties and complexities for female rape victims in obtaining justice in 
Pakistan as patriarchy and vested political motives in Pakistan joined hands and used 
religion as a tool to strengthen and support each other. In his first address io the 
nation, Zia ul Haq vowed to uphold the sanctity of chador and chardiwari (the veil and 
the four wall). The seeping of military unwarrantedly into the domain of women 
rights drew the women into a repulsive mode, as Shehnaz Saeed says, "Of course 
women can work, but only according to the guidelines of Islam. What guidelines? 
There are no such guidelines! May be that's another reason for coming out of 
retirement. I don't want to be one of those women the beards approve of, the ones 
who sit at home and cook dinner" {Broken Verses 59). 
The novel poignantly points out this archaic law in the country and forces the 
reader to study in deep the nuances of the law thus stated. Talking about Hudood 
Ordinance, Aasmaani recounts about her mother: 
Something in her broke free the day she sat at her dining table in 
dressing gown and slippers, smoking a cigarette, and reading out aloud 
every detail of the Hudood Ordinance. When she got to the part ibout 
'Zina', which said an accusation of rape could only be proved in court 
of law if there were four pious, male Muslims adults willing to give 
eye-witness testimony, she looked up at me and said, 'for the first time, 
I wish I'd given birth to a son'. {Broken Verses 92) 
It was this time that gave rise to a number of Pakistani feminists and women with 
their growing resistance to gender discrimination and rigid religious laws since 979. 
and their struggle to have gender-discriminatory laws repealed, " It is also significant 
to note the regional and religious factors that were shaping the destinits ol~ 
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neighboring Iran and Afghanistan around the same period, and how the highly 
politicized Islam in all three countries strengthened and supported each other in the 
name of religion, and undermined and eroded women's rights as the first step towards 
Islamization" (2). Together, the Islamic Revolution in neighboring Iran, the execution 
by hanging of Z.A Bhutto by the US backed military regime of Zia in Pakistan, the 
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the introduction of the Hudood Ordinance by the 
military regime were the four major events in 1979 that collectively had a profound 
impact on Pakistani society. These events not only hugely altered the socio-cultural 
ethos of the Pakistani society but also drew attention of educated Pakistani women at 
home and abroad to start investigating feminist issues. 
The protest also led Mumtaz Khawar and Fareeda Shaheed, feminist activists 
to found Women's Action Forum in 1982, a pioneering women's rights organization in 
Pakistan which also finds mention in the novel: 
In the wake of Hudood Ordinance, the women's movement in Pakistan 
began to assert itself, though it wouldn't be until 1981 that it went into 
high gear with the formation of Women's Action Forum, but as early 
as 1979 my mother was going from city to city, and often to smaller 
towns, sometimes covered up so no one would recognize her, and 
talking to different groups and individuals about the need to politicize 
women, to bring them together, to do something . . . It was in 1983 by 
then, and the Women's Action Forum spear headed by some of my 
mother's closest friends, was taking on the military government with 
an astonishing show of bravery. Between the Ansari committee's 
recommendations that women should be barred from holding high 
public office and the proposed Islamic law of evidence which equated 
the evidence of two women to that of one man, and the Safia Bibi case 
in which a blind eighteen year old girl who was raped found herself 
sentenced to a fine, imprisonment and public lashing on the charge of 
adultery, there was plenty of work to be done, and my mother rolled up 
her sleeve and entered the mele'e. (Broken Verses 93-4) 
Historian and South Asia scholar, Ayesha Jalal, opines that the motive behind 
the introduction of the Hudood Ordinance by General Zia was political. She says, 
"realising that very few had been persuaded, the General, a wily social tactician. 
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calculated that playing the women's card could confirm his regime's commitment to 
Islam and, by extension, its legitimacy" (101). 
The unjust laws in the country galvanized the women, especially the educated 
women to raise their voice against the patriarchy, the brutality all around turning them 
into vociferous feminists. It was during this period that Pakistan produced a number 
of frontline activists, especially of the likes of Asma Jahangir, Hina Jilani and 
Kishwar Naheed who carried on propaganda through rallies, protests marches, media 
awareness campaigns, international networking, writing and publishing, and 
participating in international women's conferences to present papers on the condition 
of women in Pakistan highlighting the issues in national and international forum, 
writing in papers etc. Pakistani feminists began to evolve strategies to build resistance 
and create awareness regarding women's plight. The Shirkat Gah (Participation 
Forumj, The Aurat (Woman) Foundation and Asr (Impact) emerged as major 
multidisciplinary resource centers that fostered activism and research on women's 
issues. Asr, defines itself as a socialist-feminist organization, and is involved in 
research, training, conducting academic courses, community work, documentarj iilm 
production and assisting theatre and art groups on projects that deal with gender 
discrimination against women in all spheres. 
The Islamization process strived to make the women disappear from social, 
national and political scene, women's participation in all spheres of national activity 
and in some cases have actually curtailed women's participation such as in the fi<;ld of 
sports, culture, the media and the administration was curtailed and increasing c imes 
against women were carried out in the garbs of Islamization. 
Kamila Shamsie has given a face to all these feminists through the character of 
Samina Akram, "of blazing eyes and fiery rhetoric who had crowds chanting her 
name as though she were a religion" {Broken Verses 59). Called as "Pakistan's s.;ypsy 
feminist" {Broken Verses 87), she is shown to be "taken into police custody for 
anywhere between a few hours and three weeks" {Broken Verses 95) while carrying 
on protests. 
In 1983, when the Zia regime proposed the Law of Evidence, women 
organized a protest rally in Lahore to march to the High Court to pres(;nt a 
memorandum to the Chief Justice of Punjab High Court, denouncing the projiosed 
law. Over 300 women assembled on the Mall Road to march towards the High C ourt. 
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The peaceful rally turned violent when over 500 policemen stopped the rally and 
baton charged and tear gassed the women. The protesters braved the street fight with 
the police, and despite being beaten, dragged on the road, torn clothes and the arrest 
of over 50 women, several women managed to reach the High Court where 
progressive male lawyers presented them with garlands to acknowledge their 
militancy and strong resolve. The incident is seamlessly woven into the novel. 
February 12, 1984, when the Law of Evidence was implemented, has become the 
symbol of women's feminist resistance movement and is commemorated countrywide 
each year as Pakistan Women's Day in the memory of the peaceful women's 
demonstration that was attacked by the police. Mumtaz and Shahid write about the 
incident: 
. . . confrontation between police and women. The women were told 
that they could not go to the high court as that would be a violation of 
the law which prohibited demonstrations . . . police brandishing 
batons, caught somewhat by surprise at the women's spirit and 
endeavour. While some women had moved ahead, others were trapped 
by the police, beaten up, dragged along the road and rounded up into 
police vans. In the middle of it tear gas was also ordered and the mall 
road presented a bizarre sight of a group of all female demonstrators 
involved in a street fight with the police. Fifty women were arrested, 
but many managed to get to the high court where male lawyers were 
waiting with garlands to receive them . . . The impact of 12 February 
demonstration was tremendous. All of a sudden women were being 
taken seriously . . . For the women who had participated, very few had 
even seen a demonstration before, the experience was singularly 
liberating. (107) 
The novel shows Samina as a frontline protestor attacked in the same rally: 
. . . she is surrounded by policemen brandishing lathis. She is holding 
on, with both hands, to a pole that must have helped support a banner, 
but she's been separated from whoever held the second pole, and the 
banner has ripped in two . . . striking my mother across her midriff 
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with the lathi and my mother is just begimiing to double over, mouth 
open, eyes closed, face strangely serene {Broken Verses 255-6). 
Shamsie describes the whole phenomena of women's political movement 
against the Hudood Ordinance, "It was all prison and protest and exile and upheaval 
around me. Strange, how I was almost nostalgic for that. The battle lines were so 
clearly drawn then with the military and the religious groups firmly allied, reatly 
bundling together all that the progressive democratic forces fought against" 
{Broken Verses 73). 
Pakistan has also seen some hardliners who have tried to push across their 
own versions of Islam and pressed hard for confining women to home and curtailing 
their liberties by issuing codes for them on their dresses and their behaviour. Dr Israr 
Ahmed, member of both the advisory council of Islamic ideology and Zia's hand-
picked Majlis-e-Shoora (Federal Council) came into notice for his anti-women 
deviation when he withdrew from Jamaat-e-Islam party over the question of Fatima 
Jinnah's candidature for the head of the state. In March 1982, Israr gave an inteiview 
to an Urdu language newspaper Jang outlining his idea of an Islamic state, la his 
interview Israr maintained that as a prerequisite of a truly Islamic state, all working 
women should be retired and pensioned off, and that in any case women should not 
leave the confines of their homes, except in emergencies. The reaction of women was 
outrageous. Ed's words, besides describing the cruel mentality of the people show the 
same mindset when he says, "There are vast parts of this country, Aasmaani, which 
are still medieval in both their mindsets and their rules" {Broken Verses 129). 
The novel has shown Samina Akram confronting a Maulana, easily compared 
to Dr Israr, in an interview for a T.V channel: 
Within the Qur'an itself, as you well know, there are two verses which 
refer to the apparel of women. Verse thirty-one of Surah An Nu'- and 
verse fifty-nine of Surah Al Ahzab. In one, the word "khomoorehenna " 
is used and in the other the word "jalabib" your translation, I'm afraid, 
seems utterly unaware that khomooreherma comes from the word 
"khumar", which simply means a covering rather than a ""vei '" It 
doesn't specify what is covered or how. And Jalabib" means a shin or 
cloak. If Almighty had wished to use the word "Hijab" or more 
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precisely a head covering I'm sure He would have done so. I know you 
would not want to suggest any deficiencies in His vocabulary or 
precision {Broken Verses 284). 
Talking about Afghanistan, she explicitly states that in the name of 'the unity 
of the ummah' numerous young, idealistic, confused, angry, devout are brainwashed 
and given the most sophisticated weapons and the best combat training in the world 
and tell them to get the infidel Soviets off the Muslim soil. Confronting him, she says, 
"What happens after Afghanistan, have you considered that? Where do they go next, 
those global guerrillas with their allegiance to a common cause and their belief in 
violence as the most effective way to take on the enemy? Do you and your American 
friends sit down and talk about that? (Broken Verses 286). 
The novel discusses certain other aspects of feminism as well. The character 
of Shehnaz Saeed specially can be read as a study in areas that continue to hold 
feminist concern throughout the world. Motherhood, as conceived by society to be an 
all-exclusive and all-defining business of women finds echo in Aasmaani's words 
when she says of her father, "He was more than proud of Rabia's NGO work, and had 
done nothing other than champion my right to be single even at the grand old age of 
thirty one. But if a woman was a mother, Dad was simply unable to view her life in 
any way except as it might relate to the well-being of her child (Broken Verses 67). 
It also shares in the continuous debate over mothering which continues to rage 
inside and outside the feminist community, among the French feminists in particular 
who claim that emancipation from patriarchy requires the liberation of the mother and 
revaluing of women's bodily experiences of creation and of women's relationship 
with women. It defends that child rearing if not bearing must be shared by men and 
women. Caught between rejecting the life-giving power that motherhood gives her 
and seeking an identity beyond the halo of motherhood, the modem woman finds no 
viable alternative. 
Maithreyi Krishnaraj has dealt in detail with the way motherhood engulfs up 
the life of a woman, stifling her individuality beyond motherhood, "Paradoxically, 
this bringing forth of new life and its sustenance, so essential to human survival, has 
become an instrument of subordination. Maternal responsibility is used as an alibi to 
exclude a woman from power, authority, decisions and from a participatory role in 
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public life" {Broken Verses 9). A woman who attends to her own comfort is seen as 
selfish because it is almost by definition that a mother is expected to always put the 
interests and demands of the child above her. A similar demand is never put on 
fathers. They can abandon their child but the onus of care rests on mother, a 
responsibility she carmot abdicate without heavy censure. The feminist concern 
around the globe is to recreate a social structure that can make motherhood a 
conceivably creative experience. Aasmaani, too, bitterly resents her mother's lea\ ing 
her in the care of somebody else, "You could have done what my mother did. Sent 
him away to be raised by someone more fitting" (Broken Verses 241). Sie is 
unforgiving of the fact that for her mother something else occupied more attention 
than her daughter: 
But even if you thought of coming back, Mama, and 1 talked you out of 
it, why did you allow me to do that? I was a child. How could you let 
me make those decisions for you unless they were the decisions you 
wanted all along? Even if you wanted to come back, that does nothing 
to change the fact that you left to begin with. It's not natural. Mothers 
aren't supposed to choose anyone else over her children. "N'ou 
unnatural woman. {Broken Verses 254) 
She counters Ed's argument that her mother was a woman too, "Wasn't that really, 
ultimately, what I had wanted of Mama? That she be my mother to the exclusion of 
all else?" {Broken Verses 233). Samina, a staunch feminist voices the ideas of 
feminists who seek to challenge the single-lens through which mothers are looked at. 
Samina reinforces the idea that a woman can have aspects to her life which ar; not 
confined in the omni-limiting title of motherhood. "Sweetheart, I can't stop being a 
woman just because I'm your mother" {Broken Verses 203), she says. 
The silent sacrificial abandonment of the personal lives and careers by women 
find a portrayal in the character of Shehnaz Saeed who retired at the peak of her 
career in order to dedicate herself to raise her. And "(h)er son from her first marriage 
was raising hell at the university by then, telling anyone who would listen that all 
mothers should stay at home with their children otherwise the children would grow up 
like him" {Broken Verses 6). 
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The unforgiving temper that is borne out when a woman chooses to also live 
for herself beyond motherhood by sacrificing all individuality, ambitions and liberty 
and career is shown in the words of Shehnaz Saeed: 
. . . when we were growing up no one taught us how to be mothers and 
something else at the same time. Motherhood was all or nothing 
business. You can tell me, if anyone can, how can I be his mother and 
be famous? He's thirty-five years old, Aasmaani, and I still don't know 
what he wants me to be. When I acted he hated that it took me away 
from him. When 1 stopped acting, he hated that I'd given up that part 
of myself He kept hounding me to act again and now that I've said 
yes, he's even more moody than before. {Broken Verses 101) 
Kamila has also addressed the issue of involvement of religion, or rather the 
religious leaders in the politics of the country and how it has resulted in the unholy 
nexus between the military and the self-claimed-righteous religious enthusiasts 
creating several dissenters and suffocating the country's atmosphere, as Aasmaani 
says, she is protesting against "the rising power of Machiavellian Mullah Alliance" 
{Broken Verses 133). The dissent of the rising educated class towards the bigotry is 
seen in the conversation of Aasmaani and Rabia, "You think the mullahs are going to 
join the government? God forbid. If they do, who knows what killjoy laws they'll try 
and pass. Remember in the eighties how boring life got with all that pretend 
Islamization?" {Broken Verses 73). 
Although the religious elements have played an active role in the politics of 
the country and have been successful in getting their demands fulfilled but the people 
of the nation have never given them a clear majority in elections. Lodhi notes 
"Nevertheless the poor showing of religious parties in successive elections helped the 
overall secular operation of the state through much of its history. Their combined vote 
never exceeded 11 percent" (64). Tom out after the division with the burdens of riots 
that displaced millions of people, the independent state took shape as a culmination of 
what initially started out not with the aim of forming a Muslim state but only to gain 
an acceptable social and political equality for Indian Muslims. Since Independence 
Pakistan has unfortunately repeatedly fallen into the hands of the conservatives who 
have taken advantage of the fact that in an uneducated Muslim dominated country it's 
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difficult for the masses to confi-ont what gains legitimacy in the name of religion. 
Nadvi records his own observation thus: 
hi the history of Pakistan, all forms of government repeatedly used 
Islam as a legitimizing ideology to maintain the privileges of the elite, 
strengthen a deliberately unjust socio-economic order, and to denounce 
attempts at social change. Equally important in this connection s the 
fact that it was and still remains difficult for the people of Pakistan to 
perceive, let alone challenge, any authority that comes enveloped in 
Islam. In fact, the State's approach is to use Islam in particular, and no 
other element, for the legitimation of its power construct. (67) 
The overdose of religion in the country where self-proclaimed righteous ones 
think themselves possessing a God-given right to pass a judgement on net so-
righteous ones, where the extent to which you profess your religion becomes your 
upmost way of being looked at has "produced a new breed of religious leaders that 
claim legitimacy on the basis of scholarship as well as by assuming political roles. 
These religious leaders are young, mostly in their late thirties or early forties. This 
religious elite is not necessarily well versed in religious scholarship but is enthusiastic 
in instrumentalising Islam; they have become assertive and uncompromising in 
projecting their own form of Shari'a" (Shafqat 101). The same zealousness of these 
religious entities is also seen in the novel, "Ramzan was a month when the holier-
than-thou were in their element" (Broken Verses 131). 
A close reading of the novel depicts a subtle hint at the fact that a reiigion 
which has its redeeming points has been torn to shreds at the hands of bigots, 'God 
has become most dangerous subject of all. I don't think of Him anymore" 
(Broken Verses 216). Kamila balances her critical views of the religious leaders with 
the praise for the traditions of Islam, "The repeating line from Surah al-Raliman, 
beloved of calligraphers for its variedness and its balance" (Broken Verses 5). Her 
connection with Islam giving her an insight to demarcate between actual religion and 
its interpretation. She also subtly counters the way Islam is looked up and projected as 
a religion of terror by delving on its lesser known aspects, "This was one of the chief 
joys of Ramzan - this evidence of everyone engaged in eating before daybreak, the 
transformation of that solitary hour into something communal" {Broken Verses 153). 
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The depth to which the bigots have hold dominance over the interpretations makes 
Omi want Aasmaani to translate the Quran into both English and Urdu, in versions 
free from patriarchal interpretations. Kamila refrains from parroting the attitude of the 
West in proclaiming Islam to be a religion of intolerance, she presents the cultural 
ways which must have first bound the people for a common country, "with the smells 
of Eid lunch being cooked in the kitchen . . . and the consumption of savaiyan and the 
distribution of Eidi" {Broken Verses 224-5). 
There are a number of references in the novel that depict the passing of the 
country into the hands of fanatical and unanalytical uneducated 'easy to mould' minds 
of the people into a mass of religion-obsessives, "I've found your dirty secret. You 
TV people with your loose morals. Why boond of all names, I wondered. Why a drop 
of rain? What sort of title is this? And now I see your vulgar jokes at the country's 
expense" {Broken Verses 239), a man counters the title of a T.V serial boond which 
he far fetches links up with semen. 
The other grappling issue of Pakistan being projected as a terrorist's factory 
has also engaged the attention of the writer. After the 9/11 attack on Twin towers, the 
West has seen Pakistan as breeding grounds for terrorist. Media accentuated the fear 
manifolds through images, news coverage and discussions with which it established 
Islamophobia deep into the minds of the people: 
relentlessly showered on the ears and eyes of the people around the 
globe . . . it sharpened the phenomenon of Islamophobia, which was 
not altogether non-existent in the past and could have been observed in 
its various forms such as racial or cultural prejudice, hatred towards 
Muslims and Islam and their depiction as a threat to the world peace. 
Its manifestations are alarming in so far as they are widening the gulf 
between the West and the Muslims, making our world a dangerous 
place and the fiiture even more unpredictably perilious. (Heitmeyer 
182) 
Edward Said in Orientalism documented the facet of Islamophobia which sees 
Muslims and Islam as " 'static in both time and place, and incapable of defining 
themselves' as compared to the West which is considered to be 'dynamic, innovative 
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and expanding culture' " (56). Heitmeyer and Zick considered Islamophobia as a 
posture of group-oriented enmity and a general attitude of rejection and Islam: 
Misrepresentation of Muslims and Islam by the media has not only 
created fear about Muslims in the West, but also adversely affected the 
image of the West in the Muslim world. Just as the Muslims are being 
portrayed in the West and Europe as barbaric, irrational and intolerant, 
the West is also being represented as intolerant and anti Muslim by the 
media in the Muslim world. ...one fears that these two phenomena, i.e. 
Islamophobia and anti-Americanism which are growing at more or less 
the same pace may eventually give rise to another era of cold war. (97) 
The terrorist attacks in New York, Madrid, London and elsewhere had a 
traumatic effect on Europeans, as on others. Hitherto, they had seen Muslims as a 
culturally threatening but manageable presence; they now developed a morbid fear of 
them. The novel brings out the contemporary tension experienced by Muslims all over 
the globe after 9/11, the date made famous by the plane crashing into the twin tinvers 
at Washington. Ed who lived in New York at the time says: 
'God, I loved it. Really, truly. I had the best life there; I had m> jobs, 
my friends, my rent controlled apartment, my local gym, a place round 
the comer for Sunday brunch which made eggs Scandinave you would 
not believe' 
'And then?' 
'And then the towers fell.' 
'And you stopped being an individual and became an entire religion." 
(Broken Verses 45) 
The fear of Muslims has prompted various countries to adopt greater surveillaace of 
Muslims, a better network of informers, strong anti-terrorist laws, detaining people on 
suspicion, monitoring mosques, banning religious leaders arriving from other 
countries, greater supervision of their training and sermons, requiring Muslim leaders 
to accept greater responsibility for the behaviour of their fellow religionists, denying 
dual nationality, and imposing stringent conditions of citizenship (Parekh 106). The 
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9/11 incident sparked off counter-terrorism measures in which Muslims were 
regularly subjected to screening, searches and arrests solely because of their religious 
affiliation, "The FBI knock on your door at two a.m. to ask about the flying lessons 
you took five years ago, and that illusion shatters in an instant (Broken Verses 149). 
The incident of 9/11 caused US to unleash 'War on Terror' on any country that 
captured its imagination, "And anyway Americans like it these days if you piss them 
off You piss them off, they bomb you" {Broken Verses 73). 
The writer has also subtly brought out, through the added dimension in the 
personalities of Shehnaz Saeed and her husband, the issue of homosexuality which is 
concerning and reshaping almost every society today with the debate transcending 
largely into the reahns of questions concerning the moral validity and the 
un/naturalness of the act. The complete unacceptability of any sexual deviation other 
than what is considered normal and accepted in a traditional society, voices itself in 
the words of Shehnaz when she reveals this perverse side of her husband, "His 
university sweetheart, who, being Jewish and male - a terrible combination, in these 
parts - was entirely unacceptable to his family, who threatened to disinherit him. Also 
his mother kept having a stroke each time he said he would rather live without money 
than live a lie" (Broken Verses 293). The dialogue is very representative of the kind of 
pressure put on homosexuals who are forced to subdue their feelings through an 
appeal to family emotions and respect. Alternate sexuality is without an exception 
considered a family disgrace of heavy consequences. Society feels itself threatened by 
the acts of alternate sexuality, it is considered a sin, purely illicit bodily pleasure, an 
unnatural act and above all something that should not be brought open in the society. 
The voices that talk of homosexuality are hushed and made silent and there are hardly 
any efforts made to understand and accept sexual deviation. 
Weeks writes that sexuality, far from being a concept of personal choices is 
largely governed by socio-cultural norms, "Five broad areas stand out as being 
particularly crucial in the social organization of sexuality: kinship and family systems, 
economic and social organization, social regulation, political interventions, and the 
development of'cultures of resistance' " (21). 
Homosexuality is taken as a mental illness and a homosexual seen as an 
outcast, a diseased person, requiring cure, consultation, mental support and must be 
talked out of the illness. It is taken up only as a harsh truth and some evil lurking in 
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dark comer, a sinister motive that needs to be set right. And with this comes the 
widely held belief that alternate forbidden sexuality can only be treated by bounding a 
person in marriage and initiating him into a family life, "So he married me. Made 
mummy happy - and convinced her that homosexuality is cured with just a little ik of 
parental firmness and a friendly doctor who's happy to misdiagnose heartburn'" 
{Broken Verses 294), Shehnaz Saeed says to corroborate the attitude. 
Rosalee Telela thinks about the same conflict that goes on in the minis of 
those who are torn between following their impulses and conforming to the !-ocial 
laws when she writes: 
When someone is exploring the kind of sexuality they feel most 
comfortable with, they often have difficulty moving through the 
'coming out' process because they are struggling to integrate the truth 
about their sexual identity with their religious beliefs. When a woman 
comes out, she not only threatens the so-called man's God-given right 
to possess her, but she also threatens the fabric of society ar d its 
religious ideology that keeps her silent. Her act of breaking the ctiains 
of a male-designed life and religion hits the very core of society. (^5) 
The debate that rages in and the feeling of shame that the society forces 
homosexuals to feel finds mention in the Shehnaz Saeed's dialogue at various points 
in the novel. Sexuality has always raised concerns of society, more so of the moralists 
who consider it as primarily a destructive force, and by very nature a tendenc\ to 
venture into free reigns of sin and uncurbed devilish bodily pleasures. The only 
method to save it from becoming a sin being the bounds of marriage. Shehnaz Saeed 
too, hides it in deep comers for the fear of people's sharp reactions thus the great 
inhibitions and personal stmggle requiring tremendous courage before it is finally 
accepted by the homosexuals themselves, "it wasn't until several years after my 
divorce that I was able to face the tmth about myself, and then I was ashamed. 
Aasmaani of who I was" (Broken Verses 296). 
Shaped by our legal, economic, political, social, interpersonal, familial, 
historical, educational, and ecclesiastical institutions, there is deep-rooted 
discrimination against sexual orientation in society that takes heterosexuality as the 
normative form of human sexuality and thereby coimotes prejudice against anyone 
who falls outside of that form. "You are not a real women" (Broken Verses 296), Mir 
says when he comes to know of Shehnaz's sexual orientation echoing Foucauldian 
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premise that sex and gender are socially constructed and caught up in a nexus of 
power/knowledge. The unending fight against the stigma, the detestation and the 
questioning attitude that these go through is revealed in the way Shehnaz Saeed 
reacts, " 'Why?' She demanded, with sudden force. 'Does the timing of it alter the 
unnaturalness of the emotion?' " (Broken Verses 294). 
Aasmaani has to explain her position when she steps out of the ordinary 
thinking and does not react with a shock to Shehnaz Saeed's acceptance of her 
lesbianism. In South Asian societies homosexuality often takes the form of a cultural 
debate where the moralists opposed homosexuality branding it as immoral, unnatural 
and foreign contaminant. It also serves to contest the pervasive heterosexist attitudes 
that dismiss gay/lesbian/bisexual women and men as the embodied imperfections of 
Westernisation. The emotional turmoil faced by Shehnaz can be understood when she 
says, "That's what Samina taught me - that it wasn't anyone's business and no one 
had a right to question me about it and demand answers. She was, you know, the 
person who finally made me dispense with all feelings of shame" (Broken Verses 
296). 
Shamsie's choice of professions and engagements for Samina, the Poet and 
Aasmaani provide a fascinating window into Pakistan's socio-political and literary 
scene, it also portrays the media boom that the South Asian countries witnessed, "It 
seemed that everyone I met between the age of sixteen and twenty-two had the word 
media on their lips when asked about their future" (Broken Verses 98). It portrays 
Pakistani society as going through a cauldron of changes " 'Two twenty somethings 
in jeans and short kurtas were walking down the hall, one saying, 'what do you mean 
they don't want two any shots?' " (Broken Verses 4) and the volatile transformations 
coming about in Pakistan society and political scene: 
Sixteen years of living outside the world and suddenly I was hungry 
for any kind of knowledge. So there I was, examining fashions. The 
women weren't all covered up, that was a huge relief Very short 
sleeves and near revealing necklines for the younger actresses, as well 
as streamlined shalwars that could almost pass off for trousers. 
Kameezes shorter than I remembered, though not as short as in 
seventies. And hairstyles, compact. (Broken Verses 261) 
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The novel, thus, can be read as a deep and varied insight into wide ranging 
dimensions of Pakistan. Contrasted with the vociferous revolutionary streak cf the 
generation of Samina and The Poet are the generation of later years where protest is 
reduced to a half-hearted change in buying decisions, in times of less confrontation 
and more TV channels, nothing is so significant or deeply felt. " 'You really planning 
to boycott American goods when they attack Iraq?' - 'Hanh, well, we have to feel like 
we're doing something, right?' " (Broken Verses 72) The same erosion of 
revolutionary streak is noticed in the Poet's erstwhile protege who once zealous, turns 
complacent, producing "verses to fit the occasion for anyone willing to pay the orice, 
regardless of their political affiliation" (Broken Verses 209). 
Aasmaani's torment at having been rudely cut off from both her mother and 
her intellectual and literary mentor is, thus, also the anguish of no longer know ing 
how to be - the bewilderment of poverty after a rich tradition is exhausted. Shamsie's 
exploration of this theme has moments of great power. The delight in words aad all 
their shades of meaning, characteristic of all her writing, is here used as the linchpin 
of the plot, as dictionaries, crosswords, fairy tales and poems become keys o the 
coded messages whose authorship and purpose she is trying to understand. 
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CHAPTER-6 
Burnt Shadows: 
Things Fall Apart 
Burnt Shadows, last in the oeuvre of Kamila Shamsie's novels is an attempt to portray 
the fragmented turbulent world of today - the way historical events, more than 
disrupting political ease in the atmosphere create permanent fissures in the lives of the 
people, displacing them and marking them with the catastrophe forever. Moving from 
one historical disaster to another, it links the catastrophes that the last century 
witnessed and shows how the present fissured world of today owe to the global events 
- at how hatred borne out of world politics, callous insensitive selfish decisions of the 
great powers have bred violence and given birth to further hatred and fragmented the 
world dangerously. 
Burnt Shadows distils much of the most notorious history of the past 65 years 
into its pages. It is a multi-generational, multi-cultural story about the turbulence of a 
century where large groups of people had to leave their homes and where events from 
distant past cast a very long shadow over the present. Tracing the shared history of 
two culturally different families with members from varying nationalities - a German, 
a British, a Japanese and an Indian. Konrad-Weiss and Tanaka-Ashraf from the 
bombing of Nagasaki, India on the brink of Partition, Pakistan in the early 1980s, 
New York post 9/11, Afghanistan in the wake of US 'War on Terror' campaign and 
the horrifying images of Guantanamo Bay is a disturbing reflection on the conflict of 
attitudes and cultural divides that span everything from the loyalty of taste buds to the 
perceptive image of marriages even to the dangerous level where it breeds fear and 
skepticism so deep in the mind of young American Kim that she hands over an 
Afghani to the FBI just because of an unfounded fear against all 'with beards', 
poignantly hinting at Islamophobia - another tributary of perilous disintegration of the 
world. 
Running beneath the main narrative of this novel is the parable about Prophet 
Mohammad being protected by a spider that weaves a web across the mouth of the 
cave he is hiding in, leading his pursuers to believe that no one could be inside the 
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cave. This 'spider symbol' - friends and families helping each other find meaning in 
lives is what connects the characters across generations. 
Shamsie shows how cataclysmic historical events send fault lines snaking 
down through the years, shattering the very social structures on which human beings 
depend. The novel unravels the tangled mess of events which led Raza Ashraf, a 
gifted linguist and son of two widely different people who suffered at the hands of 
history, to Guantanamo Bay. The novel is also an attempt at showcasing how 
appreciation for divergent cultures, especially in terms of languages can be used as 
strong bedrock for creating a truly global world sans destruction and conflict It is 
through Hiroko that the novel moves to Lidia, just before Partition, to Pakistan curing 
the times of heavy Soviet influx in the region and through his son to Afghanistan in 
all its fundamentalist fury and finally to 9/11 New York. It deals with a number of 
issues in the journey that ensues - the huge transforming effect of historical events on 
personal lives, insensitivity of the super powers, multiculturalism and racism. It 
analyses the reasons behind the emergence of Islamic fundamentalism, arguing the 
case for its attempt to critically evaluate the status of Pakistanis and Muslims in a 
post- 9/11 world order, particularly within the contemporary discourses on tenorism 
and capitalism, locating it as a direct repercussion of the west's obsession with power, 
nuclear warfare and its fatal race for armaments. The pain of displacement, the way 
some relations are built despite and amidst the destruction of war and the need for a 
peaceful world are the other divergent themes that recur throughout the story. 
The novel starts with the image of a man held a prisoner in the infamous 
Guantanamo Bay who wonders, "How did he come to this?" (Shamsie, Burnt 
Shadows 1). In reaching to the answer, the novel takes us to Nagasaki on 9* August 
1947 where Hiroko Tanaka, a Japanese polyglot, living in the shadow of the Second 
World War is in love with Konrad Weiss, a German. The fractious destin} of a 
multicultural family begins on 9* August 1945, the fateful day in the history of Japan, 
The World War Second is in its fiill disaster mode before it takes its most deplored 
turn of history. The situation is rife for another nuclear bomb with mass devastation 
and war situation now in place long enough for people to have started being bothered 
by the personal security measures taken, "The metallic cries of the cicadas are 
upstaged by the sound of the air siren, as familiar now as the call of insects" i Burnt 
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Shadows 8). The dangers of living in a nuclear wrought war where humanity is living 
under constant siege are told through Hiroko's direct link to the bombing of Nagasaki, 
"As soon as the war ends there will be her and Konrad. As soon as the war ends there 
will be food and silk. She'll never wear grey again, never re-use tea leaves again, 
never lift a bamboo spear again, or enter a factory or bomb shelter. As soon as the war 
ends, there will be a ship to carry her and Konrad far away into a world without duty" 
{Burnt Shadows 16). 
The writer showcasing the times of war fully explores the situation to bring 
out the cruelty of war when everything becomes crude and through it portrays the 
lives of the victims of nuclear warfare from a close quarter. It erodes away all those 
epitomic structures created in the name of civilization, reducing everything to rubble. 
It presents the World which is forever on the brink of disasters, where plain humanity 
finds it impossible to make sense of war-wrought world with the case for nuclear free 
world running continuously in the undercurrent. Kamila Shamsie herself recounts that 
in 1998, when India had tested Nuclear bomb and there was a threat that Pakistan 
would follow suit, a group of 'Hibakushas', Japanese bomb-survivors of 1945 came to 
Pakistan to plead to the government not to drop a bomb. This, Shamsie relates sowed 
in a way seeds of the novel (Interview E). 
The physical, social, economical and psychological effect of bomb on people 
is inhuman, and behind this gross inhumanity is the mad race for armaments coupled 
with mercenary interests of the countries that are powerful enough to determine world 
politics and in consequence the fate of millions of people, "The ones further away, it 
peeled off their skin, like grapes. And now that they have this New Bomb the 
Americans won't stop until we're all skeletons or grapes" {Burnt Shadows 15). The 
protagonist, Hiroko Tanaka loses her father and Konrad when the world goes white 
and fire pours from the sky. When Hiroko regains consciousness, she survives 
Nagasaki but is scarred both figuratively and literally in more ways than one. The 
three black cranes on the white kimono she was wearing at the time are permanently 
tattooed on her back, scaring her physically, psychologically and symbolically. The 
shadow of radiation sickness looms large over not just her, "No one knows the long-
term effect of this thing. They don't know if it will affect my ability to have children. 
They don't know if it won't kill me in another five years" {Burnt Shadows 115) but 
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also on her son Raza years later who is bluntly told by the girl he loves that he may be 
carrying deformities from the bombing, "Nagasaki. The bomb. No one will givo their 
daughter to you in marriage unless they're desperate, Raza. You could be defonned. 
How do we know you're not? . . . May be not in any way we can see. But there's no 
guarantee. You might have something you can pass on to your children. I've se;n the 
pictures. Of babies bom in Nagasaki after the bomb" {Burnt Shadows 189). 
The emotional trauma of living a life which is completely defined by histoiy is 
sharply portrayed through all the major characters, be it Hiroko, Sajjad or Raza. 
Hiroko's tattooed back is a constant reminder of the bomb; it makes he- feel 
completely incapable of leading a normal life, "She had tried so hard the prt vious 
night to bring Konrad's face to mind but she failed. Even in fantasy she could not 
allow herself to believe her body could be the location of such caresses fron any 
man" (Burnt Shadows 88). Through Hiroko Tanaka, the writer has given discoujse on 
the nuclear bomb and pointed out the rotten political systems and power-hungry 
democrats who build barren deserts, sometimes in the name of civilization and other 
times in the name of democracy. The explanation for all these disasters are 
particularly chilling pieces, "The bomb was a terrible thing, but it had to be done to 
save American lives" (Burnt Shadows 62). It is a story of how insensitive 
superpowers in blind pursuit of power have increasingly razed to the ground ^vhole 
nations devastating the lives of millions. The human aspect in all this is shown to be 
the worst sufferer. 
Hiroko's loss of Konrad is the loss of a woman who had just had her sexual 
awakening and hoped for a ftiture with her lover when suddenly everything 
evaporates in the heat of the blast. The image of survivors searching for the shadows 
on walls, stones and other surfaces as the only remains left of their loved ones after 
the bomb is very strong: 
Those nearest the epicenter of the blast were eradicated completely, 
only the fat from their bodies sticking to the walls and rocks aiound 
them like shadows. I dreamt one night, soon after the blast, that was 
with a parade of mourners walking through Urakami Valley, each olus 
trying to identify the shadows of our loved ones . . . and I looked for 
Konrad's shadow. I found it. Or found something 1 believed it was. On 
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a rock. Such a lanky shadow. I sent a message to Yoshi Watanabe and 
together we rolled that rock to the International Cemetery . . .' She 
pressed a hand against her spine at the memory. 'And buried it.' . . . 
She could not tell anyone, not even this man with the gentle eyes and 
an understanding of the scent of gods, how Yoshi Watanabe had left 
her with the stone for a few minutes while he went in search of 
implements to dig with and she had lain down on Konrad's shadow, 
within Konrad's shadow, her mouth pressed against the darkness of his 
chest. 'Why didn't you stay?' she had whispered against the unyielding 
stone. (Burnt Shadows 76-7) 
It is difficult for her to come to terms with a death that came so sudden and took away 
all that she held precious and was hopeful about, a death that did not leave behind 
even the mortal remains for her to memorize: 
'Some nights I still wake up calculating,' she said, so softly he thought 
the words might have drifted in from far away on a breeze. 'The time 
he left me, the speed at which he was walking, the distance to the 
Cathedral. The conclusion is always the same. He would have been at 
the Cathedral, or very near it, when the bomb fell. Only melted rosaries 
remained, you know, of the people inside the Cathedral'. (Burnt 
Shadows 76) 
Through her, the writer has tried to showcase the trail that important world events 
leave on personal history. The cruelty of a nuclear bombing is underlined in her story. 
The inhumanity is brought out through and contrasted with the innocence of the eight-
year old Henry who, looking at the pictures of bomb-affected people asks, "Daddy, 
did Uncle Konrad look like this when he died? the boy had said, pointing to 
something barely recognizable as human in a magazine that Elizabeth had stupidly 
brought into the house" (Burnt Shadows 46). 
Hiroko serves as a mouthpiece of the narrator in reminding about the dire need 
for harmony and disarmament in the world and redeem the world from the sadist 
depth that it has fallen into. She makes a critique of not just those who can so easily 
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drop a bomb on a country but also of those who traumatize the survivors in their own 
country by defining them wholly through the bomb: 
Hiroko had once spent an entire afternoon looking at a picture of Harry 
Truman. She did not know how to want to hurt the bespectacled man, 
though she suspected she would feel a certain satisfaction if someone 
dropped a bomb on him; as for justice, it seemed an insult to tht dead 
to think there could be any such thing. It was a fear of reduction rather 
any kind of quest that had forced her away from Japan. Already she 
had started to feel that word 'hibakusha' start to consume her liie To 
the Japanese she was nothing beyond an explosion-affected person; 
that was her defining feature. (Burnt Shadows 49) 
The birds that are charred on Hiroko's back are a constant reminder of a 1 that 
is wrong in the world, all that had deeply impressed her life. Kamila Shamsie, 
meditating on this bird symbolism, of cranes which denotes life and joy and happiness 
says, "having this what should have been this really rather a lovely pattern of lif;, and 
birth and possibility, of having to carry around your back in this charrec and 
disfigured way where the whole image is getting turned around and becomes about 
awfulness and death. I think there is something very powerful in that" (Interview F). 
The birds are an inscription of the cruel history of our times on her back which 
does not leave her at any point in her life. It, in fact, assumes the proportion of a 
'Transnational Allegory' (Khan 54) where Hiroko's burnt marks become a symbol of 
all the atrocities faced by war-afflicted people, "All Hiroko could think was the bomb. 
In the fu-st years after Nagasaki she had dreams in which she awoke to find the tattoos 
gone from her skin, and knew the birds were inside her now, their beaks dri])ping 
venom into her blood stream, their charred wings engulfing her organs. But then her 
daughter died, and the dreams stopped. The birds had their prey" {Burnt Shadows 
222). 
The way individual identities get blurred, become insignificant and what 
remains is the sweep of events which defines you, is an aspect that gives much pciin to 
Hiroko, "Hibakusha. I hate that word. It reduces you to the bomb. Every atom of you" 
{Burnt Shadows 100). To escape from this identity, she leaves Nagasaki and comes 
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down to Delhi, in a strange country entirely unfamiliar and entirely different from her 
place of birth. Here she meets Sajjad, an employee in the house of Konrad's sister 
Elizabeth who teaches her Urdu and marries her. 
The writer has also explored the pain of displacement from one's place of 
origin to an unfamiliar world and the complexities of placing oneself in an alien 
culture. It is sharply portrayed through both Hiroko and Sajjad. When Hiroko leaves 
Nagasaki, "Why tell him of the momentum of a bomb blast that threw her into a 
world in which everything was unfamiliar, Nagasaki itself became more unknown 
than Delhi? Nothing in the world more unrecognizable than her father as he died" 
{Burnt Shadows 223), it is an echo of Sajjad's forced retrieval from his country: 
If he had known then that he and Dilli would be lost to each other by 
the autumn - because of a woman he had chosen against his family's 
wishes - he would have wept, recited Ghalib's verses lamenting the 
great poet's departure from Delhi, cursed the injustice and foolishness 
of passion, and made lists of all the sights and sounds and daily texture 
of Dilli life that he was certain would haunt him forever, making every 
other place in the world a wilderness of loss. {Burnt Shadows 134) 
Arriving in a land which is strongly contrasted with her country of birth, she 
finds strangeness not just in an alien land but also in her own world which was turned 
so badly that it no longer had any familiarity for her, "You said to me once that Delhi 
must seem strange and unfamiliar, but nothing in the world could ever be more 
unfamiliar than my home that day" {Burnt Shadows 99). Hiroko sharply points out 
that "Until you see a place you've known your whole life reduced to ash you don't 
realize how much you crave familiarity" {Burnt Shadows 99). The way war is 
detrimental especially to everything human is felt at a number of points in the story -
it tosses about human emotions, turning and twisting the fate of the characters. Hiroko 
craves for familiarity, of the comfort of breathing in a known place: 
I want to hear Japanese. I want tea that tastes the way tea should taste 
in my understanding of tea. I want to look like people around me. I 
want people to disapprove when I break the rules and not simply to 
think that 1 don't know better. I want doors to slide open instead of 
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swinging open. I want all those things that never meant anything, that 
still wouldn't mean anything if I hadn't lost them. (Burnt Shadows 99) 
This theme of displacement is explored more deeply through Sajjad Ashraf. 
Through him, the novelists explores the relationship of people with places, of how 
places "the world of his mohalld" {Burnt Shadows 133) and the culture associated 
becomes one's identity. His life is inseparable from: 
the fluttering of pigeons, and the call of the muezzin of Jama ^4asjid 
and the cacophony of his brothers arguments and the hubbub of 
merchants and buyers in Chandni Chowk and the rustling of palm 
leaves in the monsoons and the laughter of his nephews and nieces and 
the shouts of kite-fliers and the burble of fountains in courtyards and 
the husky voice of the never-seen neighbour singing ghazals before 
sunrise and his heartbeat, his frantic heartbeat. {Burnt Shadows 126) 
He carries strong loyalty to his place which he displays at a crucial juncture in 
history when the lives of people were being tossed about at the altar of proclaiming 
loyalty to either of the twin nations of India and Pakistan, "Either way it won't matter 
to me. I will die in Dilli. Before that I will live in Dilli. Whether it is in British [ndia, 
Hindustan, Pakistan - that makes no difference to me" {Burnt Shadows 40), he says. 
The Burtons send Hiroko and Sajjad to Istanbul to avoid the dangers of 
Partition, only to find that this renders Sajjad stateless, he can never return io his 
beloved Dilli where millions of individual lives are being tossed about on the 
relentless tide of history. Sajjad and Hiroko have to leave Dilli - his city "insidious as 
a game of chess" {Burnt Shadows 38) and move to the newly created country across 
the border. This prepares a very rich ground for the writer to explore the ways in 
which the sounds and smells of the place you grow up in haunt you and make you 
long for it forever. The fate of the victims of the events spread out in different rimes 
of history, across drastically different nations is shown to be parallel. "The light in 
Afghanistan. Like nowhere else," {Burnt Shadows 311) says Abdullah, an Afghani 
reverentially, looking at a photograph of an unreal, blue sky underscoring the point 
that whether it is Japan, India or Afghanistan, the pain of displacement is si nilar 
across nations. 
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The second part of the novel is set during the times of Partition of India in 
1947, another heart-rendering event in the history resulting in cruel genocide on one 
level while loss of property and displacement on the other hand. The repercussions of 
it rippled far causing disturbance in the lives of millions of people, reducing them to 
those versions of themselves that were replete with their baser instincts. The 
bloodshed that resulted makes it one of the most disastrous events in South Asian 
history till date, "They haven't even settled the boundaries yet. Millions of people 
with no idea which country they'll find themselves in less than a month from now. It's 
madness waiting to happen. And Delhi. . . so many Muslims, so many Hindus. If the 
violence reaches there, it'll be carnage" {Burnt Shadows 118). 
The trauma of Partition is portrayed also through the cook whose change in 
mindset is an example of the way peaceful people undergo changes and are forced by 
the circumstances to turn into gross murderers overnight: 
. . . when his family poured out a week's worth of stories from the 
Punjab, of Muslim men slaughtered, Muslim shops set on fire, Muslim 
women abducted - he had to force himself to stay at home because if 
he went out and saw a single Hindu his eyes would reveal what was in 
his heart, and it would get him killed. Or else, a Hindu's eyes would 
reveal what was in his heart, and then . . . (Burnt Shadows 88) 
The pathetic erosion of relations in the midst of carnage is deplored by the 
writer and correctly portrays the gory atmosphere, "Everything James Burton said 
about violence is true. It is the most contagious of all madnesses. 1 don't want to know 
which of my childhood friends have become murderers in the time we've been away" 
(Burnt Shadows 125). Hiroko and Sajjad move to Pakistan where in the times of 
1980s, Pakistan has turned into a buffer state because of the huge involvement of the 
US in the country's politics for its economic and political interests in the region. Yet 
Again, the lives of people get sacrificed at the altar of power politics. It is the time 
when Islamic fundamentalism is on the rise, and has kept on the momentum, depicted 
through Raza who complains " 'Can't ask any of my friends home,' he had yelled, the 
sound so unexpected, Sajjad had run into the room. 'With you walking around, 
showing your legs. Why can't you be more Pakistani?' " (Burnt Shadows 130). 
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Raza is a study in people who develop a complex character because o " their 
complicated identity issues. He detests the fact that he does not look like all his mates. 
Instead feels a stranger in his own society because of his looks inherited from his 
Japanese mother: 
She had never truly understood her son's need for belonging, the anger 
with which he twisted away from comments about his foreign Icoks -
in truth, she had thought that anger little more than affectation in a boy 
so hungry to possess the languages of different tribes, different nations 
- but she knew intimately the stigma of being defined by the bomb. 
Hibakusha. It remained the most hated word in her vocabulary And 
the most powerful. To escape the word she had boarded a ship to India. 
India! To enter the home of a couple she'd never met, a world of vvhicli 
she knew nothing. (Burnt Shadows 222) 
The extent to which Raza's character has shades of complexity comes to the fore view 
when, an excellent student, he suddenly starts losing his grasp over his memory. 
Whether its reason can be located in the biological change that came about in H iroko 
because of nuclear radiation which were passed on to Raza, or his feeing of alienation 
because of carrying the looks of a strange Japanese among the native Pakistanis - the 
nuclear bomb can with certainty be said to be responsible for the instability in his life. 
Showing great potential for a successful future as a lawyer, he suddenly finds himself 
unable to attempt his exams and takes a fixture course ruinous for him when he joins 
ISI and begins working with CIA alongside Harry Burton. Kamila says abou him 
"Raza's problem has to do with a meshing of his character and the place he is n so 
he is growing up in Karachi where there aren't a lot of foreigners so he looks different 
because his mother is a Japanese and he feels this makes him an outsider because he is 
generally not recognized as Pakistani. He is teased for his Japaneseness and vhat 
would probably have been OK except there is a point in his life where he starts failing 
exams and feels himself a failure and this adds to his sense that his life isn't w*iat it 
should be" (Interview A). 
His life also gets involved with Afghanistan Mujahideen, turning it into a 
mess. He too becomes a victim in the game of power politics when he is accused of 
murdering his friend Harry Burton. He is forced to run away in his unequal battle 
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against super powers "Why? How could he put in words this ache to see his mother? 
It was everything in this world had disappeared in a flash of light and only she 
remained - a beacon, a talisman, a reason to run somewhere instead of just running" 
{Burnt Shadows 322) and ultimately ends up in Guantanamo Bay. 
In its journey to explain the situation that gave rise to 9/11 disaster, the writer 
gets into Afghanistan. Afghanistan is neck deep in the political imbroglio. It is 
reduced to a political pawn in the hands of big game players of the US, Soviet and 
Pakistan primarily, apart from other stake holders. This war is, in fact, an example of 
internationalism as a number of countries, some even bitterly opposed to each other 
are in direct or indirect ways contributing to it: 
In Harry's mind there was a map of the world with countries appearing 
as mere outlines, waiting to be shaded in with stripes of red, white and 
blue as they were drawn into the strictly territorial battle of the 
Afghans versus the Soviets in which no one else claimed a part. When 
he arrived in Islamabad, it had been a three-way affair: Egypt provided 
the Soviet-made arms, America provided financing, training and 
technological assistance and Pakistan provided the base for training 
camps. But now, the war was truly international. Arms from Egypt, 
China and - soon- Israel. Recruits from all over the Muslim world. 
Training camps in Scotland! There was even a rumour that India might 
be willing to sell on some of the arms they had bought from their 
Russian friends - even though it might prove to be little more than a 
rumour Harry couldn't help enjoying the idea of Pakistan, India and 
Israel working together in America's war. (Burnt Shadows 203) 
The country was turned into a laboratory where the training camps in the far-
flung areas of the mountain region manufactured fundamentalists to carry on the weir 
which the godfathers of democracy waged so that what they call peace may be 
brought to prevail upon the world. The mountainy ravenous beauty of Afghanistan is 
brutally turned into cursed wilderness when it "transformed into a cockpit for the cold 
war struggle between the United States and the Soviet Union" (Barfield 1). 
Deciphering the strategic geo-political interests of the US in the region which made 
Afghanistan the unfortunate victim of the power game, Malay Dhar records: 
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Pakistan presumed that as an inheritor to the British vestiges, it had the 
right to establish hegemony on Afghanistan to protect itself from the 
dual peril of Soviet influence and Iranian foray into Afghan Stan's 
political and economic lives. Post-Cold war Britain also supported 
Pakistan to strengthen its anti-Afghan and anti-India policies. 
Moreover, Pakistan, as an ally of the US had an eye on the oil and 
energy resources of Central Asia and for such long-term economic 
conditions it made continuous efforts to dominate the political and 
economic affairs of Afghanistan. The western fulcrum ol evil, 
epitomized by the CIA had conjoined its global interests with the 
eastern fulcrum of evil, represented by the ISI of Pakistan, that was 
more tuned to breed and export Islamic terror all over the globe. This 
queer combination had produced a deadly effect in the geopclitical 
region flanked by India and Afghanistan. (242) 
Various countries added much acid, each to pursue its own ambitions, causing 
permanent upheaval in the lives of millions of Afghanistanis. Known as people who 
cannot be ruled, Afghanistanis reacted sharply against their invasion by communist 
Soviets "Since the Soviets marched into our house and we both had to escape through 
the window, that's since when Hazara and Pashtuns are brothers" (Burnt Shadows 
165). 
Through Raza we trace the turbulent condition of Afghanistan and Pakistan, 
the involvement and presence of CIA on Pakistan's grounds. The tactics of CI \ and 
the role it played in formulating the geo-political plans of the US is also one :)t the 
thread in the tangled political system and has been shown in the novel, "How many of 
the men in this harbour, he wondered, were involved in smuggling arms bought b> the 
CIA and transported by the ISI from the Karachi docks to the training camps along 
the border?" {Burnt Shadowsl62). Viewed from a global perspective, the war ye once 
again is shown to claim its victims. Only, engineered by technology, its fury incieases 
every time. And yet again unequal struggle against the technological might of 
worid's most powerful nation leaves behind trails that are impressed deeply down the 
ages. The country once known for beautiful light-blue sky is reduced to guns and 
rubble, "everywhere, remnants of the American bombing campaign - a door standing 
unsupported in a field of bricks as though it were a miracle crop; craters in the road. 
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indiscriminate as a meteorite shower, black metal shaped like a jeep in a headstand" 
{Burnt Shadows 317) 
The nexus of CIA and ISI forwarded the cause of the US in a number of ways 
- from providing crucial intelligence to maintaining a strong control over its covert 
operations in Afghanistan, an agency of collaboration with the ISI and acting as a 
watch dog over the activities of ISI in procuring and distribution of weapons to the 
Mujahideens. Harry Burton, a CIA agent is the link through whom the covered-up 
CIA functioning has been detailed from a close quarter. Rasanayagam writes: 
Egypt, which had large stock piles of automatic weapons, land mines, 
grenade launchers and anti- aircraft missiles delivered by the Soviets 
was the first source . . . other sources with new US weapons. Other 
sources were Israel, which had a supply of Soviet-made weapons -
captured during the Six-Day War and from Syrian troops and 
Palestinians in Lebanon - and China. Using Pakistan's Inter Services 
Intelligence (ISI) as a go-between, the CIA contracted with the 
Chinese goveniment to manufacture rocket launchers, AK47s and 
heavy machine guns in return for hard currency and new equipment. 
China became a major source of supply. As the requirements grew, 
CIA arranged for copies of Soviet weapons to be manufactured in 
factories in Cairo and in the US, where one leading firm was given a 
classified contract to upgrade SAM-7 anti-aircraft missiles. (106) 
One of the important aspects of the war in Afghanistan has been shown to be 
the indiscriminate employment of methods of brutal warfare, laying down land mines 
throughout the length and breadth of the country. In 2001, "Two million people (had) 
died in the past two decades and more than this number became statistics in the books 
of the UN's High Commissioner for Refugees" (Dasgupta 53). The image of the 
useless destruction is portrayed sharply in the novel, " 'Kandahar. Before the wars.' 
He ran his palm across the photographs as though he could feel the texture of ripening 
pomegranates pushing up against his skin. 'First they cut down the trees. Then they 
put landmines everywhere. Now-'He bunched his fingers together and then sprang 
them apart. 'Cluster bombs' " (Burnt Shadows 311). 
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It is shown to be turning into a land that has nothing else left to figlit for, 
where human life has ceased to have any value. "Everyone dead, except one? Allah, 
what have we Afghans done to deserve such sorrows?" (Burnt Shadows 322). Their 
daily life involves encountering war at every angle, sacrificing everything: 
'The landmines are the worst,' he said, while Raza was still trying to 
work out whether 'stone-pickers' was a Pashto euphemism. 'Once we 
used to travel in large groups for protection. Then we started to move 
in the groups of three or four so if anyone steps on a powerful mine it 
can only have so much impact and others following behind will see the 
bodies - or the birds swarming around - and know to avoid that place". 
{Burnt Shadows 334) 
Also what this unstable condition brought about was huge infiltration of 
weapons and a 'Kalashnikov culture'. Kalashnikov, the Soviet made rifle almost 
assumed a part of indispensible scenario in Afghanistan. The image of a bearded man 
carrying a Kalashnikov on his shoulders became a ubiquitous symbol of Afghanistan 
'guns hung, like metallic fruit, from the tree's branches" (Burnt Shadows 229). 
The fatal nexus of countries turned Afghanistan into a permanent battle 
ground where natives lived for long in the shadow of mass carnage, bombings, 
revenge, landmines, death and destruction. The blowing up of landmines in 
Afghanistan is a close parallel to the use of aircraft bombs in Nagasaki, both levelling 
human beings to ground, and displaying a complete mockery of human rights It is 
depicted as a war zone deprived of basic civic, economic, social and familial 
amenities, "So '93 1 came here. And I haven't seen any of them since. My broihers. 
my wife. She had a son six months after I said goodbye to her. She knew ii was 
happening before I left, but she didn't want to make it harder for me to go. So its not 
so bad, leaving. I'll see my son, my wife" (Burnt Shadows 314). 
The people of Afghanistan are shown to have led a minimal existence for 
more than three decades, their lives an incomplete haphazard arrangement that ci y for 
peace and stability. Contrasted to this is America which is shown to be carryirg on 
this war just to satisfy its whims of being super-power, "make sure you ge: the 
bastards. Burton. Uncle Sam is getting so bored of failure" (Burnt Shadows 282) The 
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writer has pointed out the deft regularity at which war is carried out in one country or 
the other. "It wasn't restraint simply a lack of energy that kept him from reminding 
Steve that fifteen years ago he loved to joke that the difference between Vietnam and 
Afghanistan was 'there we just had GI - here we have jee-had' " {Burnt Shadows 
281). 
The writer also portrays the times when the Taliban came to rule Afghanistan. 
Plural of 'talib' - literally meaning a religious student, Taliban were the students from 
poor background, often refiigees or war orphans who studied in madrassas in far-flung 
rural underdeveloped areas of the border of Afghanistan and Pakistan. Medieval in 
mindset, they were almost completely cut-off from the outside changing world and 
had hardly known or studied anything beyond religious scriptures which were often 
misinterpreted to brainwash them into turning fatal enemies of all they considered 
anti- Islamic, viewed from their myopic eyes: 
. . . to watch my sons measure hand-span against a pomegranate, not a 
grenade. But the Taliban - they don't know Sufis or orchards. They 
grew up in reftigee camps, with no memory of this land, no attachment 
to anything except the idea of fighting infidels and heretics. So when 
they came they brought laws different to the laws I grew up with. So 
what? Football is harmed! I can live without footballs. Music is 
banned! This is painfiil, yes, but when I watch the crops growing or my 
sons walking down the street without fear at least there's music in my 
heart. (Burnt Shadows 320) 
Once in power in the country, they took the country back to medieval times. 
Banned all that had even a slight trace of anti-Islamic element - music, dancing, 
sports, in fact, all sorts of entertairmient, women education and imposed severe 
decrees of rules like barring women from coming onto streets except in dire cases and 
made beards compulsory. It was their efforts to render women completely invisible 
from every social scene and inflicting of dire punishments in case of non-observance 
that met with a huge outcry in the international community. There also began a very 
brutal manner of dispensing of justice, often ending in amputations or inhuman 
killings by stone-pelting, hangings, shooting or by sheer use of swords to separate the 
very head from the body: 
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The chief influence on the ideological makeup of the Taliban w as the 
Jamiat-i-Ulema-i-Islami (JUI) which ran the network of madrasas, 
including two major ones in Balochistan and in Karachi that some of 
the Taliban leaders had attended. The JUI was ideologically linked to 
the Muslim theological school in Deoband in central India, whic h had 
also trained generations of the Afghan ulema. It was characterised by 
its fundamentalist interpretations of Islam, its opposition to ijtihad 
(innovation in adapting to new conditions), its injunctions against any 
meaningful role for women outside their homes, and its opposition to 
feudal and tribal structures. (Rasanayagam 144) 
Another aspect that has become famously associated with Talibans is their 
desire for martyrdom which in the shadow of the training given to them acquired in 
their scheme of things a place much coveted for. Their minds were prepaied to 
welcome death as direct gateway to the desired paradise when it came to them while 
fighting infidels in the battle. "If you're killed in battle you'll be buried in }our 
bloodied pattusi - the mujahideen don't need their bodies washed and purified before 
burial. We are already guaranteed heaven" {Burnt Shadows 226). 
Khosrokhavar analysing the whole cult of martyrdom writes: 
. . . death that is desired because it would guarantee the maityr a 
glorious stay in Paradise. The justification for martyrdom is always the 
vanity of this world, its inconstancy, despair at living in it and the 
ambition to leave it to join the blessed in another place: the Paradise in 
which God's chosen ones dwell. . . Martyrdom produces an inversion 
of affects. Death normally provoke fear and sadness. Yet the texts 
speak of the radiant joy of martyrs, of their satisfied smiles and even of 
their laughter at the moment of their execution. On the whole, the 
literature of martyrology speaks of the equanimity of martyrs and their 
yearning for death, and of affects characterized by inner happiness, and 
sometimes even exultation. This type of attitude can also be found in 
the Iranian, Lebanese or Palestinian martyrs of the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries. The essential point is that, insofar as it expresses 
a deliberate wish to die, martyrdom is bound up with situations in 
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which the martyr believes he is being persecuted by the forces of Evil. 
(15) 
Called as "Afghan's mad system of belief (Burnt Shadows 346) and "new 
wave of aggressive religion" (Burnt Shadows 142) this has brought about heavy 
repercussions in the form of these erstwhile victims of an unnecessary war 
transforming into fearless and senseless terrorists carrying out suicide bombings, 
attacks, mindless violence throughout the world. 
Another portrayal of the 'clash of civilization' that the novel points out 
towards is 'Islamophobia' which assumed dangerous proportions after 9/11 attack on 
twin towers. 9/11 gave way to numerous incidents in which the presence of a bearded 
Muslim immediately brought about sharp reactions from authorities and general 
public alike in all the western countries. It shows the undercurrent of suspicion that 
has come to divide and alienate this section: 
The terrorist attacks in New York, Madrid, London and elsewhere had 
a traumatic effect on Europeans, as on others. Hitherto they had seen 
Muslims as a culturally threatening but manageable presence; they 
now developed a morbid fear of them. Furthermore, this fear became 
transformed into the fear of Islam as a religion in whose names the 
attacks were believed to have been perpetrated. All Muslims qua 
Muslims are now suspect, and those in Europe are assimilated to and 
seen as an undifferentiated part of the world wide umma. They are 
expected and even asked to condemn terrorist attacks in any part of the 
world in the strongest terms, and those remaining silent or appearing 
lukewarm are assumed to be in sympathy with the attacks. (Parekh 11) 
9/11 attacks also led a number of arrests of suspected terrorists, which has 
been showcased in the arrest of Raza in the opening image of Guantanamo Bay. 9/11 
attack got the angry US into taking staunch actions, one of them being large scale 
arrests of suspects which in a way translated into large scale arrests of Muslims: 
. . . hunting down and eliminating potential terrorists and deterring 
others has now become the sole objective of the US. Prisoners taken in 
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Afghanistan are not only treated harshly but systematically humiliated, 
over a thousand foreign nationals have been arrested with little 
explanation, and normal legal processes have been suspended in I'avour 
of military tribunals with the power to punish suspects on the basis of 
evidence that is neither disclosed to them nor subject to their challenge. 
Every country that is suspected of supporting potential terror sts is 
declared a legitimate military and economic target and threatened with 
dire consequences. The world is divided into friends and foes. The 
latter- 'the axis of evil'-are put under intense pressure and subjected to 
all kinds of harassments and sanctions. The former are asked to 
endorse all American actions, and even muted criticisms are st en as 
acts of disloyalty. The US is the sole judge of who is or not a potential 
terrorist, and the sole executioner of its verdict. (Parekh 167) 
The anxiety of such arrests is portrayed in the novel: 
One phone call from Steve- perhaps that call had already been made -
and he would enter the world over as a suspected terrorist. His bank 
accounts frozen. His mother's phone tapped. His emails and phone 
logs, his internet traffic, his credit card receipts: no longer the markers 
of his daily life allowing him to wind a path back through a thicket of 
lovers to the specificity of the 3.13 a.m. call with Margo, the poem 
forwarded to Aliya, the box of Miami sand couriered to Natalie, but a 
different kind of evidence entirely. {Burnt Shadows 307) 
At the heart of the novel is an appeal for world peace, depicted as measure to 
counter the utter senselessness of all the ruin that conflict causes. The chilling 
portrayal of the enormity of the destruction only making it more imminently 
desirable: 
You just have to put them in a little comer of the big picture. In the big 
picture of the Second World War, what was seventy-five thousand 
more Japanese dead? Acceptable, that's what it was. In the big picture 
of threats to America, what is one Afghan? Expendable. Maybe he's 
guilty, maybe not. Why risk it? Kim, you're the kindest, most gentrous 
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woman I know. But right now, because of you, I understand for the 
first time how nations can applaud when their governments drop a 
second nuclear bomb (Burnt Shadows 362). 
Hiroko says it's time we learn a lesson from the gory past, what was endured 
by her should not be repeated in any case. She becomes the mouthpiece of the 
narrator in arguing the case for a war-free world: 
No. I wish now I'd told Raza. Told everyone. Written it down and put 
a copy in every school, every library, every public meeting place.' She 
frowned, as though trying to unpick some minor knot of confusion. 
'But you see, then I'd read the history books. Truman, Churchill, 
Stalin, the Emperor. My stories seemed so small, so tiny a fragment in 
the big picture. Even Nagasaki - seventy-five thousand dead; it's just a 
fraction of the seventy-two million who died in the war. A tiny 
fraction. Just over .OOlper cent. Why all this fuss about .001 per cent?' 
(Burnt Shadows 293) 
The novel appeals that his hatred, this venomous tradition of revenge, "Should 
I look at you and see Harry Truman?" (Burnt Shadows 362), as said by Japanese 
Hiroko to American Kim, this conflict of culture, the madness of war has to end 
somewhere otherwise it will lead to only one way - wilderness with no traces of 
anything even distantly human left. The carelessness with which war is started 
without an understanding of the repercussions and sensitivity for the upheaval it 
causes in millions of lives is questioned in the novel. It also seems to be crying out, 
demanding answers as to why did we allow the world to become such a frightfixl place 
with barest respect for human rights? Why have we allowed the super powers to carry 
on their whims of dreams of large empires and desire to be treated as Godfather of the 
world reducing the rest of the world to pawns in monopoly game? The protagonist 
seems to be asking us to meditate on these aspects, to look beyond the narrow 
prejudices of loyalty to one's religion, nation, race, culture and make advancements in 
the field of human self, of exalting it to a status where war remains confined to the 
pages of history. 
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Amidst the tale of this divided world the novel strongly projects language as a 
medium of world unity which can be instrumental in bridging the gap. Gohar Karim 
Khan "read(s) the novel as an attempt at 'psychic healing'—a work that emoraces 
nationaUsm transnationally . . . makes possible the existence of a kind of'"horizontal 
comradeship," transcending national borderlands and cultural boundaries'" (2). And 
this horizontal comradeship can be attained, as the novel shows, through an 
understanding, appreciation and acceptance of multiple languages. Raza, the ^on of 
Hiroko and Sajjad voices his love for languages a number of times in the novel It is, 
in fact, an echo of the writer's projection of languages as a strong binding force. Raza 
would be happy living in a cold bare room if he could just spend his days burrowing 
into new language and: 
In his decade in Dubai, prior to Harry re-entering his life, he sought out 
as many nationalities as possible, acquiring language with the zeal of a 
collector - Bengali and Tamil from the hotel staff; Arabic from the 
receptionist; Swahili from the in-house jazz band; French from Claudia 
- the most consistent of his many lovers; Farsi from the coupk who 
ran the restaurant at the comer of his street; Russian from the two 
hookers who lived in the apartment next door to his studio and knew 
they could use their spare key to slip into his bed after their clients had 
left, seeking comfort or laughter or platonic embraces; and beyond this, 
a smattering of words from all over the globe. {Burnt Shadows 25 <S) 
Hiroko, branded by the bird-shaped scars - the 'Burnt Shadows' - the bomb 
seared into her back, survives through her skill with new languages, her willingness to 
assume new identities and her refusal to judge others on their origins. The writer has 
made a case for true globalism through the idea of loyalty to not just a single nation 
but an appreciation of multiple nationalities through various languages. 
Languages had always come easily to Raza, but that did not mean he 
was unaware of the weight attached to language lessons. His mother 
would never have met Konrad Weiss (the German man she wanttid to 
marry! The thought didn't get any less strange during the years) i she 
hadn't taught German to Yoshi Watanabe's nephew. And she would 
not have gone to India to find the Burtons if not for Konrad Weiss. In 
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India, it was the language lessons that brought Sajjad and Hiroko to the 
same table, overturning the separateness that would otherwise have 
defined their relationship. And all the tenderest of his recollections of 
childhood were bound up in his mother's gift of languages to him -
those crosswords she set for him late each night when he was growing 
up, the secrets they could share without lowering their voices. {Burnt 
Shadows 200) 
Hiroko is a metaphor for people trying to understand their place in history, Kamila 
Shamsie, in an interview says she was, "interested through Burnt Shadows in looking 
at what happens to the relationship of people from contrasting backgrounds. When 
they start to feel themselves on different sides of history/politics. In what situation 
such relations endure and in what situations do they crumble?" (Filgate). The 
redeeming counterpoint to all this turmoil in which individuals are shaped and 
damaged by history, and one injustice begets another, the novel hints, is a loyalty that 
goes beyond less elevated ties to home and family. Through it all, Hiroko, branded by 
the bird-shaped scars - the burnt shadows, the bomb seared into her back, survives 
through her skill with new languages, her willingness to assume new identities and 
her refiisal to judge others on their origins. At one point Konrad, whose shadow hangs 
over much of the book, tells Hiroko that "barriers were made of metals that could turn 
fluid when touched simultaneously by people on either side" {Burnt Shadows 82). Or 
as beautifully said by Harry "how could you fail to regard the world as your oyster, 
regardless of whether you saw yourself as a gemstone or as a mollusk" {Burnt 
Shadows 163). 
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CHAPTER-7 
Techniques 
The Poet, a character in Broken Verses says of Aasmaani Inqalab, "She'll make 
language somersault through rings of fire" (40) which seems to be as true of 
Aasmaani as of her creator. It is Shamsie's employment of language in utterly novel 
ways that make her novels such deftly provocative pieces of literature. She has played 
with language in a number of ways in her novels - sometimes delving into the origins 
of the words as in In the City by the Sea where Hasan's father Shehryar takes much 
interest in Etymology- 'ignominy' meaning deep personal humiliation derived from 
the words ignorare and nomin; 'pine' from pinean means to suffer; 'salamander' from 
the Greek salamander, first meaning a mythical animal having the power to endure 
fire without harm, second meaning a portable stove. Shehryar, in his moments of 
worry is shown to be translating lines of poetry into their root words, '''Skal ego com 
par tram du sumer's daeg." {In the City 63) which amply suggests writer's 
fascination for words, their origin, their history and their effects: 
It is very important for me how the sound of the word works. So when 
I'm writing I always try to stop and read everything out to get a sound 
of it because there are things that eye won't catch when you are 
reading off the page which the ear will catch. So to sit reading my 
work aloud feels very familiar because it's what I do off the printed 
page. It's strange to know someone would hear me read out book aloud 
because there are inflections I will put which I know I want to be in 
there but I know that someone else who is reading it might inflect a 
phrase differently so I feel I'm sort of guiding the reading in doing my 
version of how it would sound as the version on the page don't. 
(Interview G) 
Karim and Raheen speak in anagrams which is an important aspect of their 
friendship as this is something that they share just with each other. It almost assumes 
the status of a secret code - a symbol of their complete understanding of each other -
miss my lob is an anagram for symbolism; oh, me is an anagram of home; rouge nose 
is an anagram for erogenous; a puce blush for Bucephalus, hack air for Karachi; Go 
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rap her cats, strap her cargo, crop rag hearts, chop Ra's garter for cartographer and 
nag-a-ram for anagram. 
She has also very liberally used words that have a local flavour to them -
karonda, motia, raat ki rani, chehlum, chikoo, angarkhas, fakhr, mehndi, ma^hrib, 
nazish, aadab, qaida, saleeqa, sawaal etc. She peppers her dialogues with very 
localized conversational words - Arre, suno, jo bhi, ehmuk She has incorporated the 
syntax of everyday speech in an effort to authenticate place and character. These 
words strongly point out her geographical and linguistic affiliations and are gentle 
reminders of the culture that the story has been set in besides providing a distinct 
regional flavour to the text. Also Kamila seems to be fully alive to the importance that 
words, their meanings and their usage come to acquire with settling down in a 
different country, separating one from these daily unacknowledged doses of culture, 
making one long for the language one no longer hears. In the novels, they help in 
imagining the landscape surrounding the characters and bring to the English literary 
landscape a new dimension of local Pakistani culture by enlarging English readers' 
literary vocabulary to include Urdu words. 
In the same vein, she mentions, very liberally again, food in all its local 
language which gives a whole new cultural connotation to the area of sub continental 
cuisine - kheer, pulao, vindaloo, murgh musalum, kharay masalay ka korma, 
jalaibees, gulab jamun, gol guppas, nihari and naans. Naans, the taste of which she 
almost brings to our mouths when she says, "When it had cool just a fraction, he 
ripped off a piece and bit into it, savouring, with closed eyes, its mixture of lighmess, 
chewishness and warmth" {In the City 88). Even the making of tea by Salman M.unoo 
which he does with a style, pouring the tea into a cup from a vessel held high in the 
other hand has some sort of fascination for the little boy Hasan. Through her 
interesting depictions she brings a rare freshness to mundane acts of everyday lift: 
The tea frothed and rose in a mass of tiny bubbles, and just as it 
appeared to reach overflow Salman Mamoo had the pan in the air. A 
twist of the right wrist and the tea was streaming into the mug; a tvvist 
of the left wrist and the tea poured back into the saucepan. Right twist. 
left twist, right twist, left twist, until the tea's sheet of steam unravelled 
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into long threads. Hasan held his face close to the mug and felt his 
pores open. {In the City 25) 
Her depiction is humorous when she gives a gastronomical twist to the 
Shakespearean line, "Such stuffed chillies as dreams are made o f {In the City 62). 
She has shown vendors at Karachi beach giving an Urdu accent to the words - cheeng 
gum, chaaklait, bubbly gum. 'Modem' at the hands of Sajjad's Urdu speaking mother 
becomes maa-dem, dazzle turns dayzle through non-English speakers. Slogans like 
Salman baat maan, terey hathon mein qoum keejaan {In the City 142) is reminiscent 
of the campaigning time for elections in and around Pakistan where shouting of such 
rhyming slogans by supporters is one of the campaign practices that prepare the 
background for a candidate's popularity. 
She has a knack for experimenting with the form of words - going into their 
structures, trying to understand their effects, sometimes putting them together without 
the mandatory space- 'Thataway', 'thisaway', 'whatkindofgirr,'Hopskipjumped', 
'justagirl', invents them anew - squeams as squeals of a queen; often defines people 
by employing dashes to form a definition out of a certain overwhelming trait in them 
- 'They-who-would-feel-betrayed-if-they-knew-I-love-disco', 'concemed-citizen-of-
a-city-in-turmoil', 'Khalida-the heartbreaker', 'Mansoor-with-the-long-thumbnail', 
'Mr Creepy-Many-Person','I'm-cool-enough-to-handle-anything-pose','I-claim-to-
oppose-decadence-but-live-in-a-system-steeped-in-it-American'. 
She creates a rich and utterly enchanting world through her words. She almost 
has employed linguistic acrobatics - words that come to us lucid along with their 
sounds dhuDHUD . . . dhuDHUD . . . . When Hasan tastes the words, savouring it's 
texture, it's feel in his mouth, readers almost taste the words with him, "He closed his 
eyes to savour each syllable, feel the inrush of air and swelling of cheeks to 'one', 
taste the explosion of 'weekkkk' in the back of his mouth, smell the drawn out 
exhalation of 'more' {In the City 2). Her evoking of sensory images with mere words 
give them a life of their own, they come alive rhythmically breathing in her hands, 
"Gul Mumani seemed barely aware of what was happening and kept repeating a 
single phrase over and over. The words disappeared and became a rhythm that was 
echoed in the throb of her corolla's engine and the mating call of birds. Tu-whit-to-
woo. What will they do?" {In the City 70). 
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In another of her humorous moments, Shamsie calls a cockroach that "esists 
all attempts to be captured as Osama Bin Roach, (Broken Verses 12) and tha new 
cook whose name is unknown by Hasan throughout the novel has been called as "The 
new cook - Atif? Asif? Arif? (In the City by the Sea 66). The helicopter that earned 
General Zia and got crashed is wittily called as 'hell-copter' and World Politics n Salt 
and Saffron become 'Whirled Polly Tics'. 
She also loves to often make use of abbreviations - POTPAF for Paity Of 
The Present And Future, ACE for Anti-Corruption Enterprise, DICOOC for Died, In 
Coma or Out Of Country, BHS for Bored Housewife Syndrome. She has a propensity 
for neat turns of phrases and humour which she employs to give a surprising tv/ist to 
her sentences, "But distance is not about miles and kilometers, it is about fear. Who 
said that? Someone who wasn't married to a pilot, I'd guess" [Kartography 1). In 
between serious delving on things she often gives a twist to the whole thing anc adds 
something humorously light to it, saving it from heavy taxing of the mind, 
"Confused? Would you rather I changed the topic to yak milk production" {SaH and 
Saffron 2). 
Besides, she has used Arabic words not in their most likely form of English 
script but retaining their original Arabic script. Faiyyain aalaeai rabbukuma 
tukazziban. {Broken Verses 5) As also a couplet from Persian that has been added in 
its very Arabic script: 
Dard-e Dil likhoon kab takjao unko dikhlao 
Ungliyaan figar apni khama khoon chakan apna (Salt and Saffron 97) 
These Persian and Arabic inscriptions help in bringing out exact surroundings of the 
places as distinct from settings of the novels coming out of European countries with 
vastly different background. 
In In the City by the Sea, she has brought out at a couple of places children's 
flair for playfully rhyming and singing out statements: 
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and 
One old woman, toothless 
Her daughter you did save. 
By her side her grandson 
He must be Hasan's age. (56) 
Five women, three men, one in between 
Plus the largest rooster we've ever seen 
They don't know each other, yet here they are 
'Cause of the Wid, 'bout whom they rave "wah wah!" (56) 
Multiple dialogues have been presented by her not in their usual dialogic 
format but in brackets. This serves the purpose of presenting a number of viewpoints 
in a concise format without unnecessary stretch. It has been used both in In the City 
by the Sea and Burnt Shadows: 
At any rate, despite the city's initial murmurs of disapproval ('My 
dear, that rabble makes one afraid to approach her on the streets'), 
skepticism ('They're just doing it for free food' ) and whispered 
curiosity ('Do you suppose they follow her into the bath?'), not to 
mention all the 'Not to spread rumours, but I've heard . . .' stories , 
within a year of its inception the Bodyguard's position altered from 
gawk-and-talk-of-the-town to bemusing-but-amusing-institution. {In 
the City 7) 
Her mention of elite socialites is laced with humour, she gives them names 
like Starched Aunts, Great-Aunt One-Liner, Uncle Cheparoo, Madam Snooze Jahan, 
Hairless Nawab, ooh-de-la-dripping and Ghutaas. Zia's house is described as "always 
full of people worth cultivating, rather than people worth having in your home" 
(Kartography 265). The novels assume humorous tones whenever they are brought to 
be a part of the story with their desire to show off through solid gold taps, leopard-
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skin cushion and extensive home securities. The one big tension of these socialites is 
their compulsion to go to parties so as to be invited to more parties: 
'Can't take the social scene. Every night, people out drinking until 
three, four in the morning. Drinking, drinking they fall on the street, 
ghutnay chhil gaye, yaar, yes, skin peels off knees and yet they drink 
on. Can't. And yet, what to do? Have to show up, be seen, let people 
know you're alive so they'll invite you to tomorrow's party. Yaar. 
can't take the scene, but have to peel knees, have to chhilo ghutnay, 
have to be seen to be invited.' (Kartography 69) 
Shamsie is also quite fond of employing a question answer method in her 
narrative, this has been used at a number of places in Broken Verses and Kartography. 
What's the secret which made the mother leave? 
a) a really bad nose job which can't be fixed 
b) she exchanged her legs for a scaled tail and went to live with her 
merman beneath the sea 
c) she died. Someone who looks like her took her place, and J.nally 
grew sick of the deception 
d) she doesn 't love her daughter any more {Broken Verses 79) 
and "The probability of success regarding a plan of action employed by two thiiteen-
year-olds against their parents is what? (a) one in one thousand; (b) two in tluee 
thousand; (c) too small to bother calculating" {Kartography 11). 
She splashes her narrative with scientific, geographical and historical facts like 
the mention of Karachi's history when it was called Krokola, of Alexandei and 
Nearchas, Strabo and Erosthenes, the four Ibns: 
Ibn Khaldun [which medieval historian wrote Muqadammah, \/hich 
expresses many of the thoughts of modem sociology?], Ibn Battutah 
[which medieval traveler covered 75,000 miles from Spain to Chma, 
Tambouctou to Russia, and left behind written accounts o ' his 
journeys?], Ibn Sina [which medieval philosopher and physician wrote 
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Kitab-ash-Shifa, covering a range of subjects including metaphysics, 
Aristotelian logic, psychology and natural sciences?], Ibn-al Nafis 
[which medieval physician was first to explain pulmonary circulation, 
in Shark Tashrih al-Qanun?]. (Broken Verses 26) 
In Broken Verses, the character of Nazim, the revolutionary poet gives the 
writer ample means to delve into the beauty of language. His feelings and sensuous 
emotional outpourings have been presented through poetic metaphors, "I've been 
trying to work on a Ghazal but all I can think is this: you are Qafia and Radif to me -
the fixed rhyme and refrain of all the couplets that make up my life" (Broken Verses 
199). The famous poet has the resonance of a man with a deep longing for his muse, 
his verses infused with pangs of separation become a mark of his poetic elucidation, 
"O my beautiful Jailer" (Broken Verses 'ill) and "So, love deeply and passionately. 
Love foolishly" (Broken Verses 304). Aasmaani notes in one passage, "In all his 
poems, that is the one trope he always returns to: The absence of the beloved is hell, is 
imprisonment. And that absence fuels love until the prisoner becomes a conflagration 
of yearning." (Broken Verses 329) and: 
. . . each time he was imprisoned, each time he and my mother were 
forced apart, he would write to her - half-teasing, half-tender - of his 
immersion in that metaphor. In part because he believed it; in part 
because he would do anything to keep her from pain. That heart of his 
- it would never have written of broken fingers or of love slipping 
away, not even if it seemed remotest possibility she would ever see the 
words. (Broken Verses 329) 
Throughout the novel scales of appreciation turn both directions, enlisting 
numerous qualities of both Urdu and English languages, "I told you once I would 
rather have written in English, despite its absence of curves. It was my politics that 
made me choose Urdu, more accessible to the public, less colonized" (Broken Verses 
115). Shamsie's appreciation for Faiz Ahmed Faiz makes her delve into his verse 
Mujh sepehli si muhubat (. . . mere mehboob na maang) (Kartography \A\), as also 
on the Urdu poet Nazim Hikmet whose poem mentioned in In the City by the Sea 
'Some Advice to Those Who Will Serve Time in Prison' is a great insight into the 
protest poetry by revolutionary writers during dictatorial regimes: 
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If instead of being hanged by the neck 
you're thrown aside 
for not giving up hope 
in the world, your country, and people, 
if you do ten of fifteen years 
apart from the time you have left, 
you won't say, 
"Better I had swung from the end of a rope 
like a flag" -
you'll put your foot down and live 
'Part of you may live alone inside. 
Like a stone at the bottom of a well. 
But the other part 
Must be so caught up 
In the flurry of the world 
That you shiver there inside 
When outside, at forty days' distance, a leaf 
Moves. (188-89) 
The Poet delves into the English-Urdu overlapping and contrasts which -leems 
to be the writer's own engagement given that she was brought up in an environment 
of rich Urdu-English traditions and thus, besides standing on a very rich cultural 
ground has an insight which makes her appreciate both in equal measure: 
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Why do you think I prefer opera to qawwali? They both have same 
degree of passion, but with Qawwali I understand the words and that 
ruins it. As long as you don't understand the words of opera you can 
believe they match the sublime quality of music, you believe words are 
as capable as music of echoing and creating feeling and you need only 
search hard enough, long enough, for the right combinations to create 
that perfection. {Broken Verses 177) 
Besides mentioning Urdu poetic ghazals, mushairas in her novel she also has 
extensively interspersed her writings with western literature - Leda and the Swan, 
Prufrock, Hamlet, Prospero etc. Her language has the breezy insouciance of a writer's 
inheritance, well versed with Urdu traditions and brought up on Western literature, 
"The grandeur of Shakespeare's language has gone out of English - it's a language 
that learned to use a knife and fork, though once it ripped chickens apart with its bare 
hands. Urdu still allows for lushness" {Broken Verses 116). 
and 
We confuse conflict and suffering with tragedy. Hamlet is not the most 
tragic of Shakespeare's figures, nor is Lear. Hamlet is the most 
conflicted, Lear is the one whose suffering is most brilliantly rendered. 
But the most tragic figure is Macbeth, who has no illusions. Unlike 
Brutus, he does not attempt to justify murdering his friend and 
benefactor; unlike Othello, he is not drawn into murder by the 
perfidiousness of an lago. Macbeth's tragedy is absolute self-
knowledge allied to an unflinching awareness of the dire consequences 
of his action and a profound understanding of the immortality of his 
deeds. {Broken Verses 194) 
The parallel that runs between the oriental and western forms of discourse throughout 
the novel provide it with a rich cultural construct. In all her writings there is a free 
mingling of Urdu and English which intersperse, connect, contrast with each other, 
"All the while, his finger traced station names on to his arm, left to right and right to 
left, impossible to say if he was writing Urdu or inverted English, English or reflected 
Urdu" {Kartography 15). 
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Shamsie's novels shine luminously with meditations on various aspects of 
living. These are beautiful pieces of insights into deep recesses of human mind and 
convey a stark understanding of the writer regarding human behaviour: 
Snobbery is based on fear . . . fear of squalor. Fear of being entirely 
powerless, entirely overlooked. It's not that we can't empathize with 
those on the lower rungs of society; the problem is that we can. We can 
imagine what it feels like to be so deprived, and it's our fear that we 
could, or our children could, end up like that which makes us keep our 
distance from the have-nots. {Salt and Saffron 183) 
She seamlessly integrates minute analytical details with large philosophical 
questions which makes these meditations delicately palpable. Aasmaani 's hope about 
her mother being alive makes her consider Hope as evil, designed to leave greatest 
effect on its purveyors. She constantly looks inward to capture new personal realities 
on pages and to understand the very basic atom which creates human personalities. 
Her intense interest in the mind's response shines throughout: 
Hope doing mingled with all that evil? Why wasn't she off somewhere 
else with love and charity and friendship? Because her rightful place is 
amidst plague and sorrow, that's why. Hope stays in the box because 
she knows she can work her destruction best from within in the fcnn of 
a friend and a guide. Hope's crimes can be successful if they are nside 
jobs. {Broken Verses 145) 
Even the much romanticized Love which in the words of romantics ha^ been 
considered as one which shuns all description is reduced to its basic fibres through her 
close examination, "WTio made love a heart without arteries and chambers - a 
castrated organ? The same people who turned angels into harp playing, el fete 
creatures in night gowns, floating in clouds. The ones who like to domesticate the 
dangerous" {Broken Verses 13). 
In Broken Verses, she extensively details on 'character-formation' in 
dissecting it from numerous angles. The words almost assume the significance of 
purple passages when she intersperses them with complex examination of characters 
that we build up for ourselves: 
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That imaginary tyrant. We pretend we all have one, and that it is 
something to be relied upon, something knowable and true, even when 
it oppresses and constrains us. When someone behaves 'out of 
character' we frown a little . . . The joke of it is of course that we 
ourselves become slaves to the stories of our own characters. Our 
invented narratives of self determine our actions and reactions - I am 
brave; I am fickle; in such and such situation I will behave in such and 
such fashion. Character is just an invention but it is an invention that 
serves us both reason and justification of our behavior it is the self-
fulfilling prophesy that guides our lives, worming its way so deep 
beneath the level of conscious thought that we forget there might have 
been a time when our 'defining traits' seemed less than inevitable. 
(142) 
At another point, her concern is how character is formed, how we come to rely on it, 
accept it as our part and start following its dictates: 
And all around us, people are reinforcing our notions by telling us, 
directly and their treatment of us, who we are what we believe in. At 
what point does character playing becomes a habit, something for 
which we are grateful because it allows us to get through the world 
with the ease that comes from being predictable to ourselves, even if 
that predictability takes the form of neurosis, hysteria, depression? And 
at what point does that habit turn darkly into addiction? I wiped my 
hands clean. We are so desperate to be explicit to ourselves, to rely on 
ourselves, that we need to believe a certain version of who we are even 
when evidence starts to mount that the version is a lie, even when the 
part of us which is not tamed by habit strains to break free and 
overwhelm the tired, repetitive creature that our character has become, 
mouldering at the edges. (143) 
In Salt and Saffron, Mariam Apa's silence gives her ample space to savour 
silences ''She taught me the textures of silence, the timbers of it and sometimes even 
the taste"" (48). Her description of human ways provides the readers with a new 
perspective to look at things: 
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Who was it who first decided that something as compUcated as an 
emotion could be summed up in a word with a consonant neatly spaced 
between vowels? Of course, there had been a time with Dadi when my 
feelings were as uncomplicated as a monosyllable, vowels politely 
alternating with consonants, a monosyllable such as 'love'. {Sa^t and 
Saffron 89) 
To establish Samina and Aasmaani's relationship as beyond-average relation, she 
gives ephemeral suggestiveness to the dialogues between them. These conversations 
also go a long way in putting Samina at a very high pedestal for Aasmaani because of 
which she is unable to accept her human weaknesses as natural and keeps on 
harbouring hope of her return for fourteen long years: 
One day we'll raise a glass, you and 1, to having survived these 
concurrent, awful periods in our lives. 
A glass of what Mama? 
A glass of air sweetheart. We'll drink buoyancy. {Broken Verses 308) 
Her words also appropriately convey Aasmaani Inqalab's madness al 
revisiting the letters that she believes to be from the Poet. She fiercely wishes to 
extract the person out of mere words of the letter, "What was I hoping for as mv pen 
moved in and out of curlicues? That the act of tracing would bring me closei to 
whoever wrote those sentences, allow me to slip between the words and understand 
the mind that placed them on the page?" (36) 
Some of the words have a lyrical quality to them and are a delight lo be 
savoured in the midst of heavy socio-political thematic strands, "Can angels lie spine 
to spine? If not how they must envy us humans" {Kartography 49) and "It's eas> to 
leave a leaf cream but how do you say goodbye to your roots?" {Kartography 16). Far 
from talking in monotonous terms, she illumines her writings with poetic sensibil ty: 
Having a conversation with Zehra was like juggUng oranges in thi; air, 
never knowing which one would land in your palm, or whether they 
would still be oranges when they landed. Sometimes oranges would 
take whole weeks to land, and Hasan would almost forget they had 
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been left howering in the air until Zehra would break into a 
conversation about, say, angels , to comment , 'it might be true for 
elephants though.' (In the City 46) 
The description of pomegranate is lyrically enticing in all its details, " . . . 
hundreds of teardrops encasing teardrops, crimson flesh offering no resistance and 
much enticement to teeth which would bite down and hit a seed that only teased with 
its hardness before revealing its brittleness {In the City 5). Hasan description of his 
Aba's laugh also is quite interestingly worded: 
There was no one in the world with laugh as infectious as Aba's, it 
started as a booming sound- the rapid beating of a drum- meshed with 
the growl of a revving motorcycle engine, and finally melded into the 
swoosh! Of palm leaves slapping together in a monsoon shower. When 
the three sounds achieved a crescendo their contagion was so great 
even the lilies dropped their posture of indifferent elegance and swayed 
from side to side, and the voice of the muezzin cracked over the 
loudspeaker as he called the faithful to prayer. Hasan usually prayed at 
maghrib, brought to his knees in adulation by the sunset, but today the 
laughter seemed prayer enough. {In the City 65) 
She sometimes just has to employ a single sentence to convey her thoughts 
with a force and remain lingering long after the text is read, "There might - Oh God, I 
had been raised to whisper the words like a prayer - democracy" {Broken Verses 
139). Nowhere has she used bitter harsh words to depict ugly events but their 
significance gain manifold through gentle satirical humour. Dark times in her pages 
have no grey areas. They are portrayed with full force but in a witty manner, ". . . it 
gets so tiring, you know meeting new people, wondering if they are spies or what, 
always watching your words so that you don't trip over your tongue {In the City 17). 
The excesses of the regime of General Zia have been portrayed in two of her 
novels in great details. In the City by the Sea and Broken Verses. But the descriptions 
have been saved from being a repetitive and monotonous criticism by the employment 
of the beauty of language to an advantage. She has poked fiin at the General at a 
couple of times in the novel, "A whole squad at least, standing erect and suspicious, 
rifles at the ready, their eyes hollowed like the President's and their mouths as 
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disinclined as his to smile" (In the City 10). The import of dictatorial regime on 
liberties comes to us in full measure through deft but soft dialogues. The regime has 
not been criticized in an overtly stated manner but in a subtle language. 
Her mention of Karachi is laced with lyrical poetry. A strong sense of 
nostalgia fills the air whenever Karachi is brought on to the pages. She has sensitively 
painted Karachi's landscape and social environment: 
Karachiites come together in times of crisis with attitudes v^hich 
suggest that no matter what we are in our lives - bankers, teachers, 
hypochondriacs, cynics, Marxists, feudal, vegetarians, divorcees, 
bigamists, anorexics, dislexists, sexist-our real vocation is friendship. 
But I couldn't help feeling that, in the midst of everything that was 
happening, Karachi had decided to turn around and wink at me. And in 
that wink was serious intent: yes, the city said, I am a breeding ground 
for monsters, but don't think that is the fiiU measure of what [ am, 
(Kartography 259) 
Shamsie's love for Karachi shines through her pages. She presents the city with ill its 
rot. Her awareness of all its warts, even smaller ones doesn't stop her from loving this 
city she calls home. She has enriched her narrative with the history of Karachi where 
one "Might find a fossilized footprint of Alexander" {Kartography 3). The diasporic 
longing in Aliya and Raheen can, in fact, be attributed to the writer's own longirg for 
her home city: 
My litany of Karachi winter characteristics runs something like this: 
dry skin; socks; peanuts roasted in their shells and bought by the pao in 
bags made of newspaper; peaches that you twist just so to separate 
them into halves. . . salted fish air; turtle tracks; shouts of warning 
from fishermen just before toes tangle with their near-invisible lines; 
fishermen's baskets full of dead fish; fishermen's nets drawn n to 
shore; warm sand, wet sand; feet slippery on rock moss; jeans rolkd up 
as we wade and rolled down again heavy with salt and sea; sliells; 
sparks from the barbeque; the concentrated colours of sunset; stars; the 
rings of sand on the bathtub; the fog of mirrors in the bathroom the 
smell of salt on skin as we fall asleep. (Kartography 68) 
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To portray Pakistani sensibility, she has infiised a number of local idioms, 
phrases, medley of images and stories drawn from bazaar, advertisements, billboards 
etc ". . . he still hugs men like a real Pakistani, none of this let's-pretend-there's-
nothing-intimate-about-our-physical-contact that so many American boys, and also so 
many Karachi boys who'd been watching too much America and too little Pakistan, 
were guilty of when they slapped and punched each other in greeting (Kartography 
156). 
Her novels move at a quick pace and though Karachi with all its violence, 
social stratification, and dictatorial regime is an overwhelming presence in In the City 
by the Sea, Kartography and Broken Verses while a lesser presence in her other two 
novels, nowhere do the novels lose their pace or sound repetitive. 
The religious element which so fully defines Pakistan and which has shaped 
the country's identity like no other thing has is also on the writer's mind. She makes 
us aware of Islamic substance around in a large way and splashes her narrative with 
references to Eid, Ramzan, Mullahs, Sehri, Ifltar, Quranic Verses, religious 
obligations, chehlum, namaz etc. the all-encompassing descriptions help in imagining 
Pakistan as a multi-dimensional entity: 
As one the assembled men placed hands parallel to heads, thumbs 
touching shoulders, placed hands one on top of the other against 
chests, bent, knelt, prostrated themselves, lips moving in Arabic. One 
by one, then in twos and threes they closed their eyes. Hasan recalled 
the calm of alphabetizing books. (In the City 96) 
In the midst of all the complexities regarding the image of Islam throughout 
the globe, her visions provide a fresh perspective, "The repeating line from Surah al-
Rahman, beloved of calligraphers for its variedness and its balance" {Broken Verses 
5). Her Western education coupled with her intense love for everything Pakistani 
gives her a unique mindscape with which she critically examines her roots " . . . in 
order to translate the Quran into both English and Urdu, in versions free from 
patriarchal interpretations" {Broken Verses 5) and "This was one of the chief joys of 
Ramzan - this evidence of everyone engaged in eating before daybreak, the 
transformation of that solitary hour into something communal" {Broken Verses 133). 
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All her protagonists save Hiroko - Hasan, Aliya, Raheen and Aasmaani 
belong to elite class of Karachi. This is in conformity with her own elite class 
background from Karachi. She has successfully captured the sheltered life, the 
idiosyncrasies of this section. This class is to a level protected from the violence 
engulfing the rest of the country. But it is Pakistan and it is impossible to be 
completely shelled away from the disturbances in the rest of the country. Ri nning 
corollary to the elite class background is the description of other sections 3t the 
society. Rich-poor divide is the crux of the story in Salt and Saffron while the 
problems of Muhajirs confront the characters in Kartography. hi sharp contrast to the 
orthodox characters, the family members of the protagonists presented are tiuite 
liberal. Where even women, the so-portrayed suppressed section of Pakistan's society 
drink, smoke, swim and embark on a career. The men of this section also are ill for 
affording the women their liberties. Kamila Shamsie's women live independeniiy, be 
it Aasmaani, Saira, Samina Akram, Shehnaz Saeed, Rabia, Aliya, Raheen, or Hiroko. 
All her protagonists are strongly articulating independent women who def\ all 
stereotypes and deep down are made of the same grain. In fact, so starking it iheir 
similarity that it's only their different situations that gives them the difference. 
Otherwise, Aliya, Aasmaani and Raheen can easily be replaced with one anothei. 
Shamsie has followed first person, apparently linear narrative of time m her 
first novel In the City by the Sea which complements the simplistic narrative given 
that the story is told through the eyes of 11-year old Hasan. Aliya in Salt and Sajfron 
follows first person non-linear narrative and often takes break from the narrati\e to 
explain at length about mystical members of her family from far distance in time, of 
that during British rule in India. She has employed first person non-linearity to an 
advantage in Kartography where the whole mystery of why Karim and Raheen"s 
parents swapped partners assume a new significance because of the flash backs set in 
1970s. In narrating those flashbacks from the past when Raheen was not bom. third 
person narrative with an omniscient eye has been used while the rest of the story 
shows a first person narrative of Raheen. Broken Verses where the whole essence of 
the story lies in the mental anguish of Aasmaani Inqalab, first person non-linear 
narrative allows the writer to reach deep recesses of her mind. In the story wher3 past 
seems to cast a very long shadow over Aasmaani's present, the writer has employed 
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stream of consciousness to record Aasmaani's unbroken flow of perceptions, 
thoughts, feehngs and memories, in short the continuous flow of her mental spectrum: 
After my mother disappeared I used to see her everywhere - not just in 
the form of other women but in empty spaces, too. She seemed lodged, 
like a tear, in the comer of my eye, evaporating in the instant 1 turned 
to look at her. 1 knew what hallucinations were, 1 knew what mirages 
brought on by psychological aberrations were, but somehow that 
seemed too prosaic- too predictable - to explain away my imagined 
seeing, even when 1 realized it was entirely imagined. {Broken Verses 
65) 
While in Burnt Shadows where the canvas widens with the story taking place 
in five countries and spanning sixty years, she has chosen third person narrative which 
enables her to showcase the working of the minds of not just the protagonist Hiroko 
but in equal measure of that of Sajjad, Raza, Henry and Kim even in places when 
Hiroko is absent from the narrative. Though the past has a great bearing on the 
character's Hves, present seems to be more engaging for the author than the past. The 
important world events shape character's lives as the story moves through space and 
time in a chronological order. The focus keeps on shifting from the protagonist to 
other characters so as to bring in a narrative set in vastly different places. In the first 
section of the novel, she has employed present tense which she explains herself, "1 
wanted it to have that feeHng of slight suspense, you are starting with 'who's going to 
live, who's going to die' and there is something about present tense which lends itself 
that immediacy and 1 also wanted to write, I suppose, to write about the bomb with 
some sense of immediacy and not with any distancing language" (Interview D). 
She starts her narratives with edginess like In the City by the Sea proclaims 
"Newspapers kill" (1) and we are thrust into a time and place where 'how many were 
killed yesterday' is a question with which newspapers greet the readers daily. The 
opening of 5a// and Saffron has a family tree of Dard-e-Dil family which prepares for 
the vast number of characters we are encountered during the course of novel. The first 
line plunges us straight into the narrative, "All right, don't scoff, mock or disbelieve: 
we live in mortal fear of not-quite-twins (1). 
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In Kartography we have an image of globe spinning and writer declaring that 
the world where Pakistan is undivided is out of date. With the image of globe right at 
the beginning of Kartography where Pakistan is split into two but undivided 
adequately points out to the theme of divisions, disintegrations, borders that tyj)ically 
mark today's world and it is these lines on the globe that have given birth to 
nationalities, regions, racisms and have been responsible for major conflicts around 
the world. She says in a matter of fact, crispy opening line, "The globe spins'" (1). 
Though her writing give a sense of Karachi's overwhelming presence, she has also 
employed the imagery of globe to put things in larger perspective so as to write about 
the way the shapes and the contours the globe has taken and ultimately Karachi's 
place in the whole scheme of things. 
Broken Verses starts with a quartet lifted from Omi's letters that he writes in a 
secret code while imprisoned by some unknown people: 
The Minions came again today. 
That sounds like a beginning. 
What else to say? 
Can it be you, out there, reading those words? (n.pg) 
The lines are also a revelation of Aasmaani's obsession with letters and the 
atmosphere of intrigue that surrounded the two people she loved so dearly. These 
lines form sort of a prologue with the story starting from the next page with 
Aasmaani's dream sequence trying to rescue a mermaid. Set in the midst of Aaves 
lashing, sand glistening and presence of sea creatures, "But the sea is coming in again 
and I know that, faster than I can respond, waves will wash away the contours ol" her 
body, the graceful curve of her tail" (1). The starting reinforces Shamsie's fascination 
with sea which we encounter in other parts of the novel as well as in other novels. The 
novel also has a circular ending as the dream of waves washing away the contours of 
a mermaid's body with Aasmaani Inqalab declaring that dreams sometimi.'s are 
rehearsals becomes a premonition for the burial of her mother's memories in the sea 
in the last pages of the novel. Sea is a recurrent presence in her novels and g ves a 
sense of vastness to her prose. In the presence of fossilized cuttlefish, sound of waves 
and tentacle creatures, the sea takes us to a new world of thoughts and provides .solace 
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to the protagonists as being a place far detached from the harsh realities of the outside 
world. 
The repetition of the word loss in the lines from Agha Shahid All's A 
Nostalgist's Map of America given in the starting oi Burnt Shadows make us reflect 
on the essence that we are losing because of all that we have invented to separate one 
human from another - boundaries, disintegration, violence, confrontations. It is also a 
tribute to Shamsie's mentor - Agha Shahid Ali. The same page also boasts of a 
quatrain from Parchaiyaan by Sahir Ludhianwi and translated by Kamila Shamsie 
herself The lines given at the beginning of Burnt Shadows truly sums up the heart of 
the theme undertaken by the author in succeeding pages - modem day wars are 
aspiring to destroy all traces of humans, turning all into a wasteland. 
In past wars only homes burnt, but this time 
Don't be surprised if even loneliness ignites. 
In past wars only bodies burnt, but this time 
Don't be surprised if even shadows ignite, (n.pg) 
The novel is divided into four sections - 'Prologue'- brings us directly into the 
narrative where an unnamed 'he' is shown to be in what clearly comes across as a cell 
in Guantanamo Bay. The mention of his taking off clothes as the preparation of his 
investigation ahead in just about fifty words in a business-like manner hints at the 
chilling theme of the novel. The unnamed prisoner wonders "How did it come to 
this?" (1). This sets the wheels of past in motion as we read the protagonist Hiroko's 
journey from one historical event to another suggesting how a series of historical 
catastrophes turn this unnamed 'he' into a victim of history. The novel comes full 
circle when Raza is imprisoned by FBI and the identity of the unnamed prisoner can 
finally be deciphered. 
The first section, set in Nagasaki is named 'The Yet Unknowing World', to 
suggest failure on the part of the nations to fully decipher the inhumanity of war. It 
also suggests that the world in 1945 is yet unknowing, unaware of all the destruction 
that it faces in later years. 
The second section of the novel that takes place in Delhi just before the 
Partition is named 'Veiled Birds'. Hiroko Tanaka, after the complete devastation 
caused by the nuclear bomb in order to escape the 'Hibakusha' identity, arrives in a 
completely unfamiliar country. She keeps the history that she is carrying on her back 
in terms of the charred bird 'veiled' and starts her life anew, searching for a place 
without narrow nationalities. 
The third part named 'Part-Angel Warriors' takes its cue from these words that 
have been used once in the chapter. Set in Afghanistan, the title refers to the Alghan 
Mujahideen who have taken up the task of establishing the rule of Sharia. 
Manipulated by a few masterminds, their violent religiosities are carried out ia the 
name Allah. They gain their legitimacy in these conservative countries through tlieir 
portrayal, almost as angels carrying on the mission of the Supreme power. 
The second section of the novel takes place in 1947 and the third in 1982-3. 
Thus, there is a gap of 35 years between the second and the third section which takes 
place in 1982-83. To cover up the gap and to suggest to the readers that the main 
characters are the same as left 35 years back without too much detailing of what went 
on in those years, Shamsie through dialogues at a couple of places establish i link 
with the past: 
Thirty-five of married life! And her husband about to turn sixty She 
wasn't so far behind herself. She tried out the word 'old' in her various 
languages, but they only made her giggle. No, she didn't feel old at all 
- and certainly didn't think of Sajjad that way. And yet, something 
separated both of them by an incalculable distance from the >oung 
couple who had arrived in Karachi at the end of '47 so uncertain of 
tomorrow . . . sometimes when Hiroko looked back on the first years of 
marriage what she saw most clearly was a series of negotiaiions. 
{Burnt Shadows 131-2) 
The title of the last part 'Speed Necessary to Replace Loss' has been aken 
from a line that appears in Michael Ondaatje's The English Patient. The writer seems 
to be suggesting the urgency that is required to set things right in an All-wrong world 
that it is fast turning into. The part is set in Afghanistan and New York post 9/11. an 
event which has changed the world like no other event in recent history has. The 
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dangerous fragmentation that has resuhed has sent fissures throughout the world that 
can be horrifyingly explosive if the scars are not healed with understanding. 
The endings of her novels have a tinge of escapism in them - a leaving behind 
everything and getting drowned in water, in the company of the beloved or in deep 
recesses of imagination, "I take the block of sand in my palms and walk forward until 
I am knee-deep in the cold, clear water. The bright winter sun throws a net of silver 
between the horizon and me. I bend my back and lower my cupped hands just below 
the surface of the sea. Her name and the sand stream out between my fingers, dissolve 
into the waves, and are carried away" (Broken Verses 338). 
In Kartography, the imagery of sea and globe again comes into play in the 
end when after a grueling experience of violence-victims dying in a hospital Raheen 
"can only dimly understand the startled peace when the boy closes the man's 
sightless, tear-rimmed eyes and the globe hurls all its oceans at us, 
wave 
after wave 
after wave" {Kartography 342) 
In In the City by the Sea after Salman Haq is saved, Hasan finds joy in 
escaping into the fascinating world of pendulums, stars and moon, "The moon glowed 
behind his eyelids, the wind rushed around him, something - a star! - cut against his 
palm. He whirled, twirled, felt beneath his fingers: charcoal doll's hair stalactite. And 
Hasan was night" (213). 
There are narrative intrusions that we encounter in Kartography, "I am trying 
to pass like a needle, though the thread of narrative but my eye is distracted by what 
lies ahead" (63). Thus she reveals her difficulty in carrying out a straight comfortable 
narrative and provides the readers with clue as to the complicated exhausting events 
to be encountered in the course of the story. She also mentions the nuances of 
narration when she says early on in the novel, "Odd. No matter where I begin, that 
line finds its way into my narrative so very early on, and forces linearity to give way 
to a ramble of hindsight. While you weren't looking I've melded the memories into a 
story beginningmiddlend, [sic] and don't you dare interrupt with your version of 
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what-really-came-first" {Kartography 4). Raheen makes us aware of her narrati\ e role 
when she discusses her inabiUty to keep it very smooth in the wake of Karims 
importance in her life. She wishes to carry on a linear chronological narrative 
describing things patiently as they happened but Karim's memories act as deviations 
and make her take a turn into this 'ramble of hindsight'. Karim has a profound effect 
on Raheen which she is fully aware of Even when she is narrating she is worried that 
Karim would reject her version and would have difference in opinion in the 
interpretation of events. This is important to understand the difference that erupts in 
their relation and gives an idea of Raheen being an unreliable narrator. She doesn't 
have comprehensive understanding of the situations and Karim interrupts her and tries 
to set her thinking right by telling her "that-was-cause-not-effect" (4). 
Kamila Shamsie has also employed non-narrative unconventional ways in 
which the novels comes to us in pages and ink. hi Salt and Saffron the Darde-Dil 
family with its relatives as the readers come across them is saved from being a 
confiising and exhausting experience by the map of an elaborate family tree provided 
by Shamsie at the begiiming of the novel. The family tree helps the reaoer in 
connecting with the readers of the subcontinent who can relate to the maze ol such 
relatives to explain the tangled web of relations that the novel portrays, "It's never 
that simple. Dadi is my father's mother. She is not however Samia's mother's mother 
as Samia's use of the term Nani implies but Samia's mother's mother's sister" (Salt 
and Saffron 15). 
When Karim in Kartography is leaving Karachi and looking at all the places 
he is passing through on his way to the airport - trying to impress everything on his 
mind, he is shown to be drawing a map, with obvious links to his lovii for 
cartography. That hand-made map of Karachi also forms part of the text and has been 
presented in that very form in the novel (112). The map is a medley of personal and 
factual details enrouting 26* Street, Hatim Alvi Road, Do Talwar, Khayaban-e-lqbal, 
Clifton Bridge to the airport wherein Raheen is instructed to "Start here" at his home 
which will be "someone else's by tomorrow". Karim's statements, "what is this street 
called?", "all this was sea when we were kind, but now its houses", "here I v on't 
know how to say goodbye", as he progresses on the map and on his journey to the 
airport make it steeped in the theme of Karim's map-making passion and Rahcen's 
preference for remembering the streets through personal memories. A satellite version 
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of the map has also been provided with a hand-written inscription, "This is not a map 
of Karachi. It's Karachi South only. Don't you want to know your city more? Karim" 
(90). 
A collage of the letters that were shredded by Karim, pasted on the back of a 
map and send to Raheen has also been provided in its real disintegrated form with 
hand written notes to indicate the dates. {Kartography 132) 
There is also a pastiche 'Envisionable Cities' of Italo Calvino's Invisible 
Cities that Raheen writes for her Comparative letter as a part of her course. The 
pastiche fits into the framework of the theme about cities and blends the differing 
points of views of Karim and Raheen regarding places in a lyrical way. It is divided 
into three parts - the first part, taking cue from the original piece is a conversation 
between Kublai Khan and Marco Polo. The second division named 'Cities and 
Imagination' is about a place, Zytrow where people's emotional connectivity to their 
place is through stories connected with the various streets and landmarks. This 'not 
naming of their streets' is a deliberate attempt at emotionally connecting to their place 
through personal memories. The next part 'Cities and Memory' is about 'Raya', City 
of cities. Its uniqueness as a city that can only ever have two inhabitants echoes the 
story of Karim and Raheen and their intense but different connection with their place 
and charts out the turn taken by her own friendship with Karim: 
But one day they left. Turned in opposite directions and walked away, 
never imagining they wouldn't return. When they went they took Raya 
with them. Cleft it in two and carried one half each on their backs, 
where it hid in pores, nestled between follicles, glistened beneath 
sweat. They traversed the earth with their half Rayas and saw no city to 
match the one they would recreate when once more skin embraced skin 
. . . But when they returned, met back at the starting point, Raya had 
disappeared. (128) 
The part highlights the manner in which their city Karachi exercises such a power 
influence over them and becomes an overwhelming part of their identity. The whole 
Pastiche has been presented in a manner that suggests those pages actually typed for 
the purpose of being a part of assignment and stand out from the rest of the pages. 
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In Burnt Shadows, when the nuclear bomb falls over Nagasaki, the v nter 
gives a one-lined description, "And then the world goes white" (23) and follows it 
with two completely blank pages as if to give an idea to the incomprehensible w^'ight 
and time contained in those seconds and changed Nagasaki completely and rewrote its 
destiny as the 'place where the bomb fell'. 
In Broken Verses, the preparation of bio-note to be put up as an extension of 
link on the website of STD channel affords Aasmaani ample chance to give a detailed 
description of the Poet. The Net-sourced lines of the note which run into five pages 
are all in upper-casing while Aasmaani 's corrected details adopt a lower-casing 
which gives a distinct feel to the text. 
In the same text, she has employed a number of ways to decipher Samina 
Akram's popularity - an interview with Shehnaz Saeed in which she mentions about 
her 'Grazia', excerpts from printed interviews of poet, TV programmes, news 
clippings etc. 
The plot of all her novels are compact and fast-paced. In fact, they are so 
dense with the musings, mental upheavals, thoughts and conversations of the 
characters, especially the protagonists that nowhere does the narrative slackens or 
slows down. Though In the City by the Sea talks about dictatorship and large political 
problems, the narrative never moves beyond the family and neighbourhood of Hasan. 
The plot, thus, develops on the lines of the limited child's world and takes on the 
colours of magic realism. In Salt and Saffron, the stories of Aliya's lineage from the 
glorious and the bleak past of Dard-e-Dil family from as far off as Mughals and the 
revolt of 1857 form the bulk of the prose, still it appears to be out and out Aliya's 
story. Kartography involves the story of the 1971 Bangladesh War and the 
consequent formation of a new nation running strongly within the text, the historical 
past assume importance only when Raheen begins to question it. The past and present, 
thus, run parallel in the novel. In Broken Verses Aasmaani 's stream of consciousness 
runs throughout the novel, making it very dense in style. Though there are other 
thematic strands like Shehnaz Saeed's homosexual bent, Ed's troubled childhoc d and 
Beema's last days with her mother, they all ultimately fall into the narrative of 
Aasmaani and make it a heavy story. The plot of Broken Verses is simple but the 
writer has made it interesting and intriguing by filling it with wonderful compl(;xities 
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and intricacies. What gives it a dense form are Aasmaani 's thoughts which the writer 
has unfolded in all its intensity: 
After my mother disappeared I used to see her everywhere - not just in 
the form of other women but in empty spaces, too. She seemed lodged, 
like a tear, in the comer of my eye, evaporating in the instant I turned 
to look at her. I knew what hallucinations were, I knew what mirages 
brought on by psychological aberrations were, but somehow that 
seemed too prosaic- too predictable - to explain away my imagined 
seeing, even when I realized it was entirely imagined. (65) 
The canvas of Burnt Shadows is very wide where the love story of a polyglot 
transforms into a political cauldron of events encompassing several countries, hi this 
most complex of her stories, the character of Hiroko takes us through the entire book. 
The bird-shaped bums that Hiroko sustains after the nuclear bombing become a 
metaphor for the violence and loss throughout the world. Also Hiroko's movement 
from one place to another stamps this as a narrative not of a single country but of 
multiple countries. Khan also argues, "while Hiroko poses serious challenges to 
existing and normative power structures, her physical body serves as a manuscript 
upon which national and political upheavals are literally and metaphorically 
transcribed, reflecting the novel's demonstration of women's bodies as sites of 
conflict between nationalism and colonialism." (54). The last two chapters with the 
stories of Raza and Harry move at a pace that defies all gravity and the narrative 
tension is released only with the arrest of Raza. 
Her novels are all pieces of "fine, clear prose. There is an attractive liveliness 
to her work" (Times Literary Supplement, Broken Verses Publisher's Blurb). They 
are all largely family narratives set in turbulent times where personal becomes 
political. They record the deeply-troubled history of Pakistan in elaborate terms where 
politics had such a large sway that even when the other motifs arrive in multitude they 
ultimately merge with political tropes. 
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most complex of her stories, the character of Hiroko takes us through the entire book. 
The bird-shaped bums that Hiroko sustains after the nuclear bombing become a 
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CONCLUSION 
When a Pakistani Anglophone writer was chosen for the present study close to three 
years back, Pakistan, even though being geographically close to hidia which has been 
producing extensive Anglo-Indian writing, had the distinction of being a 
comparatively unexplored area of study in the gamut of literature. It still retains the 
position as there is no critical discourse available to study the writings 
comprehensively. But the stimulus which this area of study has received recently in 
terms of critical acclaim and awards is an optimistic move to bring about the 
necessary understanding of the need to study this body of writing as a separate 
'Pakistan-centric' entity and also to view it in the larger global perspective of a 
cosmopolitan world, especially in making sense of the 'clash of civilization' that has 
become a major concern of thinkers around the globe. What had just vaguely given 
indications of realistic contemporary literature has stayed true to its optimistic start, 
dissolving the notions of sporadic spurt of growth and is displaying signs of 
sustainability. And rightly so, because coming from a complex, highly volatile nation 
it deals with areas that are marked with sharp conflicts and tangible factors which 
make its narratives such compelling pieces of literature. The novels being written in 
English by Pakistani writers have large political overtones. Kamila Shamsie, 
analysing the reason behind the quintessential Pakistan-related issues engaging the 
attention of Pakistani authors says: 
. . . the place where you grow up and spend your formative years tend 
to be the one lodged most deeply in your imagination, so for those of 
us who moved away as adults, Pakistan is still the place we feel the 
greatest familiarity with and have the greatest interest in. Pakistan still 
remains largely unwritten about in the form of Anglophone Fiction. 
There's so much there which feels unexplored and that makes it 
exciting for a writer to turn her/his attention to it. ("A voice of their 
own" 4) 
Political, social and regional issues - the periods of long and repetitive 
military rule, American involvement in the country due to strategic geo-political 
reasons, women rights, specially Hudood and Zina Ordinances and their wider 
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implications, the existence of baffling number of divisions, Shi'a-Sunni conflict, the 
whole issue of Muhajirs who never really have been absorbed in the country, 
regionalism, interference of religious elements, fiandamentalism, arms proliferation, 
Pakistan's engagement with Afghanistan war, 9/11 catastrophe. Blasphemy laws, the 
elite class co-existing with dire poverty - all these issues along with undercurrents 
running in so many aspects to them defy any simplistic understanding of the country 
and by extension its literature. 
Shamsie is a front-liner, and by far, the most prolific of the new generation of 
writers. Her writing well deserves to be studied for the sheer magnitude of themes she 
has taken up with dexterity, providing a critical insight into Pakistan. Calling herself a 
"Karachi girl who loves to travel" ("Finding her own voice" 1), she is an embodiment 
of the East and the West. This is crucial in understanding the kind of relationship she 
shares with Karachi as it is directly reflected in her writings. Her love for Karac hi and 
being alive to the issues grappling her nation provide her with an insider's view while 
on the other hand her western training in thought gives her the necessary insight to 
look at things objectively from an outsider's viewpoint. Hers seem to le the 
unselfconscious internationalism which glides smoothly from London to Karachi and 
alleges loyalty to both the native and the host country. 
Her evolution as a writer is explicit, from a couple of closed thematic ttrands 
involving the struggle for democracy under dictatorial regime which she has 
portrayed in her first novel In the City by the Sea, she has taken to experimenting with 
new vistas of thoughts, exhibiting maturity and exploring multiple themes in her 
novels, also in the process, making them increasingly complex. This is especially true 
of her last two thematically dense novels, Broken Verses and Burnt Shadows, hi the 
latter novel, she has skillfully handled vast canvas spanning sixty years and the plot 
set in five countries with the first section in Nagasaki, dealing with a radically 
opposite setting as compared to the familiar Karachi. 
She has explored numerous themes in her narratives - dictatorial regimes 
especially of Zia ul Haq, violence, social strafification, issue of Muhajir identity elite-
poor divide, women laws - Hudood and Zina and their fight for women ights, 
rebelliousness of the poets, 1971 Bangladesh war to global issues of War on 1 eiTor, 
the nexus of CIA and ISI, homosexuality, languages as a reconciler in a fractured 
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world, Islamophobia, cricket, identity-complexes, arms proliferation, nuclear-wrought 
world etc. Her novels are an attempt to deal with private history in a public sphere, 
setting the two entwined. There are some themes that she is very passionate about and 
keeps on returning to. She seems to be very interested in how personal turns political. 
Having lived through Zia's regime - the longest and the most turbulent period of 
Pakistan's dictatorship, she makes a critique of the period in In the City by the Sea 
and Broken Verses. Though violence on streets, protests, riots, social stratification, 
rich-poor divide are the themes she often influxes her writings with, she has tried her 
hand at some audacious themes as well. She has taken up homosexuality trope in 
Broken Verses, the subject gains complications in the context of an Islamic social 
environment of Pakistan. She also charts expansive history of major world events in 
Burnt Shadows - bombing of Nagasaki in 1945, Partition of India in 1947, Pakistan in 
1982-83 during heavy funding by CIA and beginning of setting up of training camps 
in Afghanistan, and New York 2001-2 with 9/11 looming large in the background. 
Though she has dealt with feminist issues in her writings, especially Hudood laws, 
women activism and motherhood - these are only traces of the feminist streak in her. 
She hasn't shown any obsession or great leanings with feminist issues. Instead politics 
is what engages her attention as she herself relates "I don't shy away from the term 
'Political' " (hiterview A). 
In the City by the Sea deals with the way rebellious voices are suppressed in a 
military regime and democracy is strangled at every instance. The excesses of 
government are revealed to a young boy Hasan when his uncle is arrested for leading 
a rebel political party. Hasan employs fantasy to deal with the intrusion of reality into 
his world. Characters from Arthurian legends make it possible for him to cope with 
reality. The other thematic strands running alongside are violence on the street, 
protests and riots. The trial of his uncle Salman Haq has been constructed on the lines 
of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto's trial which earned much wrath of various countries in Zia's 
times. 
In Salt and Saffron, the enigma of not-quite-twins, twins bom on either side of 
night touches on magic realism where the historical exoticism of the Mughal Era is 
employed to trace cultural roots of the protagonist's Dard-e-Dil family. It is about 
Aliya's return to her aristocratic family after studying in the US. Shamsie uses a 
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problematic love-story to shed light on the search for balance between individual 
identity and social traditions. The main thematic motif of social divide has been 
weaved with the themes of the trauma of Partition, the family systems in the 
subcontinent, the feudal set-up, the cultural construct of marriages, social mannerisms 
of the elite etc. This novel can be separately studied from the angle of the rich cuisine 
depicted as a cultural motif therein through the character of the cook Masooo. Here 
the metaphor of Salt and Saffron is used to voice writer's concern about the sharply 
visible rich-poor divide in Pakistan's society. 
Kartography records the disintegration of Bangladesh or East Pakistan from 
West Pakistan, an event in Pakistan's history that had a deep effect en the 
consciousness of the nation. The way defeat faced in the war, which also sa\\ the 
involvement of Pakistan's staunchest enemy and its erstwhile conjoined twin, India, is 
painfully accepted or rather unaccepted by the Pakistanis and has a deep bearing on 
the psychology of the nation as a whole. As the defeat of 1971 war holds a much 
repressed status in Pakistan's history, literature dealing with the event assurres the 
proportions of a historical text. The large-scale sectarian violence and racial hatred 
that the war resulted in, anti-Bangladesh feelings that were rife during the time, the 
state of Muhajirs against the background of the graph of friendship between Kaieem 
and Raheen are the issues that the writer has deah with. The novel also is Kamilas 
tribute to her home city Karachi which explains the presence of 'K' in the msspeh 
title. She also very beautifully tries to bring out familiarity in places one grows up in 
through the multiple stories that Raheen uses to give directions to places in Karachi, 
thus resonating every place with deep personal element. 
The mother-daughter relationship of Samina and Aasmaani in Broken Verses, 
far from assuming domestic tones, instead, stretches its dimensions to explore w omen 
activism in response to the unjust Hudood laws enforced in the country during 
General Zia ul Haq's rule. The novel also very extensively deals witi the 
repercussions faced by the poets who dared to use their pen to make a critique )1 the 
government. It is a detailed study in the Urdu literary culture, especially the rich 
tradition of protest poetry. The novel addresses a number of other issue;; like 
complexity in the behaviour of celebrity kids, homosexuality, Islamophobia and 
religious fundamentalism in its thematic patterning. 
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In her last novel Burnt Shadows, she has gone her farthest so far in 
contextualization of 9/11, it is a sharp departure from her earlier rendition of themes 
concerning her country and stretches to focus on the conundrum of global affairs by 
setting her novel's beginning in Nagasaki. It is the longest of her books wherein a 
number of themes come up in quick succession. Tracing the roots of present day 
inhuman destruction of the power-hungry world, it goes to the place where the first of 
the bombs was dropped. Since then, it seems the world with its expansionist designs is 
racing ahead on the mode of destruction. It deals with the clash of civilization, 
multiculturalism. Islamic fundamentalism, Talibanism, suspicion of Muslims in the 
West and the pain of displacement from one's country. The conflict around has also 
drawn Shamsie into exploring the possibility of a nation less belonging. The rhythm 
and the structure of this novel are quite distinct from all her earlier novels. 
Shamsie's novels portray Pakistan beyond the headlines, they explode 
stereotypical images and help in greater understanding of the country as a volatile 
place where numerous opposite forces are in animosity with each other, her novels 
give them a very different idea of the place. Her characters belong to the elite class of 
society and her women are all independent, educated women earning equal status by 
the males, defying the popularly accepted notion. Also, none of her characters have 
religious fundamental leanings and do not shy away from making a critique of 
fundamentalism, she has presented a lesser known aspect of the widely acknowledged 
conservative society of Pakistan. As she herself relates, "But because I am writing 
about actual Pakistanis rather than stereotypes, the knock-on effect is to confront 
those stereotypes." (Brown) 
Her protagonists are well-chosen to be in the centre of political activity and 
their background carefully architectured to justify their themes. Hasan's Mamoo in In 
the City by the Sea is house-arrested and put to trial in a corruption charge during the 
times of General Zia ul Haq's rule. In Salt and Saffron, Aliya's fate is entwined with 
Mariam Apa who send tremors in Dard-e-Dil family because of non-observance of 
staunch class divisions. Raheen's father in Kartography has links with the racial 
hatred of 1971 Bangladesh War, Aasmani's mother is a front line feminist activist in 
Broken Verses and Hiroko in Burnt Shadows is a Hibakusha, a Hiroshima Bomb 
survivor whose burnt tattoos are a larger metaphor for the shadow of nuclear 
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destruction that has hung over the world since the first bombing in Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki in 1945. 
She has employed first person narrative in her first four novels and switches 
on to third person in Burnt Shadows to accommodate the wide canvas of hex fifth 
novel. Her employment of linear narrative suits the tone of her first, child-protagonist 
novel, In the City by the Sea while non-linear narrative in Kartography allows her to 
seamlessly integrate past events with present tremors. Her novels are exquisite pieces 
of language and can be endlessly admired for her preoccupation with words. As 
reviewed by Eastern Eye "Shamsie's exuberant style has echoes of Salman Ri slidie" 
{In the City Publisher's Blurb). Educated in West and brought up in Pakistan, with 
Urdu qawwalis, kafia and raqib as a part of the growing-up atmosphere, S lamsie 
stands on a rich ground, she has an experience and exposure not just to v estem 
literature but also to a society which has a very rich Urdu tradition and this cross-
cultural influences on her makes her writing very cosmopolitan. She draws on her 
bilingual inheritance to incorporate Urdu words and literature seamlessly with I nglish 
as she herself relates, "You grow up in Pakistan, you grow up in Karachi and in my 
family Urdu is there but the ways in which it makes itself known are you know I am 
consciously aware of that suddenly in my second novel Salt and Saffron I found that 
part of my family which was steeped in urdu culture, I was drawing on a lot" 
(Interview H). Words, their uses, their sounds, etymology, history, their twisting and 
turning holds much of her attention. 
Shamsie was bom and raised in Karachi and the city and its beauty - hibiscus 
flowers, days at the beach, peanuts roasted in their shells and its ugliness - violence, 
stratification etc inspired the rich feel of her first two novels and won her praise for 
bringing Karachi to life. Karachi is a huge presence in her novels and has been shown 
in its entire colour - the city of opportunity, of violence, of social divides, of beach, of 
strangers doing great acts of favour to others, of billboards, of beggars on the street 
and of stories at every comer. Shamsie also shows her own city's dark side, sht gives 
readers a lyrical yet realistic view of a young country whose struggle with dictatorship 
and violence has been detailed. Karachi seems to ignite her creative urge and p-ovide 
stimulus to writing amidst all the chaos around to trace the origins of the problems 
that confront the country today. With Karachi as the accepted background against 
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which her imagination moves smoothly, this peace with the landscape helps her to 
weave a story. And yet, she broke away from her habit of setting her stories in 
Karachi and moved to exploring global issues in Burnt Shadows and set her novel in 
five countries, "A startling expansion of author's intentions, imagination and 
craftsmanship. One can only admire the huge advances she has made, and helped us 
to make, in understanding the new global tensions" (Desai, Burnt Shadows 
Publisher's Blurb). Karachi is lodged deeply in her imagination, her own city by the 
sea which inspires her to breathe life into her words. 
The present work is aimed to contribute to the discussion over contemporary 
Pakistani English Literature. This study has focused on the themes and techniques in 
Shamsie's novels in which she has shown remarkable substantiality and maturity. 
Though Shamsie's works have been rated sparsely individually, the corpus of her 
work has not been studied as a whole. Her novels provide a very rich ground of study 
from a variety of angles, she "casts her imagination remarkably far and wide, through 
time and across continents" (Hamid, Burnt Shadows Publisher's Blurb). Though 
largely political, they also invite post-colonial readings, as records of socio-cultural 
dynamics of Pakistan, the Urdu-English cultural intertwining, for the rich and fecund 
imagination, elegant language, gorgeous food descriptions, an ability to capture the 
tone and atmosphere of a fractured place, a power to draw out the energy and 
psychology of things, a cultivated irony, a sense of history, a love of concrete details 
and a presiding lucidity. She incorporates new viewpoints as contrast to surface-
rendering and often macabre portrayal of Pakistan. Shamsie emphasizes that Pakistan 
and its literature is not an extremist "monolith" ("Finding her own voice") that the 
Western Press portrays it to be, especially post-September 11 but a charming, 
complex "spider-plant city" (Kartography 3) rife with ethnic tensions. 
Among the few Pakistani writers who have won considerable critical acclaim 
in the English-speaking world, Kamila Shamsie holds a respectable position. The 
body of work produced by Shamsie is handsome enough to merit a considerable 
critical study; however there is none at the moment. After receiving acclaim for her 
first novel, her second novel Salt and Saffron amply demonstrated her increased 
maturity as an artist. At the heart of it is the complex phenomenon of social class 
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division which Shamsie masterfully explores. In Broken Verses, Aasniaani's nental 
upheaval has been detailed in masterful strokes. 
She has an admirable keen eye for detail, an extraordinary power of 
observation and a remarkable ability to word her observations aptly and precisely. In 
Burnt Shadows, she has aptly handled vast stretches of time, space, emotio is and 
ideas. With Pakistan in the spotlight, the timing is just right for the deluge of w ritings 
that are making their mark on the international literary scene. Kamila Shamsie"s 
novels have received attention and acclaim as individual works of art but this 
appraisal itself appears fragmentary. Her work can be studied from a variety of 
angles. The corpus of her work, taken as a whole, and studied as a continuity w ould 
justify her position in the literary world and can be appreciated in a proper critical 
perspective. Her novels provide relevant commentaries on polemical cultural and 
political issues, provoking an assessment of the role of literature in imagining a 
nation. 
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